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MS1202-VLZ I2 -CH  MS140 2-VLZ 14 -CH  COLLECT 'EM  TRADE 'EM WITH

MICRO

SERIES

1202

VLZ
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CHS.

4 STEREO

CHS.

5429'

MICRO

SERIES

1402

VLZ

6 MONO

CHS.

4 STEREO

CHS.

5599'

CALL

TOLL

FREE,

FAX
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E-MAIL

FOR

YOUR

40 -PG

"IN

YOUR

FACE"

COMPACT

MIXER

TABLOID

AND

APPLI-

CATIONS

GUIDE

'suggested U.S.

retail

OUR FRIENDS

VLZ MICROSERIES: SMALL MIXERS WITH WHAT

IT TAKES TO HANDLE SERIOUS PROJECTS.

BOTH MODELS HAVE:

Studio -grade mic
preamps with discrete

circuitry for high
headroom low noise (-1295

d5m E.I.N.) and wide
frequency response (over

300kHz9.
Low Cut filters (15dI3/

oct. gr/bHz) on mono
mic/line channels

allow use of low- frequency
EQ on vocals without

boosting room rumble, mic
thumps, P -pops and wind

noise.

Trim Controls on mono
channels have 60dI3 total

gain range for boosting weak
sound sources and a 10d0
"virtual pad" for taming

hot digital multitrack
outputs.

2 Aux Sends per channel-
(one globally switchable

pre/post, one post -
fader), each with 15de of

gain above Unity to boost
weak effects.

3 -band equalization
with 12kHz High -

shelving EQ
broadband musical

2.5kHz peaking MidrangeII
& 50Hz Low shelving EQ.

Constant loudness pan
controls. 1-

Stereo in -place Solo.

Mute button routes
signal to "bonus"
Alt 3-4 stereo bus

outputs & Control Room
matrix. Handy for both

recording and lire
application&

MS1402-VIZ ONLY:

BOmm logarithmic -
taper faders based

on our exclusive 845us
design. Long -wearing wiper

material and tight
polymer lip seals to

protect against dust &
other crud.

©Built-in power
supplies - no

outiet-eating wall
warts or hum -inducing line

lumps.

Phantom power so you can
use high quality

condenser microphones.
XLR outputs with mic-line -

level switch (along with 1/4"
TR5 outputs on top

panel).

OM MACKIE DESIGNS INC

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

EMU-VLZ  I2x2  4 MIC PREAMPS

MS1402411  14x2 MIL PREAMPS

All npas 6 outputs
are ballamedi to cut
hum & allow extra- -

long cable -uns, but can
also be used with
unbalanced electronics.
I except RCA tapejacks,
heaphonejatk & ;n5erte.

Control Room ou.:puts feed
monitors speakers without
tying up the headphone
jack.

Circle (1) on Free Into Card

VLZ (Very Low
Impedance)
circuitry first

BOTH MODELS HAVE:

Radio Frequency
Interference protection

- via metal jacks &
washers plus internal
shunting capacitors.
High -output headphone
amp can drive virtually

. any set of phones to
levels even a drummer can
appreciate.

Aux I Master level control it pre/
post switch.
Effects Return to Monitor
switch folds Aux
Return 1 effects into a
stage monitor mix via ALx
Return 2 level control.
RCA -type tape inputs 6 ou:puts.

- Peak -reading LED meters
with Level Set LEO
combined with In -Place
Solo allows fast, accurate
setting of channel
operating levels for
maximum headroom and

- lowest noise floor

-developed for our 55us
console series dramatically
reduces thermal noise &
crosstalk in c,itical areas.

ni

0.0

- Control Room/
Phones Matrix adds
monitoring,
mixdown & metering- flexibility. Select any

- combination of Main Mix,
Tape In and Alt 3-4 signals
for routing to phones,
Control Room outputs
and meters. Can be used
as extra monitor or
headphone mix, tape
monitor, or separate
submix. Way cool.

Tape Assign To Main Mix
assigns unbalanced RCA
tape inputs to main rr bc.
Besides its obvious use as
a tape monitor, it can also
add an extra stereo tape
or CO feed into a mix or
play music during a break.

MS1402-VLZ only: Global
Solo Made selects PFL or
AFL solo modes.

Solid steel chassis & ti-ick
fiberglass internal circu t
boards resist abuse.

Channel inserts on mono
channels.

Woodinvilie  WA  USA  98072 800/898-3211 t,' 206/487-4337  e
Outside the USA t 2061487-4333 k. 206/485-1152  Represented in Canada b- S.F.

at every

production project

requires dozens of input

channels and boatloads

of buses.

But doing ANY audio

job well requires a

mixer with superb

specs. and the right

combination of useful

features.

Our MicroSeries

1202-V11 and 1402-V1.1

might have small

footprints, but when it

comes to performance,

they walk very tall.

Since both are

basically chips off our

blockbuster 8Bus

Series consoles, they

have big -board specs:

greater than

90dBu signal to

noise ratio, less than

0.005% distortion,

more dynamic range

than compact discs and

frequency response

that's only down IdB at

B0,000 Hz.

Why own an imitation

when you can own the

brand of compact mixer

that serious pros

prefer. Call for info

today.

mail I saies*mackie.r.am
arketing t.800/363-8855



UNCOMPRESSED DIGITAL STL

CD LINK" STL
Full CD -quality sound that blows minds

and blows away competition.
If you thought an uncompressed
Studio -to -Transmitter Link was
impossible in a 300 kHz bandwidth,
think again. Harris makes it economi-
cal and easy for you to have an
uncompressed bit -for -bit AES3 path
that delivers rich, full, digital sound
like your audience has never heard
before from an FM broadcast station.
Sound that can
boost ratings, attract
more advertisers,
make your station
more profitable,
draw hotter talent,
and start an upward
success spiral that leaves your
competitors singing the compressed
digital blues.

We've made history by
introducing CD LINK,

the world's first
UNCOMPRESSED

950 MHz digital STL.
Now the radio broadcast chain can
be 100% digital, with CD -quality
sound uncompromised by dueling

algorithms and lossy
compression schemes.
Whether your present
STL is analog or digi-
tal, a Harris CD LINK
STL can provide
AES3, left/right ana-

log, composite stereo, one 12 kHz or
two 6 kHz AUX audio channels, plus
data and remote control channels.

IOW

CD LINK is another
in a long line of
firsts from
Harris, designed
to make you first 9
in your markets. Contact Harris now
for the information you need to
make sound decisions.

HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION

U.S. and Canada
TEL: +1 217 222-8200
FAX: +1 217 224-1439

Elsewhere
TEL: +1 217 222-8290
FAX: +1 217 224-2764

nn HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions

Radio -FM: DIGIT CDTM- Digital FM Exciter  SuperCiterTM Analog FM Exciter  CD LINK" Digital STL  Quest, Platinum and Platinum Z Solid State FM
Transmitters  HT Single -tube FM Transmitters  FM Antennas Radio -AM: DX - Digital Solid State AM Transmitters  GATES' Solid State AM Transmitters
Radio -DAB: DAB 2000 Transmitters Studio Products: Digital and Analog Studio Equipment Systems: Mobile and Fixed Studios and Satellite Systems

Circle (4) on Free Info Card ©1997 Harris Corporation
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FEATURES
24 NAB 97 in Review

By the BE Radio staff
A review of NAB 97, grouped by product category and
reported by our exclusive team of insightful broadcasters.

70 Pick Hits of NAB 97
By 5kip Pizzi
An elite panel of judges from the radio industry selects the
top 10 new products shown at this year's NAB convention.

76 Field Report: TC Electronic Finalizer
By Steve Rowland
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By Skip Pizzi
Gearing up for NAB gets harder every year.

08 Contract Engineering
By Don Markley
Make sure you're clear on what's required by the FCC's tower
registration program.

10 Managing Technology
By Chip Morgan
Buying and installing new technology is a challenging process.

14 RF Engineering
By John Battison
Protecting your facilities from lightning damage comes to mind
about this time each year.

22 FCC Update
By Harry C. Martin & Andy Kersting
Final action on the AM expanded bands seems imminent, plus
some other rule changes.

83 News
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92 Preview
93 Ad Index
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How real is audio on the web?
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ON THE COVER: New York, New York, the newest hotel in Las Vegas, drew a lot of attention from NAB 97 attendees.
But it couldn't hold a candle, let alone a torch, to the show itself. (Cover design by Stephanie Masterson, art director. Photo
by Doug Schwartz.)
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Shrink-wrapping NAB

Sometime around Thanksgiving, one brave soul
around the office here mentions that it's not too
early to start planning for the following spring's

NAB convention. The reaction of everyone else is swift
and unanimous: "Forget it!" "Too soon!" "Don't worry
about that yet!" "I've got way too much other stuff right
now. . ." and so on. Secretly, we're all hoping it will just
go away and never actually happen. We're in the initial
stages of NAB denial.

With the dawning of the new year, the denial starts to
fade, and it sinks in that we really are going to have to
face it again. This gets us mad. Now, we're into phase

two: NAB anger. There's a sug-
gestion that instead of a Las Ve-
gas photo on the cover, we use a
picture of the nearby Hoover
Dam with a banner reading "An-
other Damn NAB!" plastered
across it in large red letters. A less
strident colleague suggests that
dyslexia might be used as an
excuse to cover the NBA playoffs
instead.

We know we're all grasping at
straws. By Valentine's Day, the reality of the task ahead
starts to sink in: The show will be bigger than ever. Our
readers will expect more from us. Our competition will be
doing more. Our time is already tight. What hotel will we
be in? Will there be scheduling conflicts? Will I remember
to pack comfortable shoes? Will Wayne Newton make
another comeback while we're there? We're deep in
phase three NAB fear. Memories of the shuttle bus
between convention centers sends a few of us over the
edge. It's time for a trip to the nearest bar to settle some
nerves.

By the first of March, the pre -show issues are running
late, our scheduling calendars are a mess, and we start to
regret all that wasted time indulging in the previous
phases. Welcome to phase four: NAB guilt. A nagging
feeling of not having done enough and being inadequate-
ly prepared lasts until we sit down on the plane to Las
Vegas.

That cloud begins to lift along with the aircraft, and we
slide comfortably into phase five: NAB acceptance. It's
locked in as soon as we see the first familiar face at the
baggage claim or the hotel or the convention center. It
really isn't so bad. In fact, I think we'd be disappointed if

it didn't get worse - I mean better - each year.
For all of us broadcast co-dependents, there's really

nothing like the annual NAB convention. Sure, it's a pain
and it seems to get more out of control each year. But it's
actually a form of pretty -well -organized chaos, and ifyou
get yourself equally well -prepared, you can avail your-
self of opportunities you'll find nowhere else. Leave
some time for the camaraderie and networking, too. NAB
is an unsurpassed occasion for catching up with cohorts
and fellow professionals. (How many times have you
met up with someone at the show who lives in your
home town, but whom you haven't seen since the
previous NAB?)

If you've never gone to an NAB convention, you owe it
to yourself to do so (if you're serious about broadcasting
as a career). And whether you attended this year's show
or not, this issue of BE Radio is here to help you put it in
perspective and give it some closure. Anyway, our time
is up for today, so let's get off the couch and get back to
work. Our NAB 97 coverage begins on p. 24.

Skip Pizzi, editor

ADER
ESPONSE
E-mail: beradio@intertec.com

FAXback: 913/967-1905
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Serial Digital Leitch Xpress
12x1 Monitoring Router Has Electrifying

Features At A Shocking Price

12x1 serial video and AES or analog stereo audio in 1RU

4 reclocked serial video outputs eliminate need for external distribution

Built-in video D -to -A provides RGB and NTSC/PAL outputs

Built-in audio D -to -A provides analog stereo audio outputs (AES models only)

Local or remote, audio follow -video or breakaway control panels

RS232/422 serial control with Leitch and GVG TEN -XL* protocol compatibility

Built-in GPI inputs with selectable joystick override operation

'TEN -XL is a Grass Valley Group product.

Are you energized? Call Leitch!

http://www.leitch.com
U.S.A. (800) 231-9673 Fax: (757) 548-4088

Canada (800) 387-0233 Fax: (416) 445-0595
Circle 116i on Free Info Ca -d



Engineering
Tower registration update
By Don Markley

0
n July 1, 1996, the FCC began its tower registration
program, requiring the owners of certain towers
(generally those above 200 feet in height or near an

airport) to register them with the commission. The
process will conclude on June 30, 1998. As the filing
period continues, some questions still exist. In addition,
the hills seem to be alive with experts, pseudo -experts
and outright charlatans who propose to perform tower
registration services for stations. A bit of clarification,
therefore, seems warranted.

First, the FCC is content to have the tower location
specified to the nearest second of latitude and longitude
and to have the tower height above ground and the site
elevation above sea level stated to the nearest meter.
Although the FAA prefers tower heights to be specified to
the nearest foot and coordinates to the nearest tenth of a
second, for the purposes of tower registration, it's only
necessary to meet the FCC requirements.

Second, the FCC will accept data obtained from a recent
topographic quadrangle map. You may experience diffi-
culty in locating the tower(s) on such maps, however. If
the tower has been in existence for a long enough time
that the map has been updated to show the tower's
location, the coordinates can simply be taken directly
from the map. If the tower isn't shown, it must be located
precisely, preferably by measurement from known mark-
ings on the map. The old calibrated eyeball simply will not
do here, but a survey or measurement with the proper
type of GPS equipment will. If the location can be
accurately determined by such means and plotted on the
map, it may be possible to accurately determine the
elevation.

Remember, the FCC says that elevations from a 7.5 -foot
topographic map are acceptable as are elevations from a
GPS receiver. (See the instructions for FCC Form 854.)
The trick here is to use a GPS receiver that has that type
of accuracy. The little hand-held unit that you use on your
fishing boat probably isn't nearly good enough. Without
differential correction, a GPS receiver may be in error by
+/-150 feet horizontally and 1.5 times that value vertically.

Differential correction is accomplished by receiving
signals from either a Coast Guard beacon or other
correction source. Those signals are used to eliminate the
error signal that is purposely introduced into the satellite
signals by the Department of Defense to protect us from
the terrible Red Menace. (The official terminology for this
error signal is selective availability, a classic Pentagon
euphemism.) Even the differential correction data may be

suspect, however. The correction data is only accurate at
the point where it's generated. The system accuracy then
is partly a function of how far the differential transmitter
is from the point of measurement.
The method of determining the latitude and longitude

should be accurate to 0.1 second. To round accurately to
the nearest second (as the FCC requires), the measure-
ment method needs to be more accurate than the final
result. That is, you need to know if the actual value is
greater than 0.5 seconds or less. Otherwise, you may be
rounding the wrong way. Again, you can forget about all
this if you can find your tower(s) on a 7.5 -foot topograph-
ic map because the USGS has already provided you with the
required accuracy in measurements on that map.

Caveat emptor
With regard to those offering to provide the measure-

ment service, use care in establishing their credentials.
Some fine companies have the proper experience and
equipment to provide data well within the required
accuracy. But watch out when dealing with would-be
experts who happen to have a GPS receiver. Just because
a device generates numbers doesn't mean that those
numbers have value. And even with a reputable firm,
don't allow yourself to be overcharged for this service. If
the cost becomes more than $1,000 for a single tower, you
are being had.

Finally, don't simply copy the height and location from
an old license document. The purpose of this whole
exercise is to attempt to generate an accurate database.
Simply resubmitting old data defeats that purpose and
opens the station to a fine for submitting false data. This
also can be a real problem when it comes time to modify
or sell the station in the future. Have the numbers
determined accurately and get all of the station paper-
work in proper order.

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley & Associates, Peoria, IL.

For tower registration forms (Form 854) and
other information, contact the FCC at:

800-418-3676 (Forms Distribution Center)
202-418-0177 (Fax -on -demand forms)
800-322-1117 (Consumer Assistance)
202-414-1250 (Electronic Filing Assistance)
mayday@fcc.gov (E-mail questions)
http://www.fcc.gov/wtb/antstruc.html
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When the ON AIR light glows, there's
no time for amateurs or pretenders.
That's the reason top professional
broadcasters choose Neumann.
Rich, smooth, sound - warm, silky
tone. Neumann microphones have
that classic presence which makes any
announcer sound their absolute best.
And in broadcast, sound is everything.

Neumann has a comprehensive range
of microphones to suit virtually any
application and budget. Contact your
Neumann dealer today and discover
the secret of the pros.

Neumann... the choice of those
who can hear the difference.

DA NeumannIUSP

PO Box 987, Dept 1498, Old Lyme, CT 06371 Tel 860 434 5220 Ext 149B  FAX 860 434 3148

West Coast: Tel 818 845 8815  FAX 818.845 7140

Canada: Tel 514426-3013  FAX 514 426-3953  Mexico Tel & FAX 515 639-0956
World Wide Web http //www neumannusa corn
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Tachnology

Buying new technology
By Chip Morgan

The moment of truth has arrived. You've been given
approval for a major facelift at the radio station. You
are expected to improve the efficiency of the oper-

ation, while making it an even more fun place to work.
How do you sift through all the possible systems, new
technologies, designs and wish lists to come up with a
well -thought-out plan that you can achieve on time and
on budget? Most important, if you buy new technology,
how do you know which systems really work?

You're already keeping up to date by reading industry
trade magazines. That's a great start. If you're attending
industry trade shows, you're at the head of the class
because you have some face-to-face (or perhaps hands-
on) time with the technologies. But what's next?

Attending trade shows
research.

First, consider the process ahead of the products. Every
major project should have a single person responsible
and accountable for the oversight and efficient achieve-
ment of the project's goals: a project manager (PM). If
you're not already an expert at this or don't have time to
do it yourself, do you have a staff member who can do
it? If so, remember that an in-house PM needs to be fully
committed to the project and can't be distracted by day-
to-day duties - unless your project doesn't have a critical
timetable or budget. If you don't have an in-house
candidate, the only choice is an external hire. Check with
other stations that have gone through a similar process
recently for suggestions.

is an essential part of new -technology

Project management
The PM must be intimately familiar with all your needs

from the front door to the antenna. He or she must be an
expert in space planning, technical design, interior design,
asset management, refurbishment, construction, installa-

tion and delivery. Another requirement is a clear under-
standing of audio, RF, architecture, acoustics, wiring, all
equipment involved and particular familiarity with the
concepts you have in mind for the new configuration of
your station(s). Further valuable assets include an ability to
provide budgets and plans on short notice, adaptability to
change, a sense of humor and a cooperative spirit.

Establish a single point of contact at the station for dealing
with the PM (typically the station manager). Be sure to
stress the desirable features of your current facilities or
facilities that you have seen. You don't want to lose the
benefits of a previous design that already works. Include
provisions for five to seven years of growth in the system
designs. You don't want to have to repeat this kind of
project often. To keep your financial people happy, review
the impact of any new purchases and construction on your
insurance and taxes. Overall, the value of preparation and
a clear, singular understanding of the project by all parties
involved cannot be overestimated.

Ancillary issues
Any major project tends to "creep" beyond its initial

boundaries. Some of this is beneficial due to economies
of scale, but beware whenever you hear, "Hey, while
we're at it, how about. . ." during the planning process.

A few things that should be added to any project
include the following: plenty of storage space for files and
spare equipment; upgrade of cabling for the whole facility
(CATS LAN cable, 11011 AES3 audio cable, high -quality
phone cable and perhaps fiber for long runs); backup
systems (emergency power, spare STL, studio switching
capabilities, backup transmission capabilities); a fireproof
safe and other improved security items.

Also, take this time to carefully assess your telephone
and communications requirements. Don't forget to allow
time for staff training on any new systems, and consider
annual maintenance agreements for critical equipment.

Order equipment with an on -site due date and insist on
completion deadlines from all contractors. When equip-
ment arrives, inventory all items before placing them in
their designated locations.

Questions to ask your vendors
Ask all prospective equipment vendors and system

integrators about their track records and get some refer-
ences. Also, ask how long after purchase are they
available for assistance/troubleshooting/consulting and
what level(s) of service they provide.
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Plug into the smartest audio workstation ever created.

The new AUDICY' was designed from the ground up to do what no other broadcast audio work-

station has done: plug directly into the creative mind. Unlike complex workstations, t treats the eoiting

process like an "inspiration with a deadline." If you've ever watched an editor sit down and try to read

a manual under pressure, you'll understand why the new AUDICY is a study in "see it, get it, do it"

The clean, uncluttered control surface was specifically designed to look smart, feel rood, and be instant-

ly productive. The screen interface combines simplicity with a brilliant use of "virtual hardware" graphics.

And to keep pace with the endless rush of ideas and deadlines, AUDICY offers unrivaled speed and power.

With RAM -based editing and mixing, you edit in real time-by ear-working on up to 24 tracks.

Access to audio is instantaneous, even when using the complete suite of built-in effects

including compression. ER. and reverb. AUDICY even lets video people plug into advanced audio production

with flexible SMPTE features. All of which means that creative minds can spend less time learning. more

time creating, and still get on -air, on time. The genius of AUDICY is in making power simple.

Introducing AMY

orban
H A Harman International Company

©1997 Urban. Inc Urban and Audicy are registered trademeris 1525 Alvarado St San Leandro. CA 90577 USA Phone 1.510.351.3500 fax 1.510.351.0500 E-mail custserrePorben corn Web mred urban can
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L

RF COMPONENTS
 Transmission Line
Rigid/ HELIAX

 Waveguide
 Filters/Combiners
UHF/VHF

TV ANTENNAS
 UHF  LPTV
 VHF  Dual mode

FM ANTENNAS
 Sidemounts
 Panels
 Combined Systems

PANEL ANTENNAS
 FM  UHF  VHF

You Want More
Than Just An
Antenna

Made on USA since 1954

JAMPRO ANTENNAS/RE SYSTEMS, INC.
P 0 Box 292880

Sacramento, CA 95829 USA
Phone (916) 383-1177  Fax (916) 383-1182

www jampro corn E -Mad jamprod ns net

HELIAX ,s a registered trademark of Andrew Corporation

Managing Technology
Other revealing questions include the following: What

kind of technology are other stations like mine using?
How do I decide whether to upgrade or replace? How do
I get my money's worth when technology changes so fast?

Dealers and integrators may have an inside track to help
you compare various manufacturers. Ask them about a
company's attitude toward customization, its longevity, its
products' reliability and the quality of its support.

Project timing
1 tine and budget management is critical in any project.

If you trust your design team, you can leave the details to
them. Managers should concentrate on the big picture-
assuring good information flow, proper funding and
meeting deadlines.

In general, a project will usually proceed faster (and
cheaper) if it employs proven technology platforms and
off -the -shelf solutions. Don't use custom or proprietary
designs unless they give you a strong competitive edge
and you're convinced that development is complete with
adequate support available.

Ideally, you should start about a year in advance of your
desired completion date with a management meeting to
discuss the facility's needs. Then establish initial contact
with designers and get proposals. Contracts from design-
ers for initial space programming should be completed
within 90 to 120 days after this meeting.

meeting to discuss project recom-
mendations and budgets about six months ahead of
completion date. Approve plans and put all designs out
to bid for construction at that time. All construction and
installation bids should be approved by 120 days ahead
of completion, with equipment ordered and installation
scheduled shortly thereafter.

Schedule construction to begin 90 days from the
completion target. Create and review a punch list with
all installers at about two weeks from completion, and
schedule training to begin about 10 days out. Finally,
plan a project review with all parties for 30 days after
completion.

Many projects don't have this kind of time, however.
Although it's dangerous to rely on it, the schedule can be
fast -tracked by using experienced radio architects and
good general contractors. Systems integrators can design,
assemble and test your facility off site, so that it can be
installed at the last minute. But even with an accelerated
schedule you should still leave about 10 days for training,
practice and punch -list corrections.

Remember, radio stations have unique construction and
system -design requirements - including 24 -hour opera-
tion, high-tech growth paths and critical performance
issues - that cannot be mastered by anyone the first time
around. It comes down to the professionals involved, so
it's critical to work with a good team, including architects
and engineers who specialize in radio. You'll benefit from
all the experience you can find and afford.
Chip Morgan is president of CMBE, Inc., a systems design and
integration firm based in Sacramento, CA.

Circle (19) on Free Info Card
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Digital audio links

TEMpotiAlz?

DRT1 28

Designec for the reporter on the move,
the DR -1128 Digital Reporter Terminal
enables speedy direct dial connection to
the ISDN through an integral terminal
adapter for the simultaneous transmission
and reception of broadcast quality audio.
Robust and lightweight, the DRT128
provides a variety of transmission options

- including stereo.
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Engineering
Lightning protection
By John Battison, P.E.

Ben Franklin had the first "ball gap" on a "tower" when
he flew his kite with its dangling metal key and
discovered that lightning was an electrical discharge.

Today, for many small stations, the good old ball gap
across the base insulator is the only protection they have
from the ravages of celestial power surges. But times are
changing. As the venerable, dependable and rugged tube
gives way to black boxes containing hundreds of tiny and

Research indicates that lightning causes damage averaging
more than $1 billion per year in the United States.

vulnerable pieces of contaminated exotic metals (i.e.,
microprocessors), protection from Franklin's discovery
becomes far more complicated and demanding. The old
saying is pertinent: "If you're going to beat 'em, you've got
to know 'em."

The value of proper grounding
The days are long gone when a ball gap across a tower

base provided adequate lightning protection, as well as
sustained RF-arc suppression (when properly adjusted).
It is now known that when a lightning strike occurs, there
are many entrances available to its enormously destruc-
tive power. In fact, the tower itself may be one of your
lesser worries.

Certain basic engineering designs are normally used
today, such as adequate and proper grounding. If a series -

fed tower is used, there should be a copper strap at least
four inches wide from the tower base/ground system to
the transmitter ground in the building. I have seen many
AM transmitters that relied on the outer coaxial cable
shielding for this connection.

Either an RF choke or a suitable high -value resistor
should ground the tower and act as a static drain. Guy
wire anchors also should be tied into the ground system.
It is often advisable to connect resistors across guy
insulators to drain charged guy sections to ground. In dry
air, guy wires frequently become charged, and you'll
occasionally hear sparks cracking across insulators.

With a grounded, folded-unipole antenna or any other
type of grounded antenna, it is essential to have a good
ground and ensure that all tower sections are properly
bonded together.

Non -radiating FM and TV towers require proper ground-
ing just as much as AM towers. Too frequently, I've
observed FM towers with nothing more than a couple of
eight -foot ground rods connected by thin copper wire to
tower bases. These wires will have a high impedance to
a lightning strike and can contribute to widespread
damage.

When lightning strikes, the current can run as high as
200,000 amperes and the heat in the bolt's core can reach
30,000°K. When currents of this magnitude go through a
tower with inadequate bonding and grounding - and
hence a high impedance - the current will try to find
other paths to ground. These may involve the transmis-
sion line, wiring for the tower's lighting, other deviceson
the tower or even jumping from the tower to another
nearby metallic object (often a power or telephone line).

When lightning strikes
There is little that an engineer can do when lightning is

approaching. Several companies make lightning detec-
tors that work well and can give up to several hours
warning.

These devices typically use two techniques to search out
lightning strikes. First, an optical detector makes use of a
sensitive photocell, allowing it to pick up distant lightning
flashes that the human eye would not notice in daytime
ambient light. Second, an e -field RF device responds to
electrical perturbations produced by distant intracloud
discharges. Remember, that each lightning strike resem-
bles the dreaded "EMP" of a nuclear explosion, with a
distinct radiated signature that travels great distances.
(AM broadcasters and listeners need no reminder of this
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No manual re quire
seruzl you corie anyway

f traditional audio production is
analogous to walking, a digital audio

workstation is the equivalent to flying.

Unfortunately, a lot of audio production
software can seem like the equivalent of 747
cockpit controls: serious technoid overkill
when you're just trying to get from point A to
point B.

That's why we developed the Express'N
software interface for or_r PrismacM
workstation hardware. So you can enjoy
workstation speed and maneuverability
instead of logging frustrating hours jut*
trying to get the thing off the ground.

Express is the creative tool for radio
broadcast production with a clean interface so simple that even your program director could learn it. Everything you
need is on a single screen - cut/copy/paste buttons, snapping/grid controls, faders & pans, a transport that is very
familiar, a pull -down sound library list, and the ever popular 10 -level undo/redo. And the best part is, it works the way
you work - quickly and intuitively So you don't have to spend endless hours inside a manual deciphering cryptic

icons, memorizing multiple keystroke combinations, and struggling with computerese.

Not that we cut out any feature you might need; we just took out all the stuff you hate about digital workstation
software. Like nested menus, tricky hardware set-up, and way too many screens pled up on top of each other.

But Express isn't just some kind of "dumbed down" procuct. Lurking underneath this deceptively simple interface
lies a tremendous amount of power and capability that allows you to accomplish even the most difficult editing task.,
Powerful tools like time compression/expansion, normalization
and one -touch submix.

Prisma systems also work well in groups. with Internet -
compatible network audio transfer between systems in different
rooms or across the planet. You can even send a spot you've
created in Express directly to one of several popular digital on -air
delivery systems - all ready to play

And if you really want to get going fast, we'll build you a complete
turnkey Prisma system, so all you need to provide is some desk
space and a power outlet

S 0
don't just sit on the runway reading the manual.
Grab the controls and fly. Express for Prisma.

Get it done while you're still young.

'I've always known my Prisma sy i was spee,: i lien I

got my hands on the new Express softwars Its simple
interface and intuitive tools make virtually every radio
project a snap. It's easy. its fast . and it makes mounds art
mounds of carrot salad We love it,"

111=112:11121111=M71231r
 8 tracks with instant vertical and horizontal zoom

 Over 250 markers and 99 auto -locate points

 Fast bipolar waveform views
 Easy head and tail trim
 Directly draggable fades and crossfades
 Snap sounds to markers, grid, current position, or

other sounds

10 -level undo/redo

 Customize keyboard and MIDI controller hot keys to match
your working style
Several popular tac-ile work surface options to choose from

 glade sound files and projects with other Spectral
workstations via removable media. local networks, or the
Internet

 Direct PCM or MPEG network transfer to popular digital
on -air delivery systems

 Complete turnkey Prisma workstation systems available
 Flee software updates and upgrades for 1 year

Express is hist one of three compatible software interfaces for Plasma - and edicts lust a part of our product line Rum to Special for an established company
specializing in digital audio workstation and connectivity solutions Call fax or e-rna.I to complete detailed information on our practical approach to enhanced productivity
.in I !or 0 npv.. tin, s,11.1c1:0-1p0 Circle (6) on Free Info Card

SPECTRAL. Ilroccw-F:00:01raifteml
142nd Ave NE Woodinville. WA 98072 USA

Toll free sales phone: 800 407 5832 Not -the -sales -phone phone: 206 487 2931 FAx 206 487 3431
httl wvvvv-. sr) . corn.

E -Mail: salesaspectralinc.corn
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RF Engineering
phenomenon.) E -field lightning de-
tectors can perceive storms up to 200
miles away. Many times, it is also
possible to predetermine the poten-
tial severity of an approaching elec-
tric storm condition from the detec-
tor's indications. Airports and out-
door amusement facilities, like
golf courses and theme parks,
make considerable use of these
devices.

Because it is not practical to
lower a tower during a storm
(as our friend Ben did), all the
station engineer can do is start
the standby generator (if one
exists), hope the tower's
grounds are good and prepare
for emergency operation. The
real preparatory work to counter
a lightning storm should have
been done when the station
was built.

As civilization has grown and
increasingly taller objects have
reached into the static -charged
atmosphere, experience has
shown that some buildings fare
better than others. This has led
to the development of collected
engineering knowledge, such
as the National Electric Code
(NEC) for general construction, along
with more specific recommendations
for broadcast facilities.

The physics of lightning
As a thunderstorm develops, light-

ning first begins inside the storm
cloud. Everyone has seen this phe-
nomenon in which dark clouds are
illuminated by internal flashes. They
are often followed in about half an
hour by strikes to ground. The intra-
cloud lightning is the result of dis-
charges between positively and neg-
atively charged regions within the
cloud (thought to be caused by the
friction of strong vertical winds inside
the cloud, which "strip" electrons
from water molecules).
Normally, as the storm cloud ma-

tures, its top will extend higher into
the atmosphere (reaching as high as
75,000 feet in some cases), and light-
ning activity will increase within it.
Soon, the cloud may grow to the
point at which some charged regions

near the bottom of the cloud are
closer to the earth than they are to a
region of opposite charge within the
cloud above them. When this occurs,
the air dielectric between cloud and
earth becomes ionized to a point at
which it breaks down and a lightning

This cellular tower is equipped with lightning -
protection products placed at areas of maxi-
mum curvature - on each vertex of the cande-
labra structure and atop each antenna stake.
(Courtesy of Lightning Master Corporation.)

strike occurs. The actual process in-
volves small "streamers" of electricity
that drop from the cloud's underside
and reach out for opposites from the
ground. Eventually, a streamer from
the cloud will "pull up" a streamer
produced by the induced opposite
charge on the ground. The two stream-
ers meet, usually at a point only a few
feet above the ground.

The areas of high potential charge
within the cloud are similar to the
phenomenon that causes St. Elmo's
fire - the strange luminescence ex-
perienced by aircraft and ships that
travel through such regions. (I can
remember flying one night over Kiel
during WW II when the whole of the
inside of the bomber was ablaze with
blue glows that emanated from every
metallic object inside the plane. Radi-
os were useless because of static. My
recent research has shown that St.
Elmo was, in fact, a distant ancestor of
Edsel Murphy.)

The small, ropelike metallic strands
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We worked on our first duopoly project over 5 years ago and our experience leaves nothing to chance.

No matter what configuration of stations you have, no matter what format, no matter how many studios...
MEDIATOUCH can run it all through.one central location, all with the ease of touch screen technology.

And MEDIATOUCH works with your existing platforms. No expensive equipment to buy.
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RF Engineering
you may have noticed on the trailing edges of some
aircraft are static discharge devices that are used to drain
electric charges from the aircraft during flight. Similar
devices claim to reduce the likelihood of a tower or tall
building being struck by lightning. They employ strips of
metal that sometimes look like barbed wire, with numer-
ous spikes sticking up into the air.

Again referring to basic physics, as a tower or building
becomes charged, the potential increases most at the
points of maximum curvature, ionizing the air around
them. The theory behind these lightning -abatement de-
vices states that they will drain away and dissipate the
charge before the potential difference between the charged
cloud and the grounded object becomes great enough to
break down the air dielectric and result in a strike.
Incidentally, most strikes are caused by negatively charged
clouds discharging to a positive ground - the reverse of
the usual charge condition.

Taking a strike's pulse
Many of us think of a lightning strike at the transmitter

site as an immense discharge of power into a tower with
resulting unwanted distribution of electrical energy
throughout the transmission facility. In fact, the strike
consists of a number of individual pulses. There may be
more than 20 pulses of 0.001 seconds "on" and 0.002
seconds "off until the voltage drops to a point at which

ARMSTRONG
FM TRANSMITTERS
Engineered for Reliability

 Power Levels from

lkW to 30kW

 High Efficiency, Grounded
Grid Single Tube Design

 Wideband Quarter Wave
Cavity for Lowest

Synchronous AM

 Solid State Driver with Patch

Around Capability

 Optional Automatic Power
Control & VSWR Foldback

 INEXPENSIVE!
110

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMIT TER CORPORATION

NewYerie le Redd=
4835 N. Street Road 3100 N W. 72 Av. #I27
Marcellus. NY 13108 Miami. FL 33122

(315) 673-1269  Fax (315) 673-9972 (305) 471-1175  Fax (305) 471-1182

it no longer breaks down the air dielectric.
Another interesting phenomenon explains why light-

ning can do so much damage. As noted earlier, a charged
storm cloud induces an opposite charge on the ground
beneath it. The storm "drags" this charge along the ground
as it moves. When a strike occurs, there is little ground
charge left in that particular area, but all around it a high
charge still exists from the cloud overhead. This creates
a high -voltage gradient across the area, and when subse-
quent strikes occur, strong ground currents flow to the
strike target. This flowing charge can jump gaps, inciner-
ate wires and cause fires with its enormous current.

Now consider that when lightning strikes, an enormous
pulsed charge with a high repetition rate induces currents
in adjacent metallic objects. It is, in effect, an enormous
and powerful electric field in motion. The typical transmit-
ter site has a number of conductors entering the transmit-
ter building from various directions. Often, some are
buried and others are elevated, and they usually enter the
transmitter building at different places, with individual
grounds at each entrance point. When a heavy strike
occurs, an extremely high potential difference (gradient)
is produced as the ground charge rushes to the area
around the hit. It is this large potential difference that
damages broadcast equipment.

When subjected to these high -power pulses, it is not
surprising that phone lines die, power lines go down,
semiconductor devices like microprocessors collapse and
transmission lines bum out. All of these conductors are in
the strike zone and because they all have different
potentials across them, something is likely to break down.
The solution, in brief, is to have only one ground bus and
connect every entering cable to it. This implies a need for
thorough engineering planning of lightning -protection
programs before construction of a transmission facility is
started.

Because our understanding of lightning is still growing,
the science of lightning protection remains one of occa-
sional dispute among its practitioners. Moreover, the
power of a direct lightning strike on a transmission site is
so vast that some damage may be unavoidable, regardless
of the facility's design or equipment. Nevertheless, sever-
al excellent sources exist for techniques and products that
can mitigate damage from many lightning occurrences,
which in turn, can provide significant savings for broad-
casters in lightning -prone areas.

Battison, BE Radio's consultant on antennas and radiation, owns
John H. Battison and Associates, a consulting engineering company
in Loudonville, OH.

Editor's note: Thanks to Airborne Research Associates, Ron Nott
of Nott, Ltd., Bruce Kaiser of Lightning Master Corporation and Jerry
Kerr of Lightning Eliminators and Consultants, Inc. for their input to
this article.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Is your 74111.11

weighing you down?

You need a Buddy!

If you're tired of lucging half a

studio out to your remote broad-
casts, lighten your Icad by taking

a Bucdy instead. The Buddy
hancles your program nix,
headphone feeds, corrnuni-

cat ons, codec return and
PA feed. It wo-<s wel with

any ISBN codec, POTS codec,
RPU, zellphone or telephone
line-and even has a bui t -in

frequency extender.

Call us for details

http://WWW.COMMX.COM

COMREX Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA Tel: 508-263-1800 Fax: 508-635-0401
email: info@comrex.com Fax -on -Demand: 508-264-9973 Toll -free: 800-237-1776 in North America
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Update
FCC releases list of AM migration stations
By Harry C. Martin and Andy Kersting

In its continuing effort to improve AM service, the FCC
released its latest list of stations to migrate to the
expanded AM band (1,605kHz to 1,705kHz). This list

is the FCC's third attempt at determining which stations
will be allowed to migrate. The commission's past two
actions were rescinded primarily due to flaws in the
computer software used to generate the list of stations
permitted to migrate. There were also inaccuracies in the
database, which the FCC relied upon in making its
calculations.

The most recent list is comprised of 88 stations. Fifty-
nine of these stations haven't changed channels since the
last list was released, but 19 have been assigned new
frequencies. The remaining 10 are new stations eligible
for migration. Nine stations listed in the last release have
been dropped.

Although the commission is accepting comments on the
revised list, no stay has been imposed. Construction
permit applications will be accepted over a three-month
period beginning upon the date of release of the FCC's
order, March 17, 1997, and ending June 16, 1997.

Ex parte rules amended
The FCC amended its rules governing ex parte presen-

tations in its proceedings. This action was taken to
simplify and clarify its ex parte rules, to make them easier
to comply with, and to enhance its effectiveness in
promoting fairness in FCC proceedings. The commission
expects full compliance with such rules. Ex parte presen-
tations are communications to the FCC that are directed
to the merits or outcome of a contested or restricted
proceeding which, if written, are not served on the
parties to the proceeding, or, if oral, are not preceded by
notice to the other parties affording them with an
opportunity to be present. The ex parte rules are
designed to ensure the fairness and integrity of the
decision -making processes.
The new rules specify the following types of proceed-

ings: (i) "exempt" proceedings, in which ex parte presen-
tations may be freely made; (ii) "permit -but -disclose"
proceedings (formerly referred to as "non -restricted"), in
which ex parte presentations to FCC decision -making
personnel are permissible, but subject to certain disclo-
sure requirements; and (iii) "restricted" proceedings, in
which ex parte presentations to and from commission
decision -making personnel are generally prohibited. The
FCC noted, however, that its staff has the discretion to
modify the applicable ex pane rules in particular cases

where the public interest so requires.
The new rules contain descriptive lists that describe the

types of proceedings that have been specified as "ex-
empt" and "permit -but disclose." All other proceedings
are "restricted." Unlike the former rules, in which the ex
parte status of a proceeding could change depending
upon whether certain events occurred (e.g., the filing of
an opposition pleading), the new rules generally fix the
status of a proceeding from its inception.

The degree to which presentations are prohibited or
subject to disclosure requirements is dependent upon
what "parties" (as defined by the rules) are present in the
proceeding. For example, in a single -party proceeding,
the sole party is free to communicate with the commission
even if the proceeding is "restricted." Where there are two
or more parties in a restricted proceeding, however, none
of the parties may communicate with the commission
without either party serving any written presentations on
the other parties, or giving the other parties the opportu-
nity to be present at any oral presentation.

The new rules also have abolished the concept of a
"formal" opposition or complaint. Instead, the test for
determining whether a person or entity is entitled to
service or an opportunity to be present generally relies
upon whether their complaint or other submission has
been served on the subject party or references the
relevant proceeding, which would make them a "party"
to the proceeding.

FCC extends period to close transactions
The FCC has extended from 60 to 90 days the time

period in which parties to assignment and transfer
applications must close their transactions after obtaining
a grant of their application. Although parties may still
request additional time in which to close, the 90 -day
consummation period will provide parties with more
flexibility to set closing dates in accordance with business
practices and reduce the need for extension requests. I

Harry Martin and Andy Kersting are attorneys with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth, P.L.C., Rosslyn, VA.

Tower owners in Colorado and Minnesota must regis-
ter their tower structures between June 1 and June 30,
1997.
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Make them Stay With You!
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The DBMAX is an innovative no -compromise digital audio processor
that will interface with all analog and digital broadcast formats.

The DBMAX was developed in close cooperation with chief engineers at
resulting in a combination of three powerful broadcasting tools in one c

Transmission Processor:
o Transparent multiband on -air dynamics

processing

0 Expansion of the broadcast coverage
area, by providing better signal to

background noise ratio for all receivers

0 Easily adapts to any broadcast standard
- all pre-programmed and easy to set up

A Sound Investment!

Inserted as the final audio link in the broad-

casting chain, the DBMAX maximizes your

audio modulation. It provides excellent

sound optimization in AM and FM broadcast

as well as DAB and digital TV audio trans-

mission. Here the DBMAX becomes the opti-

mal Transmission Processor, ensuring a louder

and more consistent signal, thereby expanding

the actual coverage area. Better coverage

means you get better ratings, winch in turn

makes the DBMAX extremely good value!

Outside Broadcast Tool:
Louder, clearer and punchier signal

0 Dynamic compression of spot/trouble
frequencies (air conditioning etc.)

10 Ensures that dynamic levels are within
your station's standard

0 Automatic Gain Control for unattended

operation

Reliability You Can Back-up!

Tears ut research and expenense in digital

compression and limiting techniques for CD

mastering have led TC Electronic to the

development of the three -band DBMAX

processor. Reliability and interchangeability is

equally important for Outside Broadcasting, so

we made sure the information you wore on your

PC -card will make any DBMAX run 100%

according to your specific settings. In turn it

makes the PC -card an ideal back-up media for

with excellent sound features,

broadcast facilities world-wide,
ompact, easy -to -use unit:

Radio, TV & Film Post
Production Optimizer:
o Louder, crisper, warmer, punchier,

more subtle, more spectrally -balanced
production - the choice is yours...

0 Finalizes the material

0 Makes it possible to check what taeLilt
sound will he like after transmission r!

PutPut Yourself in the Place of Your
Liszener

Used as a Post Production Tool the DBMAX

gives the production engineer the ability t

exactly what the program material will soun

like as received by the listener. The DBMAX

allows transmission -settings to be copied to the

production suites, enabling engineers with a

DilvIAX to listen to the final transmitted signal -

during the production phase. This way you can

make sure your listeners receive the signal you

intended them to receive!

TC Electronic Inc.. 790-H Hampshire Road,Westlake Village, CA 91361. USA  Telephone: (805) 373 1828  Fax (805) 379 2648
Email:info@tcelectronic.com  WWW: http://www.tcelectronic.com

TC Electronic A/S. Sindalsvej 34, DK-8240 Risskov. Denmark  Telephone: +45 8621 7599  Fax: +45 8621 7598
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THE BOUNDLESS PARADE OF
PRODUCTS IS SORTED AND EXPLAINED.
Although the casual observer might think that NAB 97 was

all about digital television, the radio industry went about its
business there with a vigorous spirit. The number of new
products in the radio and audio field was remarkable, and
the attitude of attendees was generally quite positive despite
the show's nearly untenable size.

Overall attendance at the show broke the 100,000 mark for
the first time, producing an 8.6% growth over 1996. Interna-
tional attendees made up 22% of this year's total (about the
same as last year). Exhibitors represented nearly 1,250
different companies on the show floor, and demand is

already high for more space at next year's NAB
convention (April 4-9, 1998, again in Las

Vegas).
Another record set at NAB

97 was the number
of confer-

enc-
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es - 13 in all - with a total of more than 200 separate
sessions. The converging/expanding industry brought forth
conference topics ranging from telephony issues to multime-
dia authoring, with RF engineering, broadcast law, manage-
ment, education and plenty more in between.

The leading -edge radio technology slot once occupied at
the show by DAB was clearly taken over this year by the
Internet and on-line broadcasting. Indeed, DAB was almost
nowhere to be seen, while the influence of the computer
industry was hard to miss wherever you turned - particu-
larly at the Sands Expo Center. Thought of last year as
"overflow space," this year, the Sands was the center of the
action by many attendees' accounts. The excitement and
energy of the overwhelmingly computer -based environment
there was palpable, making the Las Vegas Convention Center
seem somewhat lackluster by comparison. This was reflec-
tive of the growing influence of the computer industry in the
media, now extending beyond the content -creation sector to
content delivery, as well.

A number of major announcements were made at
NAB 97, certifying its position as a pivotal

moment for the rapidly
changing industry. But just

when you thought you
were about to lose

your grip on the pace
of change, here comes

the BE Radio air -cavalry
to the rescue. Our team of

commandos knows how
to get in, get the goods and

get out. Their findings have
been assembled into an an-

thology of articles that cov-
ers all aspects of the show

for radio professionals.
Whether you attended NAB

97 or not, you're sure to find
something of interest in these

next pages, so read on.

annual
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AUDIO PROCESSING,
RECORDERS AND
STORAGE MEDIA

By Chriss Scherer

Chriss Scherer, CBRE, is chief engineer at
WMMS-FM, Cleveland.

Audio processing and recording were
almost exclusively digital at NAB 97,
indicating how far the industry has
come in about the last dozen years.
Some analog elements exist, of course,
and these are driven to even higher
performance levels by their close prox-
imity to digital components. Overall,

draws on all the Orban experience put
into its other processors.

TC Electronic makes a broadcast
processor debut with the DBMAX.
Derived from its multiband music mas-
tering processor called the Finalizer,
the DBMAX is a 1RU, menu -driven
processor.

Inovonics showed its well-known
line of audio processors for FM and
AM broadcasting.

Cutting Edge Technologies released
the OmniaFM, a fully digital processor
with stereo encoder. (See Pick Hits of
NAB 97," Honorable Mentions, p. 70.)
Other features include multiband AGC,
peak limiting and composite clipping.
A unique capability is that external
control can be performed with any
HTML web browser.
Aphex Systems displayed the FM

Pro model 2020 FM processor, a dig-
itally controlled analog device designed
to provide aggressive processing. (See

rwutio Lir Lit.it..1:1K

 FEATURES LOW-COST ZIP DISI,

' INCLUDES D -NET NETWORKING'`

 DIGICART/II UPGRADE KITS AVAI

this year's show indicated a maturing
trend that moves beyond pure fidelity
issues toward increased convenience,
reliability and cost-effectiveness for
both the processing and the storage of
audio programming.

On -air audio processing
Orban continues its digital progress

with the release of the Optimod 9200,
a digital processor built for AM. (See
"Pick Hits of NAB 97," p. 70.) This
monaural -only, five -band processor

"Pick Hits of NAB 97," p. 70.) Available
options include an internal stereo gen-
erator, digital I/O board and a pre -
emphasis limiter. The remote -control
software runs under Windows 3.1 or
95, and gives a clear and easy interface
to all the functions.

For more Information circle (212) on
Free Info Card

Studio processing
Yamaha announced the release of

the REV500, a 1RU multiple -effect re -

verb that uses a high -quality, third-

generation DSP chip that Yamaha uses
in several of its other recent products.

Continuing its commitment to high-

quality mic processors, Symetrix pre-
sented the 628 digital voice processor.
Modeled after the 528E, it adds the
quality of DSP to its power, allowing
for multiple presets.

Eventide displayed its line of pro-
fanity delays and the recently released
DSP4000B production ultraharmo-
nizer. It includes numerous presets,
and using the built-in flash card reader,
program cards can be loaded for addi-
tional effects.

For more Information circle (213) on
Free Info Card

Audio recording and playback
360 Systems has made a change to

its familiar DigiCart, now called the
DigiCart H Plus, which now supports
up to two internal hard drives (instead
of just one) and ZIP -drive removable
media (replacing the Bernoulli disks
used in previous versions). An update
to the Shortcut hard -disk recorder/
editor now provides a SCSI interface,
which also allows it to write ZIP discs
that can be used with the DigiCart II
Plus.
DRS Ahead Technology announced

that it has taken over the support of
ITC cart machines.

Eastman Kodak demonstrated its
PCD Writer 600, which can be used for
writing audio CDs, and the Disc Trans-
porter, which will record up to 75 CD -
Rs in an unattended fashion.

Fidelipac has repackaged its popu-
lar floppy/MO audio recorder as the
DCR-10. This new unit is fully compat-
ible with the previous DCR-1000, but
is only available as a recorder/player.
Fostex demonstrated the D-90 and

D-160 removable hard -disk recorder/
editors. The D-90 is an enhancement
of the D-80 eight -track with additional
ADAT functions, better A/D convert-
ers and a larger hard drive. The D-160
has 16 tracks, time code and a SCSI
interface. Also displayed was theDMT-
811L, a self-contained eight -track re-
corder/editor/mixer.

Sony continues its commitment to
the Mini -Disc format with the release
of the MDS-35 recorder and MDS-B6P
player. Both have cart machine -style
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ACTIVATE YOUR STATION.

CANILLC.

Our roots are showing.
When we introduced the
sharpest, clearest, most

accurate acoustic stage possible in
1978, the European broadcast
industry sat up and listened. Since
then Genelec has become the most
respected manufacturer of active
monitors throughout the world...
and now we are proud to bring
even more incredibly true sound
to broadcast studios with the
Genelec 1029A.

The 1029As neutral sound and
precise imaging, together with its
impressively compact size, make it
ideal for areas normally short on
space. The 1029A features line -level
inputs and crossovers, along with
bi-amplified power modules
(40 watts) directly coupled to
magnetically shielded drivers.
The unique Directivity Control
Waveguide (DCW) technology
provides excellent stereo imaging
and frequency balance, even in
difficult acoustic environments, while
the rugged cast aluminum cabinet
(also available in titanium gray)
features rounded corners and a
Yyrd-wearing outer surface. The
optional 1091A Active Sub -Woofer
extends the system frequency
response down to 38Hz (±2.5 dB).

Since you first met Genelec, your
broadcast needs have changed. We
heard you then...we hear you now.
With the new 1029A, you just might
say our roots are growing.
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telLieidJ
layouts for broadcast. Also new to the
Mini -Disc line is the MDM-x4, a four -
track recorder/editor. New to the DAT
line is the PCM-R500 mastering DAT
recorder and the PCM- 7040 time -code
DAT recorder.
Denon has added two products to its

already large line of recording and
playback devices. The DN-M1050R is
a rack -mountable Mini -Disc recorder/
player with all the features available to
Mini -Disc. Also available is a HotStart
feature that allows up to 20 tracks to be
loaded into memory locations for in-
stant playback. The DN-C680 is a rack -
mount CD player with a jog shuttle
wheel, AES3 output, XLR-balanced and
RCA -unbalanced analog outputs and a
large fluorescent display.

Otari presented the D77? -8S Pro DAT
machine, supporting sample rates of
32kHz, 44.1kHz and 48kHz. An added
feature is the ability to monitor the
input without a tape being loaded in
the machine.

Sonifex introduced the Courier, a
portable recorder that uses PCMCIA
cards. (See "Pick Hits of NAB 97," p.
70.) This recorder is designed for field
use with stereo analog XLR inputs and
outputs and an AES3 output. Internal
editing and ISDN transfer capabilities
are also offered.
Superscope Technologies/Ma-

rantz unveiled the PMD3 50, a rack -
mounted cassette deck and CD player
combo. Each section has independent
unbalanced audio connections, with
an optional balanced XLR kit and an
additional combined output. Remote
control, cassette vari-speed and CD
digital output are some of the addition-
al features.

TASCAM has added two new prod-
ucts to its ever-growing family of au-
dio recorders. The DA -302 is a unique
double -well DAT deck. (See "Pick Hits
of NAB 97," Honorable Mentions, p.
70.) Each section has fully indepen-
dent transport controls and audio con-
nections, and the unit can also perform
internal 2x speed dubs or "relay" (i.e.,

continuous) recording/playback, with
sample rates of 32kHz, 44.1kHz or
48kHz. The DA -98 is an addition to the
DTRS line of recorder/players. New
features include off -tape monitoring
(selectable by track), switchable refer-
ence level, 20 -bit conversion and full
parallel remote control.

For more information circle (214) on
Free Info Card

Storage media
Eastman Kodak displayed its line of

recordable CDs, originally developed
for Photo CD, but usable for any
recordable CD application.

Maxell presented its full series of
recording media, including DAT, MS
series cassettes and recordable CDs.

Sony showed its complete array of
audio media products, which includes
some new tape lengths for the Pro-
DAT, DARS-MP and DARS-116 (for
eight -track DTRS) and DASV (ADAT)
formats.

For more information circle (215) on
Free Info Card

AUDIO BACKHAUL,
MONITORING AND

ACCESSORIES

By Kevin McNamara

Kevin McNamara, BE Radio's consultant on
computer technology, is president of Exege-
sis Technologies, a consulting firm in New
Market, MD.

Many interesting products fall into
this category, which includes several
relatively narrow, but vitally important,
niches of studio equipment. There was
no shortage of new products in these
areas at the NAB convention this year.

Audio backhaul products
Comrex presented three new prod-

ucts at NAB 97. Most notable was the
Hotline POTS codec, which can provide
up to 10kHz of full -duplex audio (with
a modem connection of 33.6kb/s),
using a proprietary algorithm written
specifically for the low bit rates obtain-
able on analog telco lines. (See "Pick
Hits of NAB 97," p. 70.) Two units are
required - one at each end of the
circuit. It can be purchased as a rack -
mount or in a small rugged remote

package. The remote unit features a
keypad, two inputs, one output (1/4
inch or XLR) and even a remote con-
tact closure.

Also from Comrex was the new Mix -
Minus Bridge, which can create and
conference up to five mix -minus feeds.
This is particularly useful when doing
an occasional broadcast requiring mul-
tiple simultaneous remote feeds, such
as during election night coverage. (See
"Pick Hits of NAB 97," Honorable
Mentions, p. 70.) Finally, Comrex in-
troduced a rack -mount version of the
NEXUS ISDN codec that premiered in
its portable form at last year's show.
The NXL256 and BCF256 from Au-

dio Processing Technology (API')
give broadcasters more options for
sending full -duplex digital audio over
dedicated lines or STL systems that can
support transmission bandwidths from
56kb/s (for 6.8kHz mono audio) to
256kb/s (15kHz or 20kHz stereo). The
systems use the company's well-known
apt -x coding. The NXL256 is a 1RU
basic device, while the BCF256 at 2RU
offers additional interface options and
possibility for integral ISDN backup.

Intraplex announced a partnership
with Telex to provide digital intercom
via ISDN. The Intraplex Intralink
ISDN codec connects a Telex intercom
panel at a remote site to one or more
ADAM digital intercom matrices at the
studio site. Intraplex also presented its
solution for auxiliary audio on video
microwave, replacing multiple analog
subcarriers with a single T-1 signal in
the subcarrier region of the micro-
wave channel.

Three new telephone hybrid prod-
ucts were unveiled by Gentner Com-
munications. The SPH10 analog hy-
brid replaces the SPH-3 and adds such
features as a built-in monitor amp. The
DH2O replaces the DHA-1A digital
hybrid and features improved 16 -bit
DSP technology, selectable automatic
gain control, automatic mix -minus bus,
auto answer/disconnect and monitor
amp. The DH22 has the same features,
but adds a second digital hybrid.
JKAudio presented a host of devices

that can help you interface a telephone
to an audio source. The RemoteMix 3
is a small audio mixer that can attach
to a POTS telephone line, modular
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Audio Solutions
We'll help you put the pieces together.

Audio testing requires specialized solutions.
Audio Precision offers three lines of audio analyzers.

ATS-1
Analog audio test system - 2 channel

 Advanced LCD front panel display and controls
Smart GPIB interface w/HP 8903B
compatible mode

High performance,
cost effective:
Residual
Noise 1.50v,
22Hz-22kHz
System THD+N
0.0025%+30.,

System Two
A new standard for today's digital

and analog systems
Analog and digital audio testing
Digital interface testing and measurement
PC/Multimedia audio testing
Reduced bit -rate codec testing for audio

& telecom
Digital converter testing
Analog residual THD+N 50.0004% (<_-108dB)

+ Digital analyzer noise <_-140dBFS, wideband

System One
+ The Recognized Standard for analog & digital audio

versatile and fast
PC or GPIB interface

APWIN for Windows 95TM
- GPIB drivers for

National Instruments
LabView/LabWindows

High speed FASTTRIG
synchronous multitone
testing on DSP versions

+ Dual DomainTM version
includes digital I/O

Total analog system
THD+N residual

0.001%+1.51./v,
22Hz-22kHz

Thousands of customers worldwide choose
Audio Precision analyzers because we offer
a complete family of audio testing solutions.

Our worldwide force cf Audio Precision
representatives will be pleased to provide
further information and help you find
solutions for your audio testing.

Audio
precision

. r P.O. Box 2209
Beaverton, OR 97075-3070

C. I (503) 627-0832, 1-800-231-7350
FAX: (503) 641-8906

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS. Australia: IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd.. Tel 2 439 3744 Austria: ELSINCO GmbH. Tel (') 815 04 00 Belgium: Trans European Music NV, Tel 2 466 5010 Brazil: INTERWAVE LTDA.,
Tel (21) 325-5351 Bulgaria: ELSINCO Rep Office Sofia. Tel (2) 958 12 45 Canada: GERRAUDIO Distribution, Tel (4161 696-2775 China, Hong Kong: A C E (Intl) Co Ltd. Tel 2424-0387 Croatia:
ELSINCO Rep Office Zagreb, Tel 1 68 09 14 Czech Republic: ELSINCO Praha spol s r o Tel (2) 49 66 89 Denmark: npn Elektronik apse Tel 86 57 15 11 Finland: Genelec 07. Tel 17 813 311 France:
ETS Mesureur. Tel (1) 45 83 66 41 Germany: RTW GmbH 8 Co KG . Tel 22170913-0 Greece: KEM Electronics Ltd , Tel 1 67 48514/5 Hungary: ELSINCO Budapest KFT. Tel (1) 269 1850 India: Electro Dynamics, Tel: 512 364713
Israel: Dan -El Technologies. Ltd . Tel 3-647 8770 Italy: Audio Link s n c , Tel 521 648723 Japan: TOYO Corporation, Tel 3 -5688) 6800 Korea: B&P International Co . Ltd Tel 2 546-1457:
B&P (Komi Office), Tel 546 53-7347/8 Malaysia: Test Measurement 8 Engineering Sdn (Selangor). Tel. 3 734 1017. Test Measurement 8 Engineering Sdn (Penan9). Tel 4 6422088 Netherlands: Heynen B V.,
Tel 485 496 111 New Zeeland: Audio 8 Video Wholesalers, Tel 7 847-3414 Norway: Lydconsult. Tel 69-178050 Poland: ELSINCO Polska sp z o 0 Tel (22) 39 69 79 Portugal: Acutron Electroacusbca LDA,
Tel 19414087 / 9420862 Singapore:TME Systems Pie Ltd Tel 747-7234 Slovakia: ELSINCO Slovensko s r o , Tel 17) 784 165 South Africa: SOUNDFUSION MFG . Tel 11477-1315 Spain: Telco Electronics.S A Tel. 1 531-7101
Sweden: TTS Tel 8 Ton Stuthoteknik AB.Tel 31 52 51 50 Switzerland: Dr W A Gunthe AG. Tel 1 910 41 41 Taiwan R.O.C.: Double Advance Tech .Tel 2-596 0696 Thailand: Massworld Company Ltd Tel 2-294-4930
United Kingdom: Thurlby Thandar Instruments. Ltd Tel (14801412451
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AES/EBU?

....DSA-1
The Prism Sound DSA-1

AES/EBU interface test

system provides unique

generator and analyser

capabilities enabling the

most comprehensive

assessment of AES/EBU

interconnections.

For example, the DSA-1 can

measure differences between

source and cable jitter, or it

can simulate either sort with

its signal generator

To find out more, call or fax

us now for a full information

pack. or look up the latest

DSA-1 V2.0 specification at

our web site.

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS INC
115 ROUTE 46 11-76
MOUNTAIN LANES
NEW JERSEY 01046
USA
TEL 12011 299 7790
FAX 11011 199 7759
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handset cord or even a cellular phone
(with the proper fax/modem adapter
from your cellular dealer). It has two
XLR mic inputs, RCA line in/out, XLR-
balanced output, VU meter, dial key-
pad, built-in monitor speaker and mi-
crophone. The company also offers a
variety of devices that can tap audio
from any handset cord.

For more Information circle (216) on
Free Info Card

Audio monitoring
Wohler Technologies makes the

monitoring of those digital signals easy
with its latest offerings. A series of
rack -mounted, self -powered speakers
are offered in a number of configura-
tions that permit monitoring and me-
tering of analog, AES3 and/or SDI
signals. These units can also be used as

digital -to -analog converters of these
digital formats. Other products includ-
ed a line of stand-alone audio D/A
converters and an audio error alarm
system that can remotely report error
conditions on up to 800 digital or
analog stereo channels.

Wireless headphones can be helpful
in many remote situations. The Sen-
nheiserRS-8wireless headphone sys-
tem features a 900MHz transmitter and
HDR-8stereo headphone with an inte-

gral receiver. The headphones can be
operated for up to three hours per
charge on internal NiCad batteries.
The system features three switchable
frequencies and offers a range of up to
250 feet. The RS-6wireless headphone
system is similar to the RS -8, but in-
tended for a more casual user.

In the TGI North America booth,
Tannoy presented its full line of stu-
dio monitors, including its popular
PBM series, ideal for near -field moni-
toring in radio control rooms.

For more information circle (216) on
Free Info Card

Audio accessories and furniture
Looking for a simple solution for

creating a listener information line or
audiotext service? Audio Online is a
product from Henry Engineering that
can handle up to 16 incoming phone
lines simultaneously. (See "Pick Hits of
NAB 97," p. 70.) Callers can select from
a menu of messages and hundreds of
messages can be available to callers.
The best part is that it is DOS -based and

can run on that old 386 in the closet.
ESE always seems to have some new

solution to a problem, and this year the
company presented a couple more: an
expanded line of self -setting clocks,
the DC -5116 (16 -inch face) and LX -
5105 (five -inch face). If you've had
experience with a master clock sys-
tem, you'll appreciate these clocks
because they continue to work inde-
pendently in absence of a driver sig-
nal. When the signal is re-established,

Circle (24) on Free Info Card
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On -Mr 2000 offers the

convenience of central

operation as well as a

synoptic status over-

view of all channels.

Incremental encoders

with software -control-

led stops and detent

points optimize the

operating convenience.

Others are proud of their
many buttons...

... on the On -Air 2000 you can get by with three keys and one fader per

channel unit.

Studer On -Air 2000: This is the name of the digital audio mixer for broadcast

applications that features a completely new, simple, and intuitive user interface

based on the "Touch 'n Action" concept (pat. pend.):

 The most important settings of each input channel can be seen at a glance on

the screen. Only three keys (On, Off and PFL) and one fader are needed.

Simply touch the corresponding area of the screen with your finger - and you

can process all settings on the central control monitor and save them either as

global snapshots or individual Mic settings (integrated PCMCIA slot!).

The four incremental encoders for setting the parameters have a tactile feed-

back: the stops and detent points are set individually, depending on the function

area. The ergonomic convenience of an analog mixing console is now surpassed

by the digital technology!

On -Air 2000: The mixing console for state-of-the-art broadcast automation with

DJ mode. Sounds interesting? Please do not hesitate to contact us! 

STUDER
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT

H A Harman International Company

The modular mixing

console features 6, 12,

18 or 24 input channels

(each assignable to 2

sources)

Touch 'n Action also

means: Quick access to

all functions without

navigation through

complex menu trees.

Studer Professional Audio AG, Althardstrasse 30, CH -8105 Regensdorf  Zurich Switzerland, Tel. +41 1 870 75 I I, Fax: +41 1 840 47 37
Direct -Subsidiaries: Austria: .43 1 866 54-0. France: .33 1 45 14 47 86, Germany: .49 30 72 39 34-0, U.K.: .44 181 207 50 50

Canada: .1 416 510 13 47, Japan: .81 3 34 65 22 11, Singapore: .65 225 51 15, USA: .1 615 399 21 99
htt p://www.st uder.chist oder
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Think of
Them as

Reference
Monitors
You Can

Wear
When you need to hear exactly what

you've recorded... nothing more,

nothing less... then only Sennheiser's

HD 25 SP will .io. Excellent isolat on,

with clear, accurate reproduction

are the trademarks of these reference -

quality headphones. Plus, they're

MUCH more comfortable than

wearing speakers.

Your project studio is incomplete

without the HD 25 SP. Check them out

today at your focal Sennheiser cealer.

171 SENNHEISER®
6 VISTA DRIVE, P0.110X 9117. OLD LYME. CT 0637n

TEL 203.434.9190  CAB: 203.414.1759

IN CALIFORNIA: 4" 16 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD. SUITE WO

BURBANK. (A 91505  TEE: B1E1145.7366  FAX: 818.1547.7,40

IN CANADA:221 LMTROSSE AVE.. P11 CLAIRE, PQ 14981A1
TEL: 514.426.1013 FAX: 514.426.3953

NAN

all of the clocks will synchronize. A
rack -mount version of the LX -5105
with one or two clocks is also offered.

The PC -471 is a plug-in PC card from
ESE that hooks to your house master
clock system and synchronizes the PC
clock to the master using either the
ESE or SMPTE time -code format. This
has many potential applications in the
radio facility.

For those that design and build equip-
ment, Selco has a new family of Soft
Touch knobs that can be purchased in
a variety of knob/cap color options.
Also for the do-it-yourselfer was
Opamp Labs, presenting its ever-
growing range of modules and sys-
tems for audio circuitry.
More and more stations are ex-

panding their use of computer net-
works within their facilities. The prob-
lem of what to do with the network
servers and disk arrays is addressed
by the File Server Station from Win-
sted. This is a steel, open -frame shelf
unit that features space for multiple
servers/monitors/keyboards, pull-out
shelves and extensive cable manage-
ment capabilities.

A more custom approach to studio
furnishings was advanced by Murphy
Studio Furniture, as well as a wide
range of items and options from Space -
wise Broadcast Furniture. For fur-
nishing your remote, KD Kanopy
presented its clever series of promo-
tional and easy -to -assemble tent struc-
tures, including a new line marketed
under the Party Shade name. Also in
the remote area was Kart -a -Bag, pre-
senting its Kartmaster 500 and a wide
variety of other hand trucks and equip-
ment cartage systems.

New this year at Acoustic Systems
- well-known makers of acoustical
doors, windows and modular studios/
control rooms - was a fully glass
acoustical door. One was installed in
the company's display booth, which
provided a welcome moment of quiet
respite from the show floor.

For more Information circle (217) on
Free Info Card

AUDIO TESTING,
DISTRIBUTION AND
COMMUNICATIONS

By Garrett Wood

Garrett Wood is chief engineer at WUKY-FM,
Lexington, KY.

This behind -the -scenes group of prod-
ucts is deceptively important to getting
the program on the air and keeping it
sounding good. As the rest of the
industry moves forward, so too must
these areas, although not everyone
notices. But each year at NAB, those
who labor in such obscurity come out
to display their progress. Here's what
they had to show at NAB 97.

Audio test and
measurement equipment
Audio Precision introduced the

SWR-2122 series of audio switchers
that can be configured to allow for
large-scale production testing of audio
devices. This switcher occupies one
rack unit and is available in balanced
XLR and unbalanced BNC connector
configurations. The standard 2x12 ar-
rangement can be cascaded to 16 units
that allow up to 192 channels to be
addressed. This new series replaces
the current SWR-122 line.

Tektronix introduced two new op-
tions for its 764 digital audio monitor.
Option 01 adds a serial digital video
input with embedded audio demulti-
plexing that provides operators real-
time monitoring of audio level, data
and phase relationships. The logging
and reporting features provide contin-
uous monitoring of groups of four
channels of audio activity. The Option
02 analog line output can be used to
drive an audio amplifier, allowing the
monitoring of one stereo pair of any of
the various inputs provided to the 764.

The NC10 digital sound and noise
analyzer was displayed by Neutrik
Cortex Instruments. This portable
unit contains the industry's first hand-
held, battery -powered, psychoacous-
tic loudness analyzer capable of pro-
viding live loudness calculations. Stan-
dard features include a precision sound
level meter, third octave spectrum an-
alyzer and a data logger with 340MB

Circle (131 on Free Info Card
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Esp, you thin ou

JI
Prophet Systems has expanded to better serve our customers. Here are just some of the things you will notice -

AGGRESSIVE pricing and delivery scheclui,s for 1997

New changes in hardware prices and configurations enable us
to be very aggressive in pricing both the CFS and XPS systems.

HARDWARE - We continue to expand our approved hardware
list as hardware becomes more stable industry -wide. Ask us
about using your own hardware.

SALES - More sales people and a Sales Manager,

Our Sales Manager will make sure your account gets the attention

you deserve. And with a larger sales staff we will respond quickly
to your needs.

SALES SUPPORT - Pre -Sales Engineering Support

More support! We have added a broadcast engineer with 15
years of experience to our staff to help your engineer configure
the system.

JD (HARDWARE SUPPORT) IS STARING AT A SILENT PHONE BECAUSE

A) OUR SYSTEM IS JUST THAT GOOD

B) HE REALLY WANTED TO BE A

MAYTAG REPAIRMAN

CI KEVIN TURNED HIS

PHONE OFF AGAIN

JEFF (ENGINEERING SUPPORT) IS POINTING TO A MAP BECAUSE:

A) HE IS POINTING TO

OGALLALA, NEBRASKA

THE HEADQUARTERS

OF PROPHET SYSTEMS

B) WE CAUGHT HIM
PRETENDING TO BE A

TV WEATHERMAN

C) WHERE THE HECK IS

SOLDOTNA, ALASKA

ANYWAY?

EXIT

TODD (SALES) IS GETTING READY

TO LEAVE BECAUSE:

A) HE IS LEAVING

TO GIVE A

DEMONSTRATION

B) OUT OF SIGHT,

OUT OF MIND
(SALES RULE #1)

C) IT IS 5

0 CLOCK -

WATCH OUT!

EXPANDED fourfold
Our expanded facility and inventory allow us to ship more
systems faster.

ADDED Hundreds of software additions and improver rr
We are well known for offering the most innovative software.
Last year was no exception. With the additions over the last
four years, Audio Wizard for Windows is the most complete, full -
featured system on the market.

OFFICE MANAGER - Fast and accurate business system

Colleen, our new Office Manager, will make sure your accounting
and sales orders will be processed quickly.

DEVELOPED - An internal support/business database system
We have developed an extensive support and business database
system that allows us to track your needs on a continuous basis
We can access your records quickly to reduce the time you
spend cn the phone.

GEORG (1) AND SCOTT (R) ARE THE ONLY ONES

WEARING TIES BECAUSE:

A) THEY ARE VERY PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMERS

B) THEY WEAR A SJIT AT LEAST ONCE A

YEAR TO SEE IF IT STILL FITS

C) PROGRAMMERS WEARING TIES ARE

COOL (PROGRAMMERS CREEDO # 3)

YES. THAT IS HCAV GEORG SPELLS HIS NAME.

COLLEEN IS A GREAT OFFICE MANAGER BECAUSE:

A) SHE USES 20 -YEARS EXPERIENCE

TO KEEP PROPHET SYSTEMS

ORGANIZED

B) SHE STARTED WORK

WHEN SHE WAS 3
(SEE ABOVE)

C) 5 KIDS- NUFF SAID!

AudioWizard for WindowsT.

..%ut alien ,,,c .1111e:during N indu.s and "(echnology

froiprophet
SYstems,

KEVIN S OFFICE IS FUI I

OF WOLF PICTURES

BECAUSE:

A) PROPHET SYSTEMS IS

LIKE A WOLF -

INNOVATIVE AND
AGGRESSIVE

El) PLEASE- DON T GET HIM

STARTED ON WOLVES!

Cl ALL OF US THINK HE WAS

RAISED BY WOLVES

3

_4403

west 86.4808

East
800/6994°39

OFFICES:
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No Matter
How You Play It,

You'll Have a
Winning Hand.

Flo 1
A ge

-4rt,*9
,,

In lex
Intraplex, Incorp-ated

3 lyberty WCy

Westfo-d, MA C1386:636 U.S A

TEL (508) 692 -?000 :AX: 2200

England TEL: +/.4 1442 870103

111

F.,LivAiclx:i3oly card. Intraplex digital

audio riltiplexers 131 'cu deliver programming tc

stati-x s ro-n a snEle consolidated studio.

Or play he EU card. Radio stations and radio

-ilatworks CrE saving morey enjoying higher

:LAID qual tr by us ng Irtrwex equipment for STL,

NA or netwo-kilg applcctions.
Many rad ci sat ons Fa' already chosen Intraplex

or heir LMA, duciFoly, cr ET_ transmission solution.

/then you coici!e ntrapex, you'll get the benefits c-

iial,ng witfi t -e ndus-rys digital transmission leade

and -he flexi) ity tc hancle al your communications

-rsecs

Why gai:le: Call fa cu- free booklet on radio
:bticns alrecdv Lsing Int-alEx In it, radio professo

cis give their ow. reasors hr choosing Intraplex for

a ciLality trarmi:sion soljfior. Intraplex,

1508: 692-9C'. In Europe, +441442 870103.

FAX: 87C1c8 Vt.k Add-ess: hti) //www Introplex cor

Jelit&iv
capacity. Optional software modules
provide frequency -selective reverbera-
tion time calculations and FFT analysis.
Two new CD/CD-ROM jitter meters

were demonstrated by Leader In-
struments. The LE -1853 and LE -1854
jitter meters facilitate the optimization
of disc mastering and multimedia play-
er systems. The LE -1853 handles CD-
ROMs up to 8x operating speeds,
while the LE -1854 manages up to 12x
operating speeds. Leader also dis-
played the LG-3226 synthesized sig-
nal generator, offering fully program-
mable operation from 100kHz to 2GHz.
Its dynamic range of -133dBm to
+13dBm facilitates the testing of sen-
sitive receivers.

Prism Media Products attracted sig-
nificant attention with its new version
2.0 software for the PrismSound DSA-1,
a hand-held AES3 test system. The unit
includes generator and analyzer capa-
bilities, allowing it to examine electri-
cal, timing and data -content parame-
ters of AES3 signals and paths. An
AES11 reference signal input is also
provided for time -base measurements
and synchronization of the internal
generator. Also on hand were Prism's
Dream DA -1 and AD -124, which are
24 -bit D/A and A/D converters, re-
spectively, as well as the MR -2024T,
an interface to TASCAM's DA -88 and
DA -38 that provides AES3 or SPDIF I/O
for eight tracks at 16 bits, six tracks at
20 bits, four tracks at 24 bits or two
tracks at 24 -bits with 96kHz sampling.

The Q -Box from Whirlwind is a
battery -powered audio line tester ca-
pable of performing various checks on
microphones, speakers and cabling. A
source selector allows the selection of
a built-in condenser mic or 440Hz tone
generator that can be used to talk back
up the line at +4, -20 or -50dB levels.
A speaker selector can be used to
confirm mic or line levels and test
dynamic microphones. Outputs for
standard headphones or a 2kW ear-
piece are provided, as well as voltage -
presence monitoring for phantom or

Circle F15) on Free Ir,o Ca d
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Analog dreams become digital reality with the
Symetrix 628 Digital Voice Processor. Everybody on

the staff will sound better, including you!

Top-notch voice professionals now
demand personalized signal process-
ing. The Symetrix 628 gives you the
ability to create and store in memory
118 custom presets. You can get on the
air instantly by selecting from several
finely tuned factory presets.

It rolls a microphone preamplifier,
20 bit A/D converter, de-esser, down-
ward expander/gate, compressor/lim-
iter and parametric EQ into a single
rack space unit. Rotary knobs allow
real-time parameter adjustments while
eliminating multi -layer menus. An op-
tional remote control allows selection
of the first 11 presets and a bypass
function without frantic dashes to the
equipment rack.

Shipping in JUNE!

With onalog anc digital outputs, the
628 is ideally suited to recording, live
performance, and broadcasting applica-
tions. Analog outputs provide either line
level (+4 dBu) or microphore level (-40
dBu) output. AES/EBU or S/PDIF digital
outputs are switch selectab e. The 628
operates at sample rates of 32 kHz, 44.1
khz or 48 kHz.

Contact your Harris
Representative today

to order a Symetrix 628
Digital Voice Processor
at a special limited time
introductory offer of just

$1049.00! ((:.s.)

IM HARRIS
TELEPHONE: 800-622-0022 FAX: 765-966-0623

http://www.broadcast.harris.com

C 199' Harris Corporation
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intercom power.
For more Information circle (220) on

Free Info Card

Audio distribution
Synchronous AES3 digital distribu-

tion is now available with the introduc-
tion of the NV3064SA router displayed
by NVision. AES3 audio can be
switched cleanly without the clicks
and glitches normally associated with
asynchronous routers. The NV3064
uses proprietary ASIC technology to
provide error -free crosspoint transi-
tions. System architecture allows a
32x32 router to be expanded to a full-
framed 64x64 with the addition of an
I/O card. The NV1025 AES3 distribu-
tion amplifier (with EQ, jitter removal
and re -clocking) and the/VV/035AES3
20 -bit analog -to -digital converter were
among several other new NVision prod-

ucts at NAB 97. Also
shown was the NV1050
AES3 sample -rate con-
verter that can simulta-
neously convert multi-
ple AES3 inputs of dif-
ferent sample rates to a
common output rate.
New to the Leitch

XPlus series of routing
switchers is an AES3
16x16 module with an
optional quiet -switching
output for clean, noise -
free switches. The XPlus
uses 1RU and 2RU
mounting frames for in-
stallation of various mod-
ular components. AES3
and analog audio mod-
ules can be installed in
the same rack unit and expanded with
the use of multiple frames. New to the
Xpress series of monitor routers is the
12x1 serial digital video and analog
stereo audio units. The V1A32 series of
routers can be configured for 32x32

N S N
P 1 )

distribution of serial digital video, AES3
and analog audio.

Leitch also has added products to its
AES Glue family -a series of versatile
plug-in audio modules that address a
wide variety of analog/digital signal

Your Choice
Couldn't Be
Any Clearer.

Considenng satellite systems for paging, voice, data, audio, or the

Internet? NSN Network Services is your clear choice. Working with

NSN you get a system designed for your needs now and in the future.

We offer complete design consulting service, systems integration,

equipment sales, and on -going satellite spacetime services worldwide.

And NSN is the worlds premier direct satellite Internet service provider.

NSN - your clear choice in VSAT networks.

Main 970.949.7774
Fax 970 949 9620

http://nsn.net
e-mail: sales@nsn.net

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES

P.O. Box 7510
Avon, CO 81620
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Fill Your Rack With Switchcraft..

One
rack
unit

Terminations

Nickel -plated steel frame jacks
with gold-plated switching contacts

Jacks paired for easy O.
TTPFA Series of left and right channels

Heavy du:,
slide -out tray
provides easy
access from
front of rack

Captive nut design

Introducing the Front Access Patchbay Series...
an exciting new reason to make Switchcraft your source for audio panels.

Our innovative front access patchbay gives you space
where you've never had it before and convenience
you've never dreamed of. in a quality package you've
come to expect from Switchcraft. Our heavy duty
slide -out tray gives you access to the 96 nickel -plated
steel frame jacks from the front of the unit.

But that's only the beginning! See the photo above for
all of the features and benefits. which make this panel

Raytheon Electronics

 1/4" Nickel -plated
steel frame jacks

 Rugged cable tie bar
 3 1/2" or 1 3/4"

panel height

 Extra wide
labeling strips

 Fully -wired with
EDAC connectors

ideal fcr use in studios, tape editing rooms, mobile
facilities and anywhere space is limited.

While you're at it. check out the patching products
below. Don't forget our high quality patchcords, and
industry -standard Q -G microphore connectors.

Switchcraft is your one -stop shop for all of your broad-
cast interconnect needs. Call (773) 631-1234 ext. 243
today for a copy of our Audio Video Products catalog.

 TT Nickel -plated
steel frame jacks

 Rugged cable tie bar
 Extra wide

labeling strips
 1 3/4" panel height

 Choose from
a variety of
normaling
configurations

 3 1/2" or 1 3/4"
panel height
(1/4" or TT)

Switchcraft®
Switchcraft

Circle (27) on Free Info Card

5555 North Elston Avenue  Chicago. IL 60630
(773) 631-1234  Fax: (773) 792-2129

www.switchcraft.com
Switchcraft'-Consistently Excellent Since 1946'



WARD -BECK PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

STANDS ALONE
Legendary design

Legendary quality

Legendary construction

AFFORDABLE BY COMMITMENT

WARD -BECK SYSTEMS LTD.
SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA M1H 2X4

TEL 4161 438-6550 FAX: (4161 438-3865 TOLL FREE 1-800-771-2556
WEBSITE http./ /www.wbsltd.com e-mail: vobsitdis!ar ca

The secret t
lowering cost

improving
performance

is knowing with
horn to consul

Make Ward -Be
your first ca

Audio Consoles, Digital tributlon Products, Analog Audi
Distribution Products, Metering Products, Pods - low cost Audio
Solvers. Standard and Custom lines.

N.)
111,

RelMi
processing, distribution and routing needs. The DAR -6880
digital audio reference/tone signal generator combines
timing functions and a full -function audio tone generator.
The ADC -880 and ADC -6880 are low-cost/high-perfor-
mance 20 -bit A/D converters.

Pesa Switching Systems introduced the Ocelot family of
routers. The basic system is built on 8x8 and 16x16 matrix
sizes that are housed in a compact 1RU chassis. X/Y control
is provided by front -panel operation, with Windows -based
computer control available via RS-232/RS-422 serial inter-
faces. A total of seven Ocelot switchers can be addressed
via a single RS -422 control port.

Fidelipac showed the DMR-4x1, a four-input/one-out-
put AES3 combiner. This unique product is ideally suited for
applications where multiple AES3 channels need to be
combined into a single feed, such as in a radio automation
system.

Telect presented its full range of audio DAs, routers and
digital converters, as well as its audio patch panels, fiber-
optic distribution and associated hardware. The company
also specializes in cable management systems for a number
of different industries including telecommunications and
broadcasting.

At Broadcast Tools, a neat little device was being
demonstrated that could be highly useful in many broad-
cast studios. It's a 12x4 stereo audio switcher, which is fully
monitored with appropriate LED readouts. The little unit
was quite inexpensive and should be extremely welcome
in many parts of an analog facility's design.

For more Information circle (221) on Free Info Card

Communications systems
Clear-Com unleashed its new Matrix plus 3 digital

intercom system at NAB 97. It uses distributed digital signal
processing to connect up to 200 full -duplex ports for voice
and program audio. Variable individual listen levels are
available at each station, with adjustable dip control on IFB
interrupts. The level of each input/output port is also
variable. Various modules can be used to interface two-way
radios, telephones and two- or four -wire equipment.
The RadioCom line of UHF wireless intercom systems

was featured by Telex Communications. The BTR-600
model is a two -channel, encrypted digital system that
provides secure system transmissions via UHF base sta-
tions. Operations are fully agile in the 524MHz to 608MHz
and 614MHz to 746MHz frequency bands. A cipher code
provides 65,536 possible combinations of encrypted de-
livery.

For more information circle (222) on Free Info Card

Wire, cable management and connectors
Gepco International showed the 7537 super trunk

Circle (28) on Free Info Card
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TELLING IT LIKE IT IS ...
...about DADpRo, the Digital Audio Delivery system that's ideal

for both Production and On -Air, whether Live Assist or
Automated, small market or large

DA Di,

"In our pre -purchase
research, we found
that the most common
compliment paid to
competitive units was
that their technical
support staffs were
always there when the
system crashed. When
we talked with DAD
users, they hardly knew
anyone at ENCO since
their systems had never
gone down. That's the
kind of compliment I
was looking for!
DAD's segue editor
feature revolutionizes
automation. We
pre-program the
entire station, then
the talent previews and
customizes their breaks
to give us a totally live
feel. Plus, we simulcast
both stations and
DAD lets us easily
set up separate spot
schedules. It's major
market ready, and built
like it."

Philip Urso, GM
WDGE/WDGF,
Providence, RI

"We've had five DAD
workstations in action
for over a year, and I
really don't know how
we could get along
without the system. It
allows all three of our
stations to present a
consistent on -air sound
and frees the talent to
concentrate more on
communicating with the
audience. We're still
finding new and
innovative ways of using
the system a year later.
In my opinion, if you're
planning on automation,
you can't do it RIGHT
without ENCO!"

Chris Andree, Asst. PD
WWKUWYMJ/WCMB,
Harrisburg, PA

"We're a news
pr)gramming provider
and deal with a large
number of actualities
every day, so speed in
production and getting
it sown the line are
paramount. DAD
allows us to bring
information in, and
seconds later it's ready
to go. The greatest
feature is the ease of
editing and file transfer
between our four
workstations. On -air
is a breeze."

Dane Wilt
Radio News Company,
Las Vegas, NV

"Way cool. The
greatest thing about
DAD is that it acts
and thinks like a cart
machine and doesn't
intimidate the talent.
We use t3uchscreens,
and the learnin3 curve
is about 2-1/2 hours
before they're vp
and running. From an
engineer's stanipoint,
it's great because DAD
uses off -the -shelf
hardware, so n-ainte-
nance is a snap."

J.R. Rogers, Asst. CE
KSON/KIFM,
San Diego, CA

"The DAD system was
on the cutting edge of
systems we looked at,
and there was some
initial reluctance to
enter the digital arena.
After having the system
in-house for a month,
the entire production
and on -air staff felt like
they could never do
without it again. Now
our news staff has a
system of their own,
and we're getting a
third system for our
sister TV station."

Chuck Whitaker, PD
WSBT, South Bend, IN

Call your DAD dealer or ENCO
for complete information.

ENCOENCO
INC.

ENCO America, 24555 Hallwood Court,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA

MI: 800ENCOSYS (362-6797); 810-476-5711; Fax: 810-476-5712
Web Site: http://www.enco.com
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cable designed for digital audio distribution. Up to 50
channels of AES3 audio can be carried at distances up to
2,500 feet with a bandwidth of 450MHz. It's available with
five, 10, 12 and 25 color -coded 75W coax cables per
bundle. Also offered was a low -loss miniature serial digital
coaxial cable, model 7538, which uses gas -injected foam
technology to provide extremely low signal loss. This 75W
cable is 0.159 inches in diameter and weighs 14.3 pounds
per 1,000 feet, making it attractive for mobile production
truck applications.

A new line of XLR panel receptacles was displayed by
Neutrik USA. The A and B series offer the smallest XLR
available, with a 0.90 -inch center -to -center mounting den-
sity. The A series units are constructed in plastic, while the
B series has a metal shell supplied in nickel or black finish.
Both are available in a PC vertical or horizontal mount and
left or right horizontal mount.
ADC has improved on its QCP punchdown system with

the introduction of the QCPII quick connect punchdown
technology. The blocks are now insulated on both sides to
allow pre -lacing of wiring and permit one -handed setups.

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas, ranging
from educational series
to multi -station antenna
arrays, are highly
customized to meet
broadcaster's needs.

Options
*Circular, horizontal,

or vertical polarization
 Beam tilt
 Null fill
 Customized

directional patterns
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The FM1 0
Series

INC. Our Priority is
Antennas and Transmission Line Systems Your Satisfaction

Systems With Reliability, Inc.
PO. Box 856. Ebensburg. PA 15931
1-814-472-5436 FAX 1-814-472-5552
Sales: 800-279-3326
E -Mail: swr@thtrd-wave.com
http://homepage.third-wave.com/swrweb

Deeper channels allow up to four wires to be punched on
a terminal, and there's a new punch that doesn't require the
proper orientation before punching.

Well-known, high -end audio distributor Gotham Audio
has teamed up with connector manufacturer/dealer Del-
tron to form DGS Pro Audio. The joint venture stocks a
wide variety of audio cables and connectors, including a
new "silent" '/4 -inch phone plug and a highly flexible,
double -shielded cable for high RF rejection. A clever new
XLR identification system is also offered.

The Quick Winderline from Reel -A -Pail provides an easy
method of storing power and other cables used in remote
production. This simple -to -operate device is available in
three sizes and allows the units to be stacked for convenient
storage. The Quick Winder model RAP -200 can hold up to
200 feet of 1/2 -inch cable.
New items at Clark Wire & Cable included Bittree

patching systems designed for digital audio, video and
other high bit -rate data applications. Also on hand was
Clark's wide range of analog and digital cables in single and
multicore versions, plus some examples of the company's
custom cabling work.

CANARE showed its full line of high -quality cables,
connector reels, snake systems and tools for audio and
video applications. Tools include handy crimpers and cable
strippers, while the cable line features a wide spectrum of
colors and the well-known Star -Quad design for maximiz-
ing common -mode rejection.
Mohawk/CDT demonstrated its new Spectrum AES3-

compliant cables for digital audio applications. Both single,
double and multipair configurations are available. A new
dual-purpose 12 -channel breakout box was also presented
for remote field production. Each channel is provided with
an XLR female, an XLR male and three color -coded binding
posts in a parallel and feed -through configuration.

New Hampshire -based Audio Accessories showed off
its line of standard and pre -wired audio patch panels, plus
a nice selection of patch cords and holders. The company
also carries video and RS -422 patching equipment.

For more information circle (223) on Free Info Card

DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATIONS

By Yasmin Hashmi

Yasmin Hashmi, BE Radio's international correspondent, is a partner
in the London -based consultancy firm Sypha, and co-author of The
Tapeless Audio Directory" buyers guide.

Along with expanded editing and mixing functions, some
of the most popular DAW developments shown at NAB 97
included support for Windows 95/NT, PCI platforms and
24 -bit recording. There was also increased support for
plug -ins, the introduction of next -generation systems, and
revitalized initiatives for file import/export.

New and next -generation systems
While many manufacturers are now offering more com-

40 BE Radio
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RoadRunner Breaks the Price Barrier...

The easiest, best sounding,

most compatible ISDN

codec. PERIOD!

Mode: Mono, full duplex bi-directio-ial

1117,7CCS MUSICAM®,
ISO/MPEG Layer II,
Layer III and G.722

Frequency Response:

15 <Hz on one ISDN "B" channel
20 <Hz on two ISDN "B" channels

Mixer inputs: 2 - Mic and 1 Mic/Lire

Headphone outputs: Two independent
headphone outputs, each with Send
and Receive level controls

Now you can h

a complete ISDN

codec mixer,

headphone

distribution am

and ISDN termi

adaptor in a sing

box. Introducin

new RoadRunn

from MUSICAM

USA. RoadRun

gives you all the

best algorithms,

not just e,

compatib

the codecir
already have. Wi

MUSICAM, La

Layer III and G.

you can have CD -

quality 20kHz mo 

over one ISDN

15 kHz on a sing

ISDN "B" channel

or the shortest delay

with any G.7 2

codec.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!
MUSICAM LSA

670 North Beers Street, Building 4, Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 USA
Tel: 908/739-5600 ask for ext. 163

Fax: 908/739-1818  Fax On Demand: 908/935-2777

Email: sales@musicamusa.com
Internet: http://www.musicamusa.com
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NW!
pact versions of their systems, Solid
State Logic has moved in the opposite
direction with the introduction of Alti-
mix. Designed as an integrated 48 -
track recording, editing and mixing
system with non-linear video and
dedicated control surfaces, the system

is expandable up to 128 channels,
supports surround -sound capabilities
for all major formats and can be net-
worked with other SSL systems, such
as the Axiom and new Aysis digital
mixing consoles.

AMS Neve, on the other hand, is
offering a cut -down 16 -bit version of
AudioFile called AudioFile Prolog. De-
signed for a range of editing functions,
including operating as a feeder system
for larger 24 -bit audio file/logic mixing
systems, the Prolog supports 16 chan-

Efficiency: (e-fish'en-see) n. 1. the most effec-
tive use of available resources; 2. great things in
small packages; 3. Crown's new FM 2KW amplifier.

r
Ours

Stop the presses on all dictionaries! We're redefining efficiency with
our new 2 KW FM amplifier. This broadband amplifier requires no
field or factory tuning and provides 75-80% RF efficiency across the
band. The design features hot swappable, 500-watt power modules,
and a responsive protection mode. The separate DC supply is power
factor corrected and 90% efficient. Both units are lightweight and
compact for easy installation and overnight shipping if required.
Use the amplifier and supply with your existing exciter or upgrade to
a Crown exciter for an unbeatable transmitter package.

Can we unwrap one for you?

crown®broadcast
Phone: 800-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222

1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., P.O. Box 1000, Elkhart, IN 46515-1000

nels with six hours of storage, includes
a comprehensive ADR package, and
can be upgraded in a variety of ways.
An upgrade path to the new Orban

Audicy will also be available to exist-
ing DSE-7000 users. As with its prede-
cessor, Audicy provides high-speed
RAM -based editing, with background
shadowing to hard disk or removable
Jaz drive. Launched as a second -gen-
eration workstation supporting 24
tracks and time code, it features a new
contoured mixer/editing surface with
assignable controls and effects, includ-
ing Optimod EQ and compression and
Lexicon reverb.

Announced by Digidesign as "the
single most important evolutionary step
in Pro Tools development since the
introduction of TDM," the new Pro
Tools 4.0 software uses native Power-
PC programming and supports the
new PCI and NuBus-based Pro Tools
III, Pro Tools Project and Audiomedia
hardware. It includes new editing and
mixing capabilities, an improved GUI,
faster processing and dynamic auto-
mation of virtually all TDM plug-in
parameters. In addition, the system
can be operated using the new Mack-
ie HUI controller. This features touch-

sensitive motorized faders, rotary con-
trols that can be assigned to DSP plug-

ins, metering, a scrub wheel, edit,
transport and navigation controls and
an analog control -room section.

Furthermore, having taken over de-
velopment of the Avid AudioVision,
Digidesign also introduced AudioVi-
sion version 4.0, which features native
PowerMac PCI support. Available as an
upgrade to Pro Tools III PCI users, the
software can read and write Pro Tools
4.0 session files, and will operate with
the Digidesign Universal Slave Driver.

Other next -generation systems at the
show included the Korg Soundlink
DRS with Mac -based GUI and dedicat-
ed control panel and the Fairlight
MFX3plus. According to Fairlight, the
MFX3plus runs up to 40 times faster
than its predecessor and features an
upgraded CPU, improved graphics, a
PCI bus for high-speed networking
between workstations and a more com-
pact controller.

For more Information circle (224) on
Free Info Card
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It seems those things that develop

the ability to adapt are the ones time

treats most kindly. That's why the

TS612 will be around for a while. No

matter what size station you oper-

ate, or even how many stations

you'd like to network, the TS612 has

the versatility to adapt to your

needs. Regardless if you're a group

owner, LMA, a large station or a sin-

gle broadcaster, this system is pre-

pared for any contingency. Need any-

where from 6 to 120 lines? No prob-

lem, just network multiple systems

together. Want crystal clear audio

for conferencing calls? That's what

the dual superhybrids are for. Have

a bunch of stations operating from

the same facility? You can maintain

each station's identity (even those

with shared lines) with hold audio,

dedicated lines and call screening.

Go on or off air at the same time,

expand to a second studio with just

an additional control surface, have

it calculate your taxes (well, OK,

we're still working on that one). The

point is, if you're looking for a sys-

tem that's changing and adapting as

fast as you are, you've found it. For

more information, give us a call.

Circle (45) on Free Info Card
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New releases
After a marked absence for a number

of years and having been purchased
by managing director Mike Parker,
Digital Audio Research (DAR) made
a welcome return to the
United States at NAB 97.
On show were SoundSta-
tion Gold and Sabre Plus,
both sporting new audi-
ble editing features, and
the Translation Station
featuring compatibility
with Lightworks and Avid
files.
The Studer booth dem-

onstrated an example of a
total broadcast solution.
The Videoquip/ASC Dave
2000 was used for acqui-
sition of audio and text
files, which were sent via the Merging
Technologies new Audio Mail fea-
ture to the Pyramix system for editing,
and then forwarded in real-time to the
Studer Digimedia for broadcast.
Networking was also one of the high-

lights for Sonic Solutions, which an-
nounced its new Fibre Channel -based
MediaNet FC for uninterrupted delivery
of D-1 digital video and
multitrack surround -
sound audio. In addition,
the newSonicStudio ver-
sion 5.3 includes sup-
port for four channels of
96kHz 24 -bit high -densi-
ty audio, an extended list
of supported CD -R drives
and support for the new
JL Cooper MCS 3800
motorized moving fader
controller.

Another company to in-
troduce 96kHz, 24 -bit
sampling was Studio
Audio & Video for its
SADiE3 software, which
also includes support of
DSP plug-in architecture
for both proprietary and
third -party processes.

DSP plug-in support, in the form of
Firewalkers and the Osiris real-time
sound restoration system, was also
one of the new features for the Cream -
ware CUTmaster and tripleDAT sys-
tems. These now include support for
Audiobahn cards, such as the TDAT 16
PCI card for 16 -channel I/O and two
ADAT optical interfaces.

Other new releases of note included
version 4.3 of the Pacific Research &

Engineering ADX Eight, which sup-
ports editing and backup of entire
mixes to removable Jaz drive, and
version 2.0 for the SoundScape Digital
SSHDR-1. This now supports up to 12 -
track playback per SSHDR-1 unit and,
by using the new SoundScape SSAC-1
accelerator card, allows each channel
of the integrated mixer to run any

number of real-time processes.
For more information circle (225) on

Free Info Card

Hard -disk recorders
Modular eight -track recorders on

show included a beta version of the
DAR OMR-8 and a production model
of the Timeline MMR-8 featuring 24 -
bit resolution, built-in multimachine
synchronizer and OMF compatibility.
Meanwhile, both the Genex 8000

eight -track recorder on
show at the HHB booth
and the Aka' DD8 mod-
ular dubber, demonstrat-
ed instant lock in any di-
rection to time code or bi-
phase at any speed. The
DD8 can use hard disk or
removable media, can be
controlled via its front pan-
el, RS -422 or the DL1500
edit controller, and is com-
patible with other Akai
systems, such as the
DD1500 editor and DR8
and DR16 recorders.

For those who need fewer tracks but
more storage, version 1.1 for the Stud-
er D424 four -channel recorder now
supports more than two hours, as well
as 16-, 20- and 24 -bit recording, PQ
editing and transfer to CD via SCSI.
Conversely, for more tracks, the Otari
RADAR version 1.4 allows two units to
be connected via a single cable for 48 -

track operation, being
controlled by a single
RE -8 remote for record-
ing and editing.

For more information
circle (226) on Free Info

Card

Compact
workstations and
portables

A growing number of
self-contained compact
workstations with built-
in hard drive, mixer and
editing sections were
on show, such as the
"V-Xpanded" version of
the Roland VS -880. Ad-
ditional features of this
model include an auto -
mixing function, effect
insertion for master out-
put, 10 additional effects
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A FULL RANGE OF INTEGRATED DAB TRANSMITTERS MI,

Thomcast
worldwide
customer

service

As a pioneering member of Eureka 147 and with the first fully -compliant systems in
L band and VHF, we've been building our DAB expertise for over 10 years. Today, our
DAB systems offer full compliance to industry standards, true class AB amplifiers for
the lowest operating costs, modularity, ergonomy plus the availability.

The only partner that can keep you a head above the competition

THOMCAST / I. me de l'Hautil. 78700 Conflans-Ste-Honorine. FRANCE / Tel. : (+331 1.34.90.31.00 - Fax : 1+331 1.34.91.30.00
THOMCAST AG / Hahnholstrasse. CH -53(X) Turgi. SWITZERLAND / Tel. : 41 1561 299 44 44 - Fax : 41 1561 288 II 25 THOIVICASTTHOMCAST GmbH 11-15. D -68I97 Mannheim. GERMANY / Tel.: 49 11162 1 1 8101.1 - Fax : 49 106211 8101.290
COMARK / 500 Horimn Drive. Suite 503. Chalfont. PA 18914. USA / Tel.: 112 I 5) 822 0777 - Fax I (2151822 9129 Circle (46) on Free Info Card



algorithms, a voice transformer and a
microphone simulator.
Fostex has also added to its range of

compact workstations by introducing
the D-160 16 -track and D-90 eight -
track units. Both allow simultaneous

recording up to the maximum number
of channels and support backup via
SCSI, DAT or ADAT.
Taking advantage of the newly

launched Digigram PCXpocket PCM-
CIA audio card (see "Pick Hits of NAB
97," Honorable Mentions, p. 70), the
Dalet Free Edit laptop is designed for
journalists in the field and allows re-
cording of linear or compressed audio,
cut -and -paste waveform editing and
advanced processing, with transfer of

New Dynamax MXID Digital Console
The Sensible Solution, Sensibly Priced

 Conventional 8 channel on air layout eliminates special operator training

 Selectable analog and digital input modules enhance future flexibility
and usefulness

 A/D input modules with 18 -bit precision converters provide transparent
digital audio

 Digital input modules with SRC accept both AES/EBU and SPDIF formats

 XLR input and output connectors simplify installation

 Solid steel construction ensures durability and RF immunity

 Main DSP Board with 24 -bit internal processing and 48 kHz sampling

rate designed for reliability by industry leader Graham -Patten Systems

Available Now!
Call for more
information Philadelphia, PA 19154  USA

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY FIDELIPAC
Fidelipac Corporation
2707 Black Lake Place

TEL ,2151464-2000  FAX. (215) 464-1234

Circle (47) on Free Info Card
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files back to the studio via modem.
Another portable on show was a

production model of the Zaacom Deva
four -track recorder. Complete with mix-
ing and monitoring, the battery -pow-
ered units weighs six pounds, sup-
ports 24 -bit recording and provides
2.5 hours of storage to a removable
drive that can be inserted into a rack -
mount version serving as a four -track
source.

For more information circle (227) on
Free Info Card

Cards and software
Spectral launched new versions for

its Express and Producer software
packages that run under Windows 95
and include device drivers for opera-
tion of the Spectral Prisma card under
Windows NT. The company also
launched the optional Transfer Agent
software, supporting compression, file
conversion and database insertion for
direct LAN transfers to a range of on -
air delivery systems.

Windows 95/NT support was also
announced for the newAntex Studio -
Card multichannel board, the new IQS
SAW Phis 32 software package, and
the Digital Audio Labs (DAL) CardD
family. DAL also demonstrated the
production model of its V816 -channel
card with optional ADAT and DA -88
interfaces, a comprehensive synchro-
nization interface and support for ed-
iting and DSP plug -ins. Digigram also
presented its new PCX11+, an ISA bus
card with balanced I/O.
Sonic Foundry announced a range

of new plug -ins for Sound Forge version
4.0. These include the CD Architect
for Red Book CD -Rs, the Acoustics
Modeler for reverb, support for Mi-
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Equi-Tech
...Symmetrical Power Systems

"Welcome to AC Power for the 21st Century"

Equi=Tech

Pat. Pend.

MEI

Equi=Tech Rack Systems
are guaranteed to greatly
reduce electrical noise in
a/v systems.
Five models range in size
from 15A to 50A to meet
the needs of every type
of system environment.
All models feature
industrial quality compo-
nents to provide years of
dependable operation.

Highest quality from the pioneer in balanced AC power.
 ETL listed. Conforms to ANSI/UL Std. #1012 & NEC Art. 530.

Guaranteed technical support and customer satisfaction.
2 years parts and labor warranty. Lifetime warranty on transformer.

Equi=Tech Corporation P.O. Box 249 Selma, OR 97538
Tel: 541/597-4448 FAX: 541/597-4099 http://www.equitech.com

Circle (30) on Free Info Card

FM "Relay"
Receiver

A professional
FM receiver for re -broadcast "translator"
service, and for similar demanding off -air pickup applications.

 DIP -switch -programmable
synthesized tuning.

 Composite MPX and
balanced stereo program
outputs.

 Selectable IF bandwidth.
 Carrier -loss and program -loss

alarm outputs.

 Accurate front -panel metering
of MPX and program audio
levels, plus signal strength and
multipath distortion.

 Auto -mute and auto -blend
features.

 Remote control of front -panel
selectable functions.

MODEL 630 FM "RELAY" RECEIVER

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
.13

NA13
Allem

crosoft ActiveX plug -ins including Ac-
tiveMovie, support for RealAudio 3.0
and noise -reduction and spectrum -
analysis plug -ins.

On the Mac front, the Macromedia
Deck II version 2.6 supports multipro-
cessor platforms for increased real-
time effects processing, 64 -track play-
back, support for the Korg 1212 I/O
PCI card and downloadable plug -ins
from the Macromedia web site.

Macs are also supported by the Son-
ic Solutions SonicStudio Engine, an
application programmer's interface for
controlling SonicStudio hardware. Co -
development efforts with third parties
have resulted in releases, such as Op -
code Studio Vision Pro 3.5, which
adds MIDI sequencing capabilities to
SonicStudio, as well as pitch process-
ing, support for Adobe Premiere plug -
ins and an integrated QuickTime mov-
ie player window.

For more information circle (228) on
Free Info Card

1111/...

GENERAL
TRANSMISSION SITE

EQUIPMENT

By Don Markley

Don Markley, BE Radio's technical consultant
on transmission facilities, is president of D. L.
Markley & Associates, Peoria, IL.

This product area covers everything
besides the broadcast transmitter and
antenna, such as towers, transmission
lines, power conditioning, site control,
EAS and other miscellany. With a little
hunting, a number of treasures were
revealed in these areas at NAB 97.

Site control
Gentner was demonstrating its

GSC3000 site -control units again with
some new upgrades. The controllers
allow operation up to 256 sites or up
to 256 functions per site. The unit can
be accessed by any number of com-
puters and terminals, and the system

Circle (31) on Free Info Card
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Going Digital Just Got Easier !
CattWixks c1993-96 dbm Systenn Inc
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Caron7orks
Digital Audio Systems

From simple cart replacement to full

Familiar Operation
One look and you'll know, CartWorks is undoubtedly the
easiest digital audio system to learn and operate. But don't
let the simple user interface fool you. There's lots cf power
hidden below the surface.

Windows95.
We've got features you'll never find on any dos based sys-
tem With CartWorks and Windows95, you get more than
just a digital audio system. Better yet. operators already
familiar with Windows become instantly productive

Affordable
CartWorks is reasonably priced
Complete Cart Replacement systems start at $4,995.
Complete Satellite Automation systems start at $6.995.
Truly affordable - music on hard drive coming soon!

Performance
CartWorks was developed by a team of longtime radio
pros for the broadcast environment It's designed to oper-
ate the way yould expect. like broadcast equipm_nt. And
we use only the latest and best industrial grade PCs with
world class apt -X digital audio

automation, CartWorks is the easy choice!

Support
24 hour. 7day a week Technical Telephone support by real
raio engineers We speak your language and understand
the importance of staying on the air

Extended Connectivity
Car-twod,s gives you more choices so you can work more
efficiently. LAN Network. Cialup Networking Remote Con-
trol. and Internet Spot Transfer

NEW ! X -CONVERT
Converts audio storage formats digitally, allowing you to
use most any digital edticr with CartWorks.

For a free demc disk or to learn more
call dbm Systems today:

1 -800 -795 -RADIO
Fax ,601) 853-9976

Or visit our site on the world wide web.

Circle (32) on Free Info Card
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IAN
has extensive software for multiple
site control.
At the Kintronic Labs booth, a real-

ly interesting software -programmable
antenna system controller called the
DAC-MOD-2-12 series was on display.

(See "Pick Hits of
NAB 97," Honorable
Mentions, p. 70.) The
hardware unit fits
inside the antenna -
phasing system and
monitors all relays
and patterns. The
system can be pro-
grammed to perform
the necessary pattern
changes for up to

'11.111111.1Pr'

Transmitter
Remote Control

IT WORKS...
AND WORKS, AND WORKS, AND WORKS,

D WORKS, AND WORKS,
)RKS, AND WORKS,
)RKS, AND WORKS,
RKS, AND WORKS,

RS, AND WORKS

41°)41,

Series 2

New and sometimes confusing
technologies are constantly being introduced to
the market as the newest "fix," but the analog tape car-
tridge machine remains a reliable and proven mainstay in
broadcast operations worldwide.

We are proud to continue production and technical support of the tape
cartridge recording and playback products that have made the name ITC
synonymous with quality and reliability:

 Series 99B  Series 2
 DELTA Series  ESL -V eraser/splice locator
 Series 1

For new or used equipment, and for prompt, economical equipment
service, call the experts -- ITC Audio Products!

ITC Audio Products
1602 Rhodes Lane
Bloomington, IL 61704
TEL: 800-447-0414 or 309-828-1381
FAX: 309-828-1386

DRS AHEAD TECHNOLOGY, INC

TECHNOLOGIES

three patterns at the proper times of
day for the full year. It also can be
accessed by a computer through dial -
up access to monitor the antenna
system performance.
NSN Network Services has in-

creased the capabilities of its national
monitoring system. Its computerized
systems will now include traffic, bill-
ing and programming for a completely
automated radio station. Incidentally,
during the show, NSN announced that
it had been acquired by Jacor. (See
"Business/People," p. 84.)

For more information circle (229) on
Free Info Card

Powering and grounding
Kay Industrieswas showing its stan-

dard three-phase rotary converters. As
is appropriate, these units had no great
horns and whistles. They are designed
to quietly sit there and pump out
three-phase power for years on end.
They really have changed a lot since
the old days when they were first
introduced to the industry; their size
has gotten much smaller and their
reliability much greater.

Electronics Research, Inc. (ERI)
presented something this year that
was a substantial departure from its
conventional line of antenna products.
It seems ERI has gone into the light-
ning protection and grounding system
business. It is producing cathodic
ground rods and high-tech spur -type
lightning rods. Together, these units
should greatly reduce the amount of
damage that a station experiences from
lightning.

Anyone interested in quieting their
AC power service, or those building
new facilities, might consider the items

Circle (33) on Free Info Card
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We're Proud of the Bugs
in our Software!

"The Spider" interlinks your station groups to provide broadcasters a virtually
free audio and data path from one station to the next, so you can centralize many
costly operations into a single, very efficient system. We now have multiple
stations linked via the internet so that production, traffic, and all business opera-
tions are at a single location, with sales and very minimal operational staff in the
field. The system to transfer spots, music and other programming to the distant
stations is intuitive and automatic once the original production is completed.
SMARTS has taken the next big step in operating cost savings. You could be
realizing those savings in your group. Call SMARTS or any of our dealers today
for more information on "The Spider" from SMARTS Broadcast Systems.

P. 0. Box 284 Emmetsburg, IA 50526 http://wwi.nen.net/smarts
Phone (800) 747-6278 Fax (800) 498-0618 Email smarts@ncn.net
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At Briiel & Kjaer, The Danish Pro Audio t
had a lot of big technical breakthroughs,

But none as big as this.
Introducing one sweet mini, the DPA 40
This omni expands every performance param
ter you can imagine, and some you may not
have even thought about.

S M A L I.

 5. hum capsule and miniaturi/ed clips
B I G G E

 2011/-25k11/ plus/minus 2dli
 134 dli dynamic range
L 0 N G E

 non corn sling gold diaphragm offers 6 times the
lire expectant), of current standards.
 high humidity and sweat rejection
 higher sensitivity for lower noise and longer
battery pack life
E A S I E

 complete with too different Nu:di/anon grid!, for
alternate body placement
 48 volt option
 3 colour options
 lay clips and other accessories available

The Sound, The Price, too hard to believe without
a demo.

'ACTUAL SIZE)

Briiel &Kjaer
FOR A DEMONSTRATION PLEASE '-'ThNjTArT

I xclusiine U.S. Distributor
BrUel & Kjaer/TGI North America  300 Gap'
Avenue, Unit 1  Kitchener, Ontario, Canada
N2M 2C8  519 745 1158  Fax 519 745 236'
http:Ilwunadanishproaudio.com

displayed at the EquiTech booth.
The company specializes in balanced
power systems, and introduced this
year was a range of downsized sys-
tems ideal for remote facilities or small
studio/automated operations.

For more information circle (230) on
Free Info Card

Towers, transmission line and
accessories

New from Myat were power com-
biners. These combiners will accept
multiple inputs and combine them into
one common feed line. These are
available in three-way to eight -way
combiners for FM frequencies.

Coaxial Dynamics was showing its
lines of dummy loads. One thing that
was interesting at this year's show was
air-cooled dummy loads up to 12.5kW,
which were rated at up to 1,000MHz.

In the area of tower construction,
Stainless presented evidence of its
prowess in fabrication and erection of
structures up to 2,000 feet in height.
The company also provides structural
analysis and modifications for existing
tower owners.

For more Information circle (231) on
Free Info Card

Measurement and miscellany
Holaday Industrieswas demonstrat-

ing its standard meters, as well as its
small personal meters. A new item at
Holaday this year was Naptex RF-pro-
tective clothing. The manufacturer
claims that this clothing will reduce
exposure by up to 50dB in the range of
2MHz up to 10GHz. The company
claims that this will meet ANSI C95.1
requirements in RF levels as high as
125mW/cm2.

At the Antenna Concepts booth, some
interesting coverage -mapping software
was shown by RadioSoft. The com-
pany's ComStudy V/.50 software in-
cludes calculations for shadowing and
accommodates AM, FM, paging and
land mobile propagations, including
directional antennas.

New in the area of EAS was a receiv-
er and indicator unit from Gorman -

Redlich. This low-cost system meets
all of the commission's requirements
and can be re -programmed in the field
using software forwarded from the
manufacturer.

For more Information circle (232) on
Free Info Card

MICROPHONES AND
AUDIO MIXERS

By Brian Sanders

Brian Sanders is program director at KUNV-
FM, Las Vegas.

A product sector of the broadcast
industry that remains largely analog is
the one where the audio signal chain
starts: microphones and their associat-
ed electronics. Until recently, the same
could be said about audio mixing
consoles, but at NAB 97, this was
decidedly in question. Numerous new
mixer products were offered in digital
and analog forms.

Microphones and mic
accessories

Sony has added to its already diverse
line-up of UHF wireless systems with
a quartet of new products. The WRT-
800A is a hand-held cardioid micro-
phone/transmitter package with 5mW
RF output and a miniature helical an-
tenna. The WRT-805A is a body -pack
design with 10mW of power and com-
patible with musical instruments, as
well as lavaliers. Frequency agility is
broad, with 94 channels available. On
the receiver side, the WRR-800 is a
single -frequency receiver in a half -
rack -space enclosure. The WRR-801
receiver is a modular design, able to
accommodate six mics simultaneous-
ly, all in a 1RU space. Both receivers
and the body -pack transmitter offer
multifunction displays. These prod-
ucts are compatible with other Sony
series 800 units.

"Revolutionary" is how Telex de-
scribes its new UHF intercom. The
BTR-600 two -channel system goes the
extra yard and provides digital encryp-
tion for ultrasecure transmissions. It
was developed to eliminate wire tan-
gle for football coaches on the sidelines
without compromising game tactics.

cn
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This is a great opportunity to own a Radio Systems RS -6, 12, 18 or 24 console.
Today, while some console companies are just finally offering scaled -down

versions of their boards for around $10,000 - Radio Systems' most popular
console, the RS -12 channel, is on sale for half that amount!

Plus, our boards are priced fully equipped, with no need to buy expensive
options or modules to make them work.

Contact Radio Systems or your dealer today, and while supplies last, *buy a
fully equipped RS -12 channel console for just $4995.00 (normal pro -list $6795.00),
or a RS -6 channel console for just $3995.00 (normal pro -list $4795.00), or a RS -18
channel console for just $6995.00 (normal pro -list $9895.00), or a RS -24 channel
console for just $9495.00 (normal pro -list $12995.00).

No board is easier to wire or service.
All parts and sub -assemblies,
including switches, faders and circuit
boards, are socketed or connectorized.
Repair involves simply removing the
bad part or circuit board, and
plugging in a new one.

All input, output, and remote control
wiring is via these unique, ultra -
convenient, removable barrier strips.
These connectors greatly simplify
initial installation, and provide for
quick future wiring changes.

If you do have special interface
needs, Radio Systems
manufactures a full line of
inexpensive remote control, mix -
minus, input extender, and audio
distribution cards.

Copy stands, special color fader
knobs and titles scribed on
switch caps are all factory
provided so your board can be
customized to your application
and look.

601 HERON DRIVE P.O. Box 458
Ral110 SYSTEMS INC.

BRIDGEPORT, N.J. 08014-0458 (609)467-8000 FAx(609)467-3044
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Security -minded news crews on a break-
ing story could take a page out of the
NFL playbook. A non -encrypting ENG
version, the BTR-500, is also available.

EVI Audio has repackaged its popu-
lar Electro-Voice CO2 lavalier micro-
phone as the CO2 Pro. Eight different
cable- and mic-mounting clips are
included, along with a zipper pouch.
E -V's RE500 is a new hand-held, true
condenser cardioid mic with a 128dB
dynamic range. Durability and han-
dling noise issues are addressed by a
patented internal shock system and
the rubberized grip, factors appreciat-
ed in the live performance or ENG
trenches.

New from EVI'sVega division is a 16 -
channel, computer -controlled UHF
wireless mic receiver, the R-672. It can

be used with any fixed -frequency UHF
wireless transmitter operating with Ve-
ga's exclusive Dynex III companding.
To complement the R-672, Vega intro-
duced the T-690 hand-held transmit-
ter and T-772 body -pack transmitter.
Several mic heads are available with

the T-690, including Shure's SM87 su-
percardioid condenser and EV's N/D-
857S. Both transmitters offer user -pro-
grammable channel and microphone
gain controls.

Sennheiser's catalog has been en-
larged by a pair of new UHF receivers.

Jacor Broadcastin Dinirr

MURPHY
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Need studio furniture?

Leave nothing to
Chance
It starts when you call a
friend who makes

cabinets. Nice cabinets.

For your kitchen. But he
can't do much to help
you plan a radio facility.
And chances are he
can't really provide the
services you need.

How do you make

certain your rooms go in
smoothly? Opt for the
sure thing in studio
furniture design -specify
Murphy Studio Furniture.

A 4153 N. BONITA STREET A SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 A TEL (619) 698-4658 A 1AX (619) 698-1268 A

V (800) 307-1060 V Email dwmurphy@electriciti.com V URL http://www.electriciti.com/dwmurphy V

STUDIO FURNITURE Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept's execution.

Wood Trim Corners  Passive Ventilation  Built -In Wireways  Multiple Access Panels  Ease of Installation
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Maestro is the heart and the brain of the digitally
Integrated radio sta-ion. All operations, from
commercials...to music...to announcer text...to
up-to-the-minute scheduling information, are at
you:. fingertips. Maestro brings all your digital
operations together into one, easy -to -use
command center and is your key to accessing
CD quality audio directly from hard disk.

And when you choose Maestro, or any product from
Computer Concepts, you're buying from a company
with industry leading technology and worldwide
radio experience. Ccmputer Concepts has been
developing software applications and manufacturing
computer -based prodLcts for radio since 1974. Our
comprehensive understanding of radio broadcasting,
plus exceptional customer service, set Computer
Concepts apart from other suppliers.

Discover how Maestro from Computer Concepts
can bring excellence and widen the creative range of
your station. Call us today for complete information,

1-800-255-6350.
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Both units offer 32 programmable fre-
quencies and boast a signal-to-noise
ratio of more than 100dB. The
EM3031-U is a single -channel unit.
The EM3032-U houses two receivers,
plus antenna splitter in just one rack
space. Sennheiser's new hand-held

transmitter will soon join the line. The
SKM30721-U will have 50mW of RF
power, frequency response of 80Hz-
20,000Hz and a supercardioid con-
denser mic element. And the Sen-
nheiser Class (400) series of dynamic
mics has grown. The latest addition is
the MD425 hand-held supercardioid
vocal mic. Owners of MD421s will
appreciate the 425's elegant solution
to a persistent problem with the older
mic's design - the mount. A new
elastic -suspension mount fully, but un-

Here's a Happy Guy...
(he's using our on -air phone system!)

Modular Integrated Telephone Systems from IDI

You'll be happy too when you get your hands on our M ITS:
Your talk shows will run flawlessly on included screener/host software and hardware.
Your call-in/contest shows will run smooth and smokin. fast
Your multi -station site will have all its studios networked with the main PBX.
Your independent studio will use the system as its office PBX
On remote you will have total telephone system remote control

15 Line
12o.u1 Show Sr.trio

10 Line MS Work Surface

No other system can
match buil innovative features
friendly user -designed keyboards, outstanding
single studio capabilities, graphic LCDs an integrated
talkshow system, remote control operation, networks of up to 30 studios
and 250 shared lines existing PBX integration stand-alone PBX operation
low cost edit/production suite hardware and our state-of-the-art crash -proof
software design

Call us to find out how our ultra -fellable system can make your phones work for you.

Innovative Devices, Inc.
1-800-661-2881 email: info@innovadev.com

website: http \\wwwinnovadev.com

obtrusively, isolates the mic from phys-
ical shocks and provides a significantly
more secure lock -down. This accesso-
ry is backward -compatible with the
classic and the new versions of the
421. (The latter, called the MD421-II,
features a more rugged body made of
glass -composite material, with acous-
tic components moved deeper inside
the mic's housing, thus reducing prob-
lems due to dust and moisture.)

Prototypes of three new miniature
microphones by Danish Pro Audio's
Bruel & Kjaer were on display at the
Tannoy/TGI America booth. The tiny
(only 5.4mm) DPA 4060/61/62 series
comes in three sensitivity levels for
applications from on -camera studio
work to location special effects record-
ing. The 4062 model will handle up to
152dB-SPL before clipping. Each mic is
identical in frequency response, al-
though spectral performance can be
tailored with the use of two differently
shaped "protection grids" that alter the
tonal pickup. The system offers option-
al cable adapters to fit nine different
wireless mic "standard" pin configura-
tions. (After all, what good are stan-
dards if you can't have lots of them?)

In microphone -associated gear,
Shure Brothers presented an inter-
esting new product, the DFRI1EQ
feedback eliminator. At the first sign
of audio feedback, the unit identifies
the offending frequencies and acti-
vates one or more of its 10 adaptive
notch filters in order to control the
problem. Broadcasters will be espe-
cially interested in the unit's other
mode of operation - a PC -pro-
grammed, one-third octave graphic
EQ. Tune your studio mics or monitors
with a PC interface and your settings
are rendered accident- and tamper-
proof.

For more Information circle (233) on
Free Info Card

Mixing consoles
Wheatstone's D-500 digital board

has the look and feel of a traditional
console, making operator transition a
non -issue. First shown at NAB 96, the
console is now ready for shipment. It
offers four stereo output buses and
large analog VU meters, but beneath
the surface is formidable signal pro -
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he Legend
Continues.

The Old Standard.
Our M267 Mixer is more than the best selling mixer

of the last ten years. It's the most versatile, the most
durable, and the best performing. You trust it in your
rack-you trust it on the road. And while production
environments have changed, your mixer remained the
same. Until now.

The New Standard.
Our new M367 Portable Mixer gives you all the

reliability and durability of the M267, plus a list of new
features and improvements. We made it over 25 dB
quieter with a low noise circuit - ideal for digital formats.
We added two more mic line inputs, bringing the total to
six. We added peak LEDs. And we gave it 12 and 48 -volt
phantom power for your condenser mics.

What we didn't change was its toughness. It's still
made with a rugged all -metal chassis and manufactured in
the USA with legendary Shure durability.

The New Features.
Without increasing the size, we were able to pack in

dozens of new features and improvements. The M367
has all the features of the M267, plus:

 Input peak LEDs
 Detachable power cord
 Two XLR outputs
 Easy -access side battery compartment
 Headphone monitor circuit
 Output peak/limiter LED
 Balanced, 2 -position mix bus.
 Adjustable limiter threshold
 Battery/AC VU meter illumination
 Monitor input sensitivity selector
 Program/monitor input selector
With the Shure M367 mixer, we've just raised the

standards. It's time you raised yours.

For The Shure Dealer Nearest You,
Call 1-800-25-SHURE.

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS ...WORLDWIDE. SHIP
Circle (50) on Free Irfo Card
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cessing power from 40 -bit floating-
point DSP processors. Each input po-
sition accepts analog signals, as well as
digital information, so present equip-
ment is not rendered obsolete. A snap-
shot feature saves individual configu-
rations, such as bus assigns, fader
levels and user preferences. Mean-
while, Wheatstone presented its many
analog console designs across a wide
range of prices, including the new, low
cost R-5 on -air radio board from the
company's AudioArts Engineering divi-
sion, plus an attractive line of stylish,
custom -designed radio studio furniture.

Several other manufacturers displayed
digital consoles with surprisingly rea-
sonable price tags. The MX/D by Fi-
delipac is a 16 -channel (eight stereo
input) mixer designed in collaboration

with Graham -Patten Systems. Each in-
terchangeable input module is either
analog or digital, allowing the user to
select according to need at time of
purchase, then upgrade gradually. An
optional outboard 4x1 mixer with built-
in sample -rate converter easily accom-

modates additional inputs.
Many digital consoles physically sep-

arate the signal processor unit from
the mixing control surface (which could
be thought of functionally as an over-
grown computer mouse). Two new
products from Logitek, the ROC -10

"eanswer a hot
radio market.

mediatron offers you the Complete Digital Solution For
Your Radio Station !

Based on MS -Windows NT 4.0, standard PC- and network-

configuration with unlimited audio storage using harddisk
(MPEG) and Pioneer CD -changer.

- Cart replacement, live assist and 24h automation
- Newsroom- and cartwall- systems
- News editing, audio and text
- Multitrack recording and editing
- Notebook recording, editing and communication
- Satellite automation
- Program scheduling
- Traffic integration
- ISDN communication

voktil° cts
osvoo°1°

The best, talk to us. mediatron

Ask for our
documentation or

http://www.mediatron.com

mediatron GmbH
Postbox 43 07 12

80737 Munchen
Germany

Phone ++49-8131-8305-0
Fax ++49-8131-8305-25

e-mail info@mediatron.com
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A standard plat-orm open architecture means
simple software upgrades for RBDS and
other technologi3S: p us, mocular hardware
design al ows fo- expansion of DSP capacity
to handle addit :nal fJictionE.

Flexibil ty in des gi a lows for program input
in either AES/EBJ dig tal format. analog
composite, ana og le-Vright, or multiple SCA
inputs, depend -g on configuration.

The 802C maxirrizeE audio performance by
using DSP's wl-i,ch adhere to The IEEE
754/854 standard 32 -bit floating point format,
thereby raintaining audio precision and
dynam c range.

TFORNI FORPURE

The 802D
Digital FM Exciter

from the world leader in
advanced RF products puts you in a

whole new universe of digital 3erformance.

A frequenc'i-agile direct conversion system
makes the 302D perfect for use in N + 1
applicatior s.

Detailed control and monitor ng information
is available from a unique front panel LCD
screen, plus front panel adjustment buttons
provide full control over operating parameters.

Complete test and analysis information is
ava ladle at front panel BNC coinectors.

The BC2D Digital FM Exciter won't limit your
facility's ability to grow and advance in a
rapidly changing world, presiding a solid plat-
form for per'ormance and growth...
only 'rpm Continental.

5 96 121

1946-1996. For 50 years, Concinental Electronics has provided excellence in broadcast transmission
praducts worldwide. Refuse to compromise... call Continental first!

TE DO -733-501

B3X 2708;LI  DALLAS TEXAS /b22/ -08/S  214-3E31-7'61 I AX 214 381-4U4LI
1996 C E .G.. Pals. Pc ndling
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A UDISK
Digital Audio Hard Disk Systems
for AUTOMATION AND LIVE ASSIST

What can I do with my AUDISK?...

AUTOMATION -satellite and stand alone (music
and spots)...LIVE ASSIST -spots, jingles, liners,
ID's, music, programs, sound effects...ANY MIX
of the previously listed modes and
more!... RECORDING -scheduled, background,
production, time scheduled, multi-segment...16
"NETWORK" SETUPS - switch on the
fly...COMMANDS-time scheduled, on -air schedule,
immediate, keyboard "hot keys"...SCHEDULE UP
TO 7 DAYS IN ADVANCE -interface with traffic via
MAKELOG program...MACROS & ROTATIONS -

Dynamic elements for the "live" programming
sound...DUAL OUTPUTS -Simultaneous playback
of two stereo cuts while recording another!...16
TRIGGER INPUTS -for stopset, ID, liner and other
external controls...8 RELAY OUTPUTS -for
triggering external equipment, receivers,
etc...EXTERNAL DEVICE CONTROL-DAT
players, tape players, CD...INTERNAL AUDIO
SWITCHER/FADER control audio sources and
distribution...6 STEREO/12 MONO INPUTS to
CROSSPOINT SWITCHER/FADER...7 STEREO/
14 MONO OUTPUTS from
SWITCHER...PROGRAMMABLE "LIVEASSIST"
KEYPAD -separate layouts for each jock...LAN
INTERCONNECTED - easy traffic/billing
interface...MULTIPLE UNIT INTERCONNECT -
expand the outputs and share audio...SEPARATE
ON -AIR and PRODUCTION CONTROL
TERMINALS...TWO SEPARATE SCHEDULES -
separate satellite and live assist or spots and
music...DELAYED BROADCASTS -record a show
for later re -broadcast automatically...UPLINK/
DOWNLINK SYSTEMS -remote downloading/
control over satellite links...DUBBING-copy files or
parts of files digitally from file to file, disk to disk, or
over the LAN to otherAUDISK units...MIRRORING-
automatically backup a// or part of your audio files
locally or across the LAN to other AUDISK units.

$9,995
DS2000:
PRICE INCLUDES THE
ABOVE AND LOTS MORE!

SOME ADDITIONAL OPTIONS...(call for prices)
MULTISTATION CONTROL -simply add-on another
Workstation to control two stations from a single
AUDISK (AM & FM)...TOUCH TONE CONTROL -
add -on hardware available for DTMF control over
phone Iines...ADDITIONAL HARD DRIVES -
basic system comes with 9.6 hours 15 khz stereo
drive, add more drives to get over 500 hours
storage time...REMOTE CONTROL -control the
system over the phone with the addition of modem
and commercial remote control software.

DHK Group "the AUDISK® people"
(800) 501-9662

and the NUMIX, take this approach. Central to both systems
is Logitek's Serial Sound digital audio engine. The rack-

mount engine comes with a DSP processor module (capa-
ble of EQ, pan and profanity delay), a communications
processor for machine control, a four -channel mic pre -amp
section and one 8x8 I/O card available as either analog or
digital. The ROC -10 is a one-piece controller with 10 faders
and a traditional - almost "retro" - look, while the NUMIX
control surface is made from RF-shielded ABS plastic, with
a futuristic, low -profile wedge design. Both controllers
feature LCD displays over the faders to show source and
destination information.
Auditronics' NuStar 3000 also stands at this level. The

intuitive, straight -ahead layout fits 16 faders comfortably.
Eight additional universal module positions carry tradition-

al monitoring and other controls. Four large mechanical
VUs share the meter bridge with a cue speaker. The
mainframe processor accepts any combination of analog or
digital input cards. Comprehensive fault -detection software
is intended to make both operator and chief engineer
comfortable. Several fail-safe modes ensure uninterrupted
signal flow in near -catastrophic situations, and self -diag-
nostics are well thought out. Remote operation is possible
via modem.

Pacific Research & Engineering demonstrated new
entries in the digital and analog classes. Its AirWave is a
medium -size (12- to 14 -channel) analog board with basic
features. (See "Pick Hits of NAB 97," p. 70.) Nice touches
include combined control room and studio monitor module
with talkback, an optional telco module, several neat things
under the hood (including a snappy no -tools -required
access compartment for easy maintenance) and a moderate
price point. At the other end of the spectrum is the digital
Integrity. This sleek, highly automated controller allows
smooth transitions from show to show with set/save/recall

Circle (53) on Free Info Card
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QUALITY AM ANTENNA PRODUCTS

Antenna Tuning Units -
Combiners - Matching

Networks

COMPONENTS
Inductors
Capacitors
Lighting Chokes
 Static Drain Chokes
 Contactors
 RF Plugs & Jacks
 Meter Switches
Insulators
Antenna Sample Loops
Equipment Boxes
Copper RF Wire, Tube, and Strap
Coaxial Cable, Feeder Systems

Offered in a wide variety of types and ratings, LBA RF
Components ate intendec for application in Medium
Wave/AM antenna and transmitter equipment with
power levels tc over 500kW. LBA products are built to
the highest standards to ensure long life cnd reliability.

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
TunipoleTu Folded Unipole Antennas
CombipoleT'" Multiple Frequency

Antennas
Detunipolerm Detuning Systems
Antenna Tuning Units, Diplexers,

Triplexers
Transmitter Combiners
PowerTopperT"" Toplcading Systems
Basemaxc Base Enhancement Systems

LBA is the world leader in single and multiple station folded
unipole antenna systems for high efficiency, wide -band AM
trcnsmissions at al power le,/els. LBA systems are found
worldwide from Alaska to Argentina, Kuwait to Saipan.

210 W. Fourth Street P.O. Bo>: 8026
Greenville, North Carolina 27835

TOLL -FREE - 800-522-4464
919-757-0279  FAX 919-752-9715

E -Mail: lbatech@www.lbagroup.com TUNIPOLET"' - Folded Unipole
Antenna Systems

©1996 An LBA Group Company Ee Habla Espanol
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Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of
Liquid/Air

Terminations
are quickly becoming

the choice of
"Chief Engineers"

for testing, adjusting
and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT 8 COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland. OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial@apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com
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Call for FREE brochure!
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functions, dedicated mic inputs and large LED channel -ID
displays. Ten digital input channels come standard with
sample -rate conversion, and all digital input channels also
accept analog signals. A flat -screen display complements
the package.

In the production room, Mackie Designs continues to
advance. Preliminary information on the new Digital 8 bus
mixer promises a console absolutely loaded with features:
automation, DSP, machine controls, MIDI, built-in hard
drive and modem, plus the flexibility for which Mackie is
known. Pro Tools users will appreciate Mackie's new
human user interface (HUI). Complete bidirectional inter-
action is possible with Pro Tools 4.0: eight motorized
faders, two mic pre -amps, transport/locate functions and a
large scrub wheel, plus control -room monitor operation
and much more. Broadcast users can only wonder if or
when Mackie will introduce a dedicated on -air console.
Ward -Beck Systems was showing its Renaissance con-

soles along with a range of other handy products. These
included the ABB-1 digital audio monitor, digital and
analog audio DAs, the M445 extended -range meter/mon-
itor system and the PODS line of low-cost audio problem
solvers.

Similar to Yamaha's earlier 02R, the company's newest
digital production mixer is the 03D. Although smaller than
its predecessor, the 03D still has a healthy 26 inputs,
including eight mic inputs, AES3 and eight -channel digital
I/O with one of the optional interface cards. Though a four -

bus system, there is enough built-in flexibility to adapt to
many situations. The goodie list is extensive: two internal
effects processors, up to 50 scene memories, motorized
faders, parametric EQ and dynamic processors for each
channel. Meanwhile, new version 2.0 software for the 02R
offers improved automation, more digital sends, remote
control and 24 -bit recording. Another relatively new entry
from Yamaha is the analog MX 12/4 mixer. Designed with
the musician in mind, broadcasters will also find it useful
for remotes, in the edit/dubbing studio and for other basic
production.

Autogram released its Solution -20, a clever method of
accessorizing any simpler, or perhaps older, console. A 10 -
space rack frame holds a number of problem -solver cards,
such as relays, tone generator, DAs, monitor amp or a mic
processor.

Finally, a lot of heads were turned at the Graham -Patten
Systems booth by the company's new SoundPals line, a
series of low-cost, problem -solving modules for digital
audio interface, level -control and conversion. (See "Pick
Hits of NAB 97." p. 70.)

For more Information circle (234) on Free Info Card
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 Modular design
 Reduced dimensions

Perfect signal
Fully reprogrammable*
* under patent

To get an optimized
transmitter we have simply
followed the ingenuity of our
design rules

Itelco for Digital Broadcasting

Central and South America
North America and Canada
International
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itelco
For further details please contact:

Itelco USA Inc. 8280 N.W. 27th street, Suite 501, Miami FL  phone 305 7159410, fax 305 7159414
Itelco USA Inc. 9035 Wadsworth Pkwy, Suite 4450.Westminster CO  phone 303 431I699,fax 303 4312868
Itelco S.p.A. via dei merciari, s.n.c. - P O. Box 16 - zona industriale, Sferracavallo - Orvieto (TR) Italy
phone +39 763 316231  Fax +39 763 316236 Telex 661013 Itelco



RF TRANSMISSION

By John Battison, P.E.
Battison, BE Radio's technical consultant on
antennas and radiation, owns John H. Benison
and Associates, a consulting engineering com-
pany in Loudonville, OH.

Even though the digital glory seems
to be attached to studio and audio
products, there were plenty of inter-
esting new offerings in the RF trans-
mission category at NAB 97. Lest we
forget, the radio industry still provides

programming content and wireless
delivery service.

Broadcast transmitters
In the transmitter area, Harris was

showing its new line of FM transmit-
ters, the Platinum Z CD series. MTBF's
of more than 250,000 hours are spec-
ified, providing solid-state reliability at
tube transmitter prices. The well-known

and trusted DX line of AM transmitters
continues to be offered, along with a
second -generation digital FM exciter,
the DIGIT CD. It features improved S/
N and AM noise -nulling, plus the abil-
ity to sync to an external reference for
on -channel booster operation. At the
show, Harris also announced its acqui-
sition of Northeast Broadcast Lab,
the radio equipment dealer based in
South Glen Falls, NY.

Continental Electronics defines su-
perior AM performance with its D line
of solid-state AM transmitters. Powers
of up to 12kW are available, and in the
unlikely event that a PA unit fails, it can
be changed on the air or graceful
degradation to a slightly lower power
can be maintained. On the FM side, the
new 802D digital exciter is the heart of

the new Continental FM
line. At the user's option,
audio input can be AES3
or analog. Subcarrier op-
eration is also available.

Long-time transmitter
manufacturer QII has a
frequency -agile lkW FM
transmitter tunable in
10kHz increments - sol-
id-state throughout, of
course. A composite auto-
matic gain control system
maximizes modulation to
give a competitive edge.

To drive your regular
transmitter or to provide a
frequency -agile input to a
multistation standby trans-
mitter, try Energy-Onix's
new Stealth FM exciter/
transmitter series with out-
puts of up to 100W.

Many transmitters need
tubes and Svetlana con-
tinues to broaden its cata-
logue of them. The Rus-
sian -based company also

offers them at about one-third the
price of some other tube makers.

Many engineers have always thought
of Crown International as a leader
in the audio amplifier field. Actually,
Crown also has a broad interest in RF.
It offers the SpectraCast family of
hardware and software products for
use in satellite operations. These in-
clude the Spectracast DR 2000 inte-

grated receiver/decoder, the
DTMX1000 low -data -rate MPEG data
transport multiplexer and the DR 1000
integrated receiver decoder. For broad-
cast applications, Crown presented the
FM 2000A FM amplifier package with
an overall efficiency above 70%. (See
"Pick Hits of NAB 97," Honorable
Mentions, p. 70.)

OMB is a Spanish transmitter manu-
facturer with a U.S. subsidiary, OMB
America, in Miami. The company
makes a range of solid-state FM trans-
mitters, and new this year was a unique
20W portable design. Its compact size,
carrying case and battery operation
make it ideal for emergency backup
and disaster relief.

Armstrong Transmitter showed its
line of cost-effective FM transmitters
ranging from lkW to 30kW. The de-
sign employs a grounded -grid, single -
tube PA with a solid-state driver. A
wideband quarter -wave cavity pro-
vides good AM synchronous noise
performance.
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Beware, the Predator was the watch-
word at the Broadcast Electronics
booth. This new digital FM exciter/
transmitter design offers front -insert-
ing modules, with spectrum noise elim-
inated or undetectable by virtue of
multistage filtering. Efficiency is high
and specifications are impressive.

Thomcast presented some leading -
edge radio transmitters that are of
greater impact outside the United States.
The Crystal VHF and L -band DAB
transmitters are designed for Eureka
147 DAB installations, while the Sky -

wave 2000 is an innovative digital/
analog hybrid short-wave system.

Similarly, Italian transmitter -maker
Itelco has been a pioneer in the DAB
arena. The company has U.S. offices in
the Denver area (serving North Amer-
ica) and in Miami (serving Latin Amer-
ica). Its L -band transmitters are already
in use for Eureka 147 DAB around the
world

For more information circle (235) on
Free Info Card

Broadcast antennas
At the SWR booth, notable items

included the FMJO and FM20 series of
high -power FM broadcast antennas.
The FM 10 series is a circularly polar-
ized design capable of 10kW per bay,
while the FM20 series is a panel de-
signed for three -around omni installa-
tion, with 20kW capacity per panel.
Jampro antennas have been around

a long time. (I recall putting one up in
Uganda in 1963). Pete Onnigian, the
founder, initiated a line of good equip-
ment, and the company's 1997 offer-
ings are reminiscent of Pete's influence.
A highlight is the Penetrator FM series,
with designs that range from side -
mount, to panel types, to a top -mount-
ed spiral and FM booster versions.

When using RF, it is often necessary
to switch it. This applies particularly to
AM operations. Phasetek of Quaker-
town, PA, is offering a new and long -
needed RF switching contactor suit-
able for up to 50kV/90A at 1MHz. The
company was also showing its well-

known DA phasing equipment and an
assortment of antenna components.
One of the more interesting items was
a complete skirt and detuning system
for monopoles.

Dielectric Communications pre-
sented its unique DCR-AI Quadrapole,
a broadband FM antenna that excels in
pattern performance, horizontal -to -ver-
tical ratio and low ice sensitivity. For
use with multistation combiners, the
DCR-MBR offers the additional advan-
tages of low weight and windloading
compared to other designs, plus re-
duced downward radiation.

Antenna Concepts has an interest-
ing line of FM antennas with a wide
range of capabilities. Among these are
the FM Tracker, a full -wave -spaced,
circularly polarized (CP) omni design
handling input powers of 1 kW to
120kW, and the Ultra Tracker, featur-
ing a'/2 -wave -spaced CP omni design

ith reduced RFR from sidelobes.
Shively Labs has introduced a wide

range of FM antennas that covers the
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NO 97
review

full gamut of transmitter powers in physical size and power
gain. Both side -mount and panel designs are offered, along
with a comprehensive selection of RF patching hardware.

Beat has introduced a new line of low-cost FM antennas.
If they are as good as the company's TV line, they should
be a good buy. The wide range of products extends from
simple single -polarization dipoles to heavy-duty circularly
polarized antennas.

For more information circle (236) on Free Info Card

Satellite distribution and hardware
NPR Satellite Services continues to offer non-pre-empt-

ible satellite service with rates that have not increased. Ad-

hoc networks, full-time and one-time service are available
on C- and Ku -band satellites.

A complete line of TWTs for both C- and Ku -hand uplinks
was displayed at the Litton Electron Devices booth.

For more information circle (237) on Free Info Card

Microwave, monitoring and subcarriers
To update an old STL, the Energy-Onix Digital One STL

encoder and decoder provides a new, low-cost solution. It

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

Satellite Equipment for Radio
Off the air?
Looking for quick
repair service?

Rely on us!
Satellite Systems is respected industry -wide for prompt,
accurate service to radio stations and networks.

Contact us for Ariel and Zephyrus 700 SCPC receivers.
Upgrade your Fairchild Dart 384 and ScientificAtlanta 7300/
7325 to LNB receivers -use existing equipment as trade-in.

Pre -and post -service technical support. along with a 6 -month
warranty.

Turn to the leader in repair, upgrades new equipment, used
equipment and accessories. We can answer all of your
questions.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
615 East Brookside Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: (719) 634-6319 his: (719) 635-8151

is designed to adapt quickly and easily to an existing SR
and offers quick resynchronization after outages.

My good friend Arno Meyer of Belar told me he has a new
piece of equipment coming out later this year, but he
couldn't describe it yet. All he'd say is that it is complementary
to the company's existing range of monitoring equipment.

Some products that could be openly revealed were found
at SCA Data Systems, which showed a full line of data
equipment, which included high-speed FM subcarrier
generators and receivers. The newN796R and N796HD are
fully compatible with the 9600 data encoder, with speeds
up to 12kb/s.

Harris debuted an exceptional, compression -free 950MHz
STL, the CD Link. (See "Pick Hits of NAB 97," p. 70.)

Finally, Inovonics always has a list of interesting things
for the engineer. This year, the company offered an FM
subcarrier monitor/demod. It provides complete monitor-
ing of a station's SCA operation including RDS decoding as
a plug-in option. Another new product was an inexpensive
RDS-encoder that enables transmission of RDS radiotext.

For more information circle (238) on Free Info Card

RADIO AUTOMATION SYSTEMS -
By Yasmin Hashmi and Stella Plumbridge
Yasmin Hashmi, BE Radio's international correspondent, and Stella
Plumbridge, BE Radio's European correspondent. are partners in the
consultancy firm Sypha, based in London, England. They are also co-
authors of 'The Tapeless Audio Directory' buyers guide.

For stations looking to invest in computer -based cart
replacement or automation systems, NAB 97 had plenty to
offer. Items of interest were available for the first-time
buyer and those looking to expand their existing invest-
ments. The most common new development was support
for Windows 95 and NT, spawning buzz words, such as
"drag -and -drop" and "multitasking." Voice -track recording
(or "non-linear program assembly") also featured highly,
whereby announcers can prerecord breaks and schedule
them for automatic playback at the appropriate times.

New systems
Although the choice of systems on the market is already

wide, manufacturers still maintain that there is room to offer
something new, as in the case of Sonic Solutions, which
unveiled the Sonic On Air family of workstations. De-
signed to provide a complete suite of broadcast solutions,
the product range includes the RecordCentral unit for
intake of up to four stereo feeds, a Journalist Editor for
production of news and spots, a Broadcast Producer for
multichannel editing with comprehensive DSP functions
and the PlayServer for live -assist and automated playback.

ENCO Systems previewed the DADPro32 delivery sys-
tem, running under Windows NT with multitasking and
support for Digigram PCX cards. (This is a significant
departure in that ENCO has previously been exclusively
DOS -based.) Designed to operate on commonly available

Circle (40) on Free Info Card
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IT'S100%RADIO

September 17-20, 1997
New Orleans, Louisiana

At The NAB Radio Show you can take charge of the new
era in radio. Help control the destiny of your business
and your career. This is radio's most exclusive event,
focused on one thing only-your business, the business
of radio! Plan now to attend The NAB Radio Shoe and...
 Supercharge your engineering skills

in these cutting -edge certification

programs:

- AM Directional Antenna Workshop

- RFR Workshop

- AM/FM Transmitter Workshop

. Interact with the industry gurus on
the issues and opportunities facing
your station.

. Network with radio's move 's and
shakers.

. Make the business deals that will
take yoL into the next cent.Jry.

. Experience ground-breakinc tech-
nologies first-hand.

. Meet face-to-face with the suppliers
that are shaping the new 6.-a of
radio'

PLUS, you won't want to miss these exciting events:
. Radio's Opening Reception
. The NAB Marconi Radio Awards Dinner and Show

. The NAB Radio Luncheon and National Radio Award Presentation

. The NAB Career Fair

. And so much more!

The excitement is building-Register Today!
For more information:

WEB: Point your web browser to www.nab.org/conventions/ to register
on-line or to receive up-to-the-minute conference, hotel and travel information.
FAX -ON -DEMAND: Dial 301-216-1847 from the touch-tone handset of
your fax machine and follow the voice instructio

. CALL: 800-342-2460 or 202-115-4910. Want to exhibit? Ca 1202-115-4988
SUCCEED IN THE NEW ERA OF RADIO

GET MORE INFO TODAY!
Fax this completed form to 202-429-5343
Please send me more information or

Name

Company

Address
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Country

Phone

Attending Exhibiting
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Call Letter s
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Email
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PC platforms and network architec-
ture, the system can also he used with
the DADSAT store -and -forward man-
agement system. This allows a host
site to produce scheduling, spots and
IDs for multiple markets, and forward
these via satellite channel to downlink
sites which, if unmanned, could con-
tain the DADjr limited functionality
workstation for automated insertion of
local content.

Pristine Systems launched its new
RapidFire system for live -assist, auto-
mation and satellite operations. Sup-
porting replay of three audio sources
while simultaneously recording a tele-
phone bit or time -shifting a network
feed, the system includes instant trig-
gering, auditioning while playing on -
air and a range of production tools
including voice -track preparation and
multitrack editing.
For direct triple -deck cart machine

replacement, the Harris booth fea-
tured the new rack -mountable Ar-
raids Digilink IV. With control via the
front panel, fader start, a proprietary
button panel, a PC running Windows
95 or through the Digilink II and III
systems, two units can share the same
storage or up to 32 units can be
connected to a central server.

For more Information circle (239) on
Free Info Card

New features
Among the range of new options for

the Smartcaster from Smarts Broad-
cast Systems was The Spider package
for audio and data file transfer be-
tween remote local networks via the
Internet. In addition, the new SMART -
Temp option allows automatic time
and/or temperature announcements
referenced to the system's internal
clock or temperature probe.

Voice -track support was also a fea-
ture of the new Axel Technology
Radio Light. Designed for live -assist
and automation, the system supports
pre-recorded song intros and sequenc-
ing of national, local or sports news
announcements.

Prophet Systems, on the other hand,
concentrated on its touchscreen-com-
patible Live Show Interface for Audio
Wizard for Windows version 5.0. This
supports drag -and -drop of commer-
cials and songs, up to six simultaneous
stereo audio events, macro buttons for
complex control functions and a quick
record feature with waveform editing

of telephone calls.
In fact, the telephone featured highly

in one of the new modules for the
Digital Link ADAS live -assist system.
As well as a multipurpose event re-
corder with DTMF mailbox and voice
activation, options include an MPEG
editor, multichannel recorder, a news
editor, two playlist generators and a
file transfer module that can use vari-
ous media including the Internet.

Broadcast Electronics previewed
a number of software applications as
part of the forthcoming Audio VAULT
version 6.5. These included a cut -and -
paste editor aimed primarily at news/
talk -intensive production, a voice -track
feature for playback in music playlists
and a playlist creation and manage-
ment module with drag -and -drop func-
tionality.

Radio Computing Services also an-
nounced drag -and -drop log adjustment
capabilities for the new Windows NT
version of Master Control, including
the ability of all studios and offices
able to see log changes instantly. In
addition, the new version includes a

Segue Editor, hot key audio and a Real
Feel VoiceTracking feature that allows
presenters to hear elements around
their voice as they create a talkover.

Yet another company to feature drag -
and -drop capability was Computer
Concepts, which in addition to show-
ing the DCS, launched a new traffic
system called Visual Traffic. Designed

to work with Windows 95 and NT, the
graphical interface supports all traffic
operations from preparation of the
original contract through final payment.

For more information circle (240) on
Free Info Card

News systems
Dalet announced two new applica-

tions aimed at the newsroom, namely
the Newsedit advanced text editor that
allows associated audio clips to be
drag -and -dropped from the Dalet da-
tabase into the text and the on -air
Newscast application. This displays the
bulletin with embedded audio icons,
which can be triggered by mouse or
keyboard, and allows multiple work-
stations to control the on -air screen so
that, for example, the news director or
editor can work in tandem with the
newscaster to make any required mod-
ifications during the broadcast.
Along with its new Super Duopoly

multiformat acquisition system, Me-
diaTouch introduced the I-NES inte-
grated news editing system. Demon-
strated as part of the MediaTouch
network, the Windows NT -based I-NES
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ComStudy V1.50
provides news text capture, text and
waveform editing, news story line-ups
and a delivery screen that integrates
stories, audio and bulletins.

Supporting similar features, the
Videoquip/ASC Dave -2000 includes
the Dnews news -wire text and audio
capture system and also supports ed-
iting and automation. Other new fea-
tures included peak metering of digital
audio, support for Windows 95 and
direct import and/or conversion of
.WAV files.

For more Information circle (241) on
Free info Card

Music on hard disk
Now that Rosputin has introduced

music storage on hard disk for its
Radiomation system, the company
was keen to demonstrate the reliabil-
ity of its implementation. The soft-
ware has been designed so that even
if power is lost to the controlling
computer, the music continues to play
and the user interface will reset to the
correct position.

A preliminary version of music on
hard disk for CartWorks was also
shown by dbm Systems. Planned for
release in July, the new feature will be
accompanied by support for MPEG
Layer II compression in addition to
the apt -X format currently used, and
an X -Convert application, which al-
lows conversion between apt -X and
.WAV files.
Register Data Systems (RDS) dem-

onstrated a range of new features for
the Phantom and Phantomlite auto-
mation systems. These include the
Multi -Cut Carts log feature for easy
traffic handling of simple cart rota-
tions, as well as complex day -parting
and new special format clock codes
with audio overlap for enhanced mu-
sic -on -hard -drive operation. A new
music -schedule import routine sup-
ports playlists from most major pack-
ages and, in conjunction with TM Cen-
tury and Halland Music, RDS is now
offering prerecorded music libraries
on hard drive.

TM Century, however, continues to
support music playback to air from
CD. As well as providing an interface
for its Ultimate Digital Studio (UDS)
to the Broadcast Electronics Audio -
VAULT, the company now provides an

interface to NSM CD jukeboxes and
plans to interface with the Denon 200
CD jukebox. The UDS also interfaces
with the Sistema Digital de Radio, a
system developed in the Dominican
Republic and marketed by Teo Veras
to the Spanish-speaking market.

A -Ware Software presented several
new reporting features for its Win-
dows -based music -scheduler package,
MusicMaster. The company's Music -
Master -Nexus Server creates a real-
time interface between the scheduler
and several popular automation and
traffic systems. Also new was an up-
date on TrafficMaster, a traffic, billing
production and copywriting software
package for multistation operations.

For more Information circle (242) on
Free info Card

Mergers and acquisitions
Having acquired the DDS live -assist

system and rewritten all the code to
make it "bulletproof," Orban launched
the product under the new name of
AirTime. Based on the QNX operating
system which, according to Orban,
provides far more data throughput
than Windows -based systems,
allows multiple on -air studios to use a
single computer server. A variety of
user interfaces are available including
the Sound Cube cart machine emula-
tor, the Sound Slate for instant access
of up to 99 audio events, touchscreens,
QWERTY keyboard and mouse.

New features for the Scott Studios
Scott System include the integration of
a telephone editor with the on -air
system (with editing on -the -fly), and
enhancements to the voice -tracking
feature (with auditioning of music out-
ros and intros while recording). Scott
Studios also announced its acquisition
of Electrics Works (a.k.a. The Man-
agement), maker of the AXS Pro au-
tomation system. It plans to introduce
compatibility between the Scott Sys-
tem and the AXS.

Another recent acquisition was that
made by IPB cf Systemation. New
features for the LPB Salsa include
Windows NT -based multi-user, multi -
station operation, support for the Di-
gigram XTrack multitrack editor and
support for a range of audio cards.

For more information circle (243) on
Free Info Card

RadioSoft ComStudy V1.50, shows a
Most Likely Server map of 8 FM's. It is
the hottest, most advanced software ever
created for Broadcast and Land Mobile
applications.

PRICED RIGHT! "UPGRADES" FOR
ANY SOFTWARE USERS!

Call now for demo or information
RadioSoft, 888 -RADIO -95.

109 W. Knapp Ave., Edgewater, Florida 32132

Seeing is Believing!
Email: pmoncure@america.com
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VACUUM CAPACITORS

 Variable or Fixed Types
 Capacitance Ranges from 3pF to 6600pF
 Peak Test Voltages to 100kV
 Current Ratings to 1000 Amperes

Ideal for Semiconductor Fabrication,
Broadcasting, RF Heating/Drying, Medical
(MRI), Avionics, Scientific, and other RF
power applications.
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89 Taylor Avenue, Norwalk, CT 06854 USA
Phone (2031852-1231 Fax (203)838-3827
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The cream of the crop,
as our judges see it.
By Skip Pizzi, editor

\ I ore products, more exhibitors, more
space, more attendees - but this did

not deter BE Radio's "Pick Hits" judges
from completing their appointed rounds

and selecting the top ' 0 new products of
NAB 97. (For a list of judges and "Pick Hits"
rules, see p. 75.) Here's what they came up
with, presented in alphabetical order.

Aphex Systems FM Pro model 2020
broadcast audio processor

Aphex has taken the next step in its crusade to bring the best in analog audio processing to FM
broadcasters. The FM Pro combines several of the company's past successes into a single, integrated
2RU device, then adds some newly developed features. The result is a unique, digitally controlled
analog audio processor with great versatility and modular design. Controllable from its front panel

or remotely via an RS -232
link to a Windows 3.1 or 95
PC, the FM Pro includes a
patented leveler, a multi -

band compressor, a bass
processor and a peak limit-
er with analog stereo 1/0.
Options include AES/EBU
digital I/O, an innovative
pre -emphasis (50 or 75µs)

processor and a patented stereo generator. In fact, no less than 10 patentedor patent -pending circuits
are contained in a fully loaded unit. The FM Pro comes with eight factory presets and 16 user -
definable memory registers, which can be used to store all operating parameters of the unit. Settings
can be recalled automatically for daypart processing, with up to four changes per day and each day's
settings stored independently. Setting changes are password protected, andan insert point and front -
panel headphone jack are provided.

For more Information, circle (202) on Free Info Card
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Belden Belfit and
PowerBrite power cords

Belden scores with two simple, but extremely useful, AC
powering ideas. The Belfit power cord provides a unique user -
adjustable [EC female connector that swivels to left -angle,
right-angle or straight configurations. This allows a single cord
type to be used in various rack -mount or other high -density
applications where rear panel space is often at a premium.
Remote applications can benefit particularly from such space -
efficiency with quick yet neat routing of AC power. Belfit
cables are available in 7.5- or 24 -foot lengths with standard
NEMA 5-15P molded, grounding male plugs (or with stripped
leads on the 7.5 -foot cables). Meanwhile, Belden's PowerBrite
cables are standard IEC power cords in a variety of neon -bright

colors - pink, green, yellow or red -orange. They come with either
straight or right-angle molded female connectors, and are available
in shielded and unshielded versions, in lengths from one to three
feet. The color makes them easy to identify and trace, even in the
dark or crowded environments often encountered in the back of
a rack or on remotes. Both products are UL approved with 10A
ratings (unshielded PowerBrite cables are also available in 13A
versions).

For more information, circle (203) on Free Info Card

Comrex HotLine POTS codec
This handy unit combines a V.34 modem with a proprietary audio data compression

algorithm optimized for low bit rates, to provide up to 10kHz audio on standard analog
telephone lines. The compact size and simple operation make the Hotline. ideal for
radio remotes, as well as perma-
nent news, sports, weather or traffic
links. Full -duplex operation is stan-
dard, allowing high -quality back -
haul and talkback/cue on a single
dial -up circuit. Non -technical oper-
ators will enjoy the one -button op-
eration, auto -re -dial and auto -setup
features. The codec can handle a
wide variety of phone line fidelities,
maintaining a connection down to
12kb/s (at which point it provides
4.5kHz audio). Full 10kHz audio
requires a 33.6kb/s connection. A
manual upper bandwidth limit can also be selected. One balanced XLR (mic/line) input
and one unbalanced mini -jack (line) input are provided, plus a'/4 -inch headphone jack
and line -level XLR output. The operator can mix local and return audio to the output,
and two contact closures are also provided. One is automatically enabled upon
connection, while the other is a momentary contact closure that can be fired by pressing
a keypad button. A rack -mounted version is available for studio installation.

For more Information, circle (204) on Free Info Card
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p
Genelec 1029A/10914

monitoring system
The 1029A is a small, high-performance

two-way monitor speaker with built-in bi-
amplification (40W + 40W) from Genelec,
the legendary Finnish loudspeaker mas-
ters. The speaker is electromagnetically
shielded, allowing it to be used adjacent to
computer or video monitors. A pair of
1029As can provide an acoustical output
of approximately 110dB- SPL at lm dis-
tance. Excellent stereo imaging is possible
with either horizontal or vertical mount-
ing. Bass and treble tilt controls are pro-
vided on the rear panel. while volume
control and a power switch are on the
front. Line -level audio input is via bal-
anced XLR or V. -inch phone connectors placed in a downward -facing, recessed rear panel
section. This lets the speaker be flush -mounted on a wall or a table surface without connectors
getting in the way. Both connectors can be active, allowing two sources to feed the speaker
simultaneously. This also allows a single speaker to sum -monitor both channels of a stereo
source. If the 1029A's 70Hz low -end performance is insufficient for your needs, the 1091A
active subwoofer can be added, extending response to 38Hz. The system's compact nature
makes it ideal for near -field monitoring in radio control rooms.

For more information, circle (205) on Free Info Card
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Graham -Patten Systems SoundPals
digital audio processor series

A range of specialized digital audio needs is served by this
clever and cost-effective series of small boxes from Graham -
Patten Systems. They include a no -frills digital 4x1 mixer
(DMIX-41), a stereo digital fader (DFADE-2), 20 -bit analog -
to -digital and digital -to -analog converters (DAC-20 and
ADC -20 respectively) and a mic pre -amp with built-in 20 -bit
analog -to -digital converter (DMIC-20). The units can be used
in freestanding fashion or rack -mounted using optional 1RU
panels. The entire line is powered by external 6V supplies.
The DMIX-41 mixes up to four AES3 inputs (selectable at 20 -
or 24 -bit resolution) at unity gain to a single AES3 output.
Sampling -rate conversion is an option, and inputs can be
individually muted via an RS -232 remote interface. The
DFADE-2 provides individual UR on -board gain trim and
outboard full -depth fading via RS -232 (either individually or
ganged stereo). The DMIC- 20 includes a wide-ranging
sensitivity control and phantom power feed -through. The
DAC-20 includes a front -panel headphone output with
volume control. All units besides the DAC-20 can be
internally or externally timing -referenced.

For more information, circle (206) on Free Info Card
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Harris CD Link digital STL
The CD Link breaks new ground as the first 950MHz-band digital STL that

does not use perceptual coding (i.e., lossy data compression) to reduce
bandwidth requirements. Instead, a sophisticated channel -coding and
modulation system is employed that squeezes more bits into a given
amount of RF spectrum (similar to the methods ased by computer modems
that allow 28.8kb's or more
through POTS lines that
once carried 2,400b/s or
less). The CD Link is com-
patible with existing STL
channels of 300kHz band-
width or wider, providing
two uncompressed digital
audio channels (5Hz-
15kHz ±0.1dB, S/N >90dB,

11 -ID 50.005% @ 1kHz),
plus two RS -232 data chan-

nels. One data channel can operate at up to 9.600b/s, while the other can
carry 4,800b/s. Optionally, a compressed digital audio channel (12kHz
audio bandwidth) or pair of channels (6kHz audio each) can be added.
Main -channel input is analog stereo or AES3 (at either 32kHz or 48kHz
sampling rates), with receiver output supplied as AES3 (32kHz only) and
analog stereo. A composite output is available as an option. The system
is cost- and space -efficient, and is designed as an easy, direct replacement
for existing analog STLs.

For more Information, circle (207) on Free Info Card

Henry Engineering Audio OnLine
telephone information system

Designed for listener information lines, this DOS -based software/hardware package handles up
to 16 phone calls and hundreds of messages simultaneously and unattended. Callers can select from
a menu of available messages (that could include announcements such as weather, school closings,

concert information, sports scores, ski reports,
news headlines, road conditions, contest rules,
polls and so on) or each incoming line can be
mapped to a single announcement or limited
group of messages. A resettable call counter
tracks the number of times each message is
played and provides reports. Using any 486 or
higher PC platform as host, the Audio OnLine
system provides a special multiline modem (ISA
slot) and software that can be configured for
two-, four-, eight-, 12- or 16 -line operation. (A
386 -class computer can be used for up to four
phone lines.) The computer's hard drive holds
all messages recorded with µ-law encoding that
allows about two minutes of audio per mega-
byte of disk storage. Messages can be recorded
at the station or phoned in. Editing functions

allow messages to be quickly updated, deleted or saved for later, using text descriptions of messages
for easy identification. Password protection prohibits unauthorized reprogramming.

For more Information, circle (208) on Free Info Card
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Orban Optimod 9200 digital
AM audio processor

Building on the experience gained from its digital FM processors, Orban has created its first digital

processor specifically designed for AM broadcasting. The Optimod 9200 includes eight factory
presets that span a range of voice and music formats, with simple adjustments available to
customize and store user modifications. More advanced users can avail themselves of additional
levels of control. Automatic daypart switching and Windows -based remote control are standard.
Eight opto-isolated control inputs Let;are also provided for standard re-
mote -control interface. Although
designed purely for monaural op- «bum a
eration, an AES3 I/O module is
optionally available, operating at

41=1

20 -bit resolution and 32kHz,
44.1kHz or 48kHz sampling rates,
using 18 -bit conversion. Two in-
dependent analog outputs are pro-
vided with separate level controls (for feeding two transmitters or airchains). Other features
include a five -band compressor/limiter, precise and adjustable output filtering, gated AGC,
absolute peak control (<2% overshoot) and equalization/delay for receiver and transmitter/
antenna system compensation. Equalizai ion can be set differently for each output and/or switched
by daypart (for day/night operations). The advantages of digital processing are also obvious in
the device's cost, which is lower than comparable analog systems.

For more Information, circle (209) on Free Info Card

1

Pacific Research & Engineering AirWave
on -air broadcast console

Long kr.own for is high -end broadcast mixers, Pacific Research & Engineering
(PR&E) has moved down market without compromise in the AirWave console.
Available in 12-inpr-- or 20 -input mainframes, the AirWave offers modular, all -steel
constructbn, 96 -ph gold-plated Euroconnectors for module -to -motherboard mating

and sealed button switches with LEDs or
long -life (100k -hour) lamps. The console's

low profile allows tabletop mounting for
easy installation and maintenance access.

Gain trim pots and dip switches for control
logic are located at the top end of each
module's front surface (hidden under the
hinged meter panel), making setup and
reconfiguration a snap. Control logic fol-
lows A/B input selection. Five high -qual-
ity mic pre -amps with phantom power
and balanced insert points are included,
along with four illuminated Sifam meters
and LED clock/timer display. The clock

includes a temperature -stabilized internal crystal or it can be driven by an outboard
master clock system (using ESE -standard time code). One mono and two stereo
output buses are provided, plus a dual seven -input remote line selector. The console
is equipped with independent control room. studio and headphone monitoring, a

talkback microphone and an easy -to -use telephone module.
For more information, circle (210) on Fro' Info Card
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Sonifex Courier PCMCIA
portable digital audio recorder

The industry's wait for an affordable, user-friendly and reliable non-linear field acquisition device may
be over. The Courier uses standard (Type III) PCMCIA hard -disk cards to store full -fidelity audio in either
16 -bit linear (.WAV) or compressed (MPEG Layer II) fonnats, with a capacity exceeding four hours.

Supported sampling rates include 22.05kHz,
32kHz, 44.1kHz and 48kHz. Two balanced
analog mic/line inputs (with switchable phan-
tom power, filtering, attenuation, limiting and
gangable operation), two analog line outputs
and an AES3 output are provided. Confidence
monitoring, index marking and top/tail editing
using the Courier's backlit LCD screen are
offered, along with instant .WAV file upload to
suitably equipped digital audio workstations.
The LCD screen also displays audio levels,
timing data, remaining disk space and battery
condition. Later software versions will include
full graphical scrub -wheel editing (non-de-

structive), plus audio file transfer or real-time transmission via POTS or ISDN with memory dialing. A
universal power supply/battery charger is supplied, along with a rechargeable battery that provides 90
minutes of operation. Optional four-hour batteries and car adapters for powering/recharging are available.
The unit weighs about three pounds with standard battery and media.

For more Information, circle (211) on Frao Info Card

The judges also found the following products worthy of recogniti
F (,;,,1 Mix -Minus Bridge

 (1,,\,11 FM2000A RF amplifier package
' Omnia.fm audio processor

PCXpocket PCMCIA audio card
I )1\ \KJ!, MSD200-SA audio monitoring meter h DAC-MOD-2-12 series programmable AM
antenna system controller

v,( \',1 DA -302 Dual -Well DAT recorder

\ kw,
Manager, Engineering
Services
National Public Radio
Washington, DC

Owner
Battison & Associates
Loudonville, OH

Director of Engineering
ABC Radio Networks
Dallas, TX

\!I\
VP Engineering,
Radio Group
Heritage Media
Santa Clarita, CA

President
Markley & Associates
Peoria, IL

President
CMBE
El Dorado Hills, CA

Director of Radio
Engineering,
Los Angeles
CBS Radio
Hollywood, CA

Chief Engineer
WMMS-FM
Cleveland, OH

Consultant
Doylestown, PA

VP Radio Engineering
Greater Media
East Brunswick, NJ

Technical Director
KFRU/KPLA/KBXR/
KOOL
Columbia, MO

"Pick Hits" judges operate anonymously and
independently. Each year they look for new
products that meet the following criteria:

. Products must be new and not shown at a
previous NAB (spring) convention. In some cas-
es, distinguishing a new product from a modi-
fied older one is difficult. For "Pick Hits" purpos-
es, a new product is one with a new model
number or designation.

2. Products must have some positive impact on
the intended user's everyday work.Judges should
search for equipment that will be used on a
regular basis. Products should provide new so-
lutions to common problems.

3. Products must offer substantial improve-
ment over previous technology. Unique circuit
architecture need not be involved, but some
new approach or application should appear in
the product's design.

4.. The prices of the products must be within
reach of their intended users. The judges should
seek products appropriate to a wide range of
facilities.

5. The products must be available for purchase
within calendar 1997. Equipment must be dis-
played on the NAB show floor and currently (or
imminently) in production. Judges take the ex-
hibitor's word on availability dates. Products
demonstrated in private showings off the gener-
al show floor are not eligible.
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Report
TC Electronic Finalizer
By Steve Rowland

By now, you may have heard of the Danish company
TC Electronic and its high -quality line of signal
processors. TC stunned the pro audio market a

couple of years ago with the release of its M5000 -a
multi -effects unit that incorporates reverb and compres-
sion and is upgradable via its PCMCIA card slot. Conven-
tional wisdom held that no device with so many func-
tions could offer high quality. The M5000 proved that not
only could high quality be achieved, but that there are
many advantages to putting so many functions along
one high -quality, superclean digital signal path.

In an effort to bring its products to a broader market,

Performance at a glance:
 High -end, multi -effects digital audio processor
 Includes level -control, EQ, enhancement and

stereo -image processing
 Compact and cost-effective
 Friendly to a wide range of user skill levels
 Factory presets and user memory for quick

recall of settings

 PCMCIA slot for upgrades and
user -setting storage

 Comprehensive display features

TC Electronic has wisely chosen to break
out the functions of the M5000 into two
separate devices. The time -based effects
(reverbs, delays, etc.) are now available
in the company's M2000, while the pow-
erful three -band compressor/limiter and
mastering programs are available in a
product called the Finalizer

At first glance, what is so remarkable
about the Finalizer is how much power is
packed into so small a device - it takes up just one rack
space and is only eight inches deep. The unit provides
the functions of eight or more independent digital
processing algorithms: equalization, de-essing, stereo
adjust, DRG (a proprietary type of harmonic enhance-
ment emulating tube circuitry), normalization, expan-
sion, compression and limiting. Each of these "algorithm
blocks" can be easily turned off or on, creating a variety
of sound -shaping tools.

In addition, the Finalizer has high -quality, 20 -bit A/D
and D/A converters. If you don't already have decent
outboard converters, you could justify much of the
Finalizer's cost on its converters alone.

Applications
In radio production, almost anything you are working

on can probably achieve an extra level of clarity or
punch with the Finalizer. I have used it for mastering of
radio documentary programs and video soundtracks,
cleaning up individual voice tracks, location music
recording, enhancement of archival recordings, level
control and de-essing during narration recording ses-
sions and more.
There are two basic ways to think of its function: as an

overall mastering device used at the last stages of an
audio project or as a series of individual tools used in the
preliminary stages of any production.

As a mastering device it works smoothly, while it can
add punch and sparkle to music recordings, interview
programs, news spots, commercials and long -form pro-
grams. (TC Electronic has also released another product
similar to the Finalizer called DBMAX, which is specifical-
ly designed for broadcast air -chain processing.)

Great value can also be gained by merely singling out
one or two of the Finalizer's effects and applying them

11111MET11111!1111111M

to specific elements of a mix. Individual bass or drum
tracks can be compressed. Voices can be de-essed. Old
recordings can be normalized and EQ'd. The EQ settings
can be set to simulate notch filters and used to lessen
annoying hums and buzzes. Narrations can be pre -
compressed so that they punch out over background
music or ambient sound beds.

Getting oriented
The Finalizer comes with 25 functional presets, which

offer a wide range of applications. Scrolling through the
list - which includes presets with names like CD
Master, Country Shape, Final Pop, Orchestra Compres-
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sor, Commercial Speak, Stereo En-
hance and Compressor - you can
quickly try out a series of choices,
and by quick listening comparison,
find one closest to the desired effect.

In some cases, the presets will give
you everything you'll need. But many
users will want to make adjustments
beyond the presets and the Finalizer
is well -designed to make that pro-
cess quick and effective.

One thing I look for in new equip-
ment is a level of ease that allows you
to explore the device in a logical and

The unit provides the

functions of eight or more

independent digital

processing devices.

intuitive manner. Hopefully, if I'm
away from the device for a while, or
using another product, I'll be able to
reacquaint myself with all the tools
available simply by following a log-
ical sequence of steps.

Another concern I have, as devices
get smaller and smaller, is that the
interface is going to disappear.
Screens become too tiny to read, and
buttons become too small to manip-
ulate easily. Both of these issues are
addressed well in the Finalizer. A full
half of the unit's front panel is devot-
ed to display, using LED meter bars
and an LCD screen. Seven LED meters
are dedicated to simultaneous, full-
time display of stereo input level,
stereo output level and three fre-
quency bands of gain reduction.
Meanwhile, the LCD screen is avail-
able for a number of other displays at
the user's option.

If I have one minor complaint about
the device, it would be to make the
LCD screen even bigger and bolder.
Yet, given the limited real estate
available in 1RU, the Finalizer's de-
signers have done a remarkable job
of displaying lots of information in a
logical and accessible form.

The LCD's Main Page display con-
sists of eight sequential "blocks,"

most of which have subpages be-
hind them. The top line of the page,
which remains constant, is a list of
each block in the chain, the title of
the current page and a system -status
overview that allows you to see

quickly which devices are on or off
in the processing chain.

Operating the system
Equalization is offered in five fully

adjustable bands, each with inde-
pendent frequency, gain and band-
width settings. As you make adjust-
ments, there are three ways to audi-
bly compare your signal: the Bypass
switch allows you to compare the
unprocessed input signal with the
final output, while another switch
drops only the processor block cur-
rently under adjustment out of the
circuit. The third method lets you
bounce between the factory preset
you've selected, to your modified
version of it, to full -processor by-
pass.

In the gain -control area is a "level-
ing" process called normalization.
It can be used lightly or heavily, but
beware - it can wreak havoc on
your dynamic range if improperly
applied. Standard expansion, com-
pression and limiting are offered as
three -band processes. This allows
you to individually adjust gain re-
duction low, mid or high frequen-
cies independently, with adjustable
crossover points between bands. It

Another nice feature is the

ability to cut and paste

whole parameter settings

from one preset into

another.

you don't care to do so, however, the
default settings allow the three bands
to work well together for quick gain -
reduction setup.

Each section of the Finalizer
designed with two levels of adjust-
ment: one for general users to tweak

gee Us At NAB Radio Show
Booth #949

Problem:
I have a

duopoly.
I need
back-up
transmitters
for my
stations:

Solution:
Don't buy two transmitters -

buy ONE!

Our Legend Series, Solid State,
FM transmitters are Frequency
Agile and Broadband. Your
engineer can instantly tune one to
any freauency!

We've designed the Legend Series
to ensure long transistors life with
"wind tunnel" cooling & brute force
power supplies.

Legend Transmitters make perfect
main transmitters too!

Availa Ile from 1 KW - 11 KW

Two or more stations:
One Jack -up transmitter.

GREAT IDEA!

Great Products
Great Solutions!

-The Transmitter People"

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO. INC.

PO BOX 801 1306 RIVER ST.
Valatie. NY 12184

Phone 518-758-1690
Fax 518-758-1476

energy-onix energy-onix.com
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FM
QUADRAPOLE
why settle for 2
when you can have 4?

DCR-M Quadrapole
Broadband

Low ice sensitivity
Superior H/V ratio

Excellent pattern performance

For Multistation applications our
DCR-MBR offers these additional features

Low weight & windload
Station combining up to 12 MHZ

Reduced downward radiation

Contact us today for
a FREE catalog on all of our

FM products including: filters, combiners,
transmission line, switches and more!

DIELECTRIC
Tower Road . Raymond, ME 04071
(207) 6554555 Fax (207) 655-7120

email . dielectric@maine.com
www.dielectric.com
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THAT -2
Telephone Handset Audio Tap

RCA & XLR
Line In and Out

No Batteries or
AC Needed

Anal()
Digital

 ISDN
 PBX

$225.00

I co: fr Remote
Broadcast Gear

Call 800 JK AUDIO (800-552-8346)
815-786-2929  Fax: 815-786-8502
www.jkaudio.com

Field Report
by ear, and another, more detailed or Expert level, at
which each parameter can be carefully and specifically
adjusted and saved.

Another nice feature is the ability to cut and paste
whole parameter settings from one preset into another.
For example, if you like the compression setting from
the CD Master preset, but need the EQ setting from
Country Shape or a saved EQ setting of your own, it is
a simple matter to copy and paste the compression
preset into the EQ setting, and then save the process in
a new memory register.
There is also a PCMCIA slot for a memory card, so

multiple users in a station environment can keep their
own presets without fear of having them erased by other
users. It also allows users to swap presets with other
Finalizer owners.

The Finalizer's design allows users

of many levels to be comfortable

operating the system.

Finally, a Tools display provides another five LCD
pages that offer less frequently needed, but still useful,
operations. These include a flow meter (displaying
relative operations of each independent process), a
peak -hold meter, a phase meter, two digital I/O pages
for status bit and copy -protection management and a
I kHz calibration tone.
Overall, TC Electronic has integrated a series of great -

sounding processors into a versatile product, while also
providing it with an extraordinary degree of user cus-
tomization. Its design also allows operators of many skill
levels to be comfortable with the system.

The Finalizer proves that it is possible to provide high
quality in a multi -effects unit, and that in fact, there are
advantages to such an approach - the signal stays
cleaner, the effects are easier to implement and compare,
and it's cheaper. This is one of those devices that makes
you wonder how you ever got along without it.

Steve Rowland is an award -winning radio producer based in
Philadelphia.

Editor's note: Field reports are an exclusive BE Radio feature
for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -quali-
fied staff at a radio station, production facility or consulting
company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer's support is limited to providing loan equipment,
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish the results of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be consid-
ered an endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio magazine.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (60) on Free Info Card
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"Grand Alliance" for IBOC
DAB technology
The two remaining in -band, on -

channel (IBOC) DAB proponents,
USA Digital Radio (USADR) and Lu-
cent Technologies, have agreed to
jointly develop technology that will
create an acceptable IBOC system.
The new digital audio broadcasting
technology will allow AM and FM
radio stations to provide higher -qual-
ity audio, along with integrated data
services. (See "Editorial," May/June
1996.)
The agreement between the com-

panies involves patented digital au-
dio compression technologies from
Bell Labs, the research and develop-
ment arm of Lucent Technologies,
along with digital broadcasting tech-
nology from USADR, a partnership of
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
(and its wholly -owned subsidiary CBS
Inc.) and Gannett Co. Inc.

The alliance is currently in the plan-
ning stage, with development ex-
pected to begin later this year. Work
will take place at Lucent's labs in New
Jersey and Westinghouse's facilities
in Maryland. On -air demonstrations
for AM and FM formats are planned,
although no target dates for these
presentations have been announced.
The systems will reportedly be de-

signed in a flexible manner that allows
eventual expansion to occupy an entire
AM or FM channel, should its analog
modulation ever be discontinued. In
their initial forms, however, the sys-
tems will coexist with existing analog
broadcasts on shared channels.

Radio equipment
manufacturers
ask NAB for rate relief

Sonic disgruntled radio equipment
manufacturers are questioning the
cost/benefit value of their NAB exhi-
bition fees after the NAB 97 conven-
tion in Las Vegas. As a result, a new
organization called the Radio Equip-
ment Manufacturers Association of
America (REMAA) has been formed.

During the NAB convention, some

radio/audio exhibitors expressed con-
cern over paying the same price per
square foot as the more popular tele-
vision/video and multimedia exhibits.
NAB's attendee figures show that only
5% to 6%of attendees have an interest
in radio/audio exhibits although all
exhibitors are assessed at a single rate
for space at the show. A REMAA
spokesman claims this translates into
a cost -per -lead -generated at the show
of six to eight times that paid by TV
exhibitors.

Dissatisfaction continued to grow
when it was announced that for the
NAB 98 convention, a proliferation of
video -related businesses would be
taking floor space in the Audio Hall at
the Las Vegas Convention Center dis-
placing radio/audio exhibitor space,
while the radio/audio exhibitor space
at the Sands Expo Center would be
doubled.

For more information on REMAA,
E-mail remaa@usa.net.

DBS DAB construction begins
CD Radio Inc., V,,aslungton, lit_ and

Space Systems/Loral, New York, have
commenced construction of CD Ra-
dio's "satellite -to -car" radio broadcast

system that will provide high -quality
digital radio broadcasts to automo-
biles in the continental United States.

Loral is under contract with CD
Radio to build two satellites for launch
in 1999 with an option to build one
additional satellite. Their design will
be based on Space Systems/Loral's
FS -1300, a three -axis stabilized space-
craft, and will have a mission life in
excess of 15 years.

CD Radio is developing the 50 -
channel mobile DBS digital radio
service for the delivery of music and
other programming to motorists
throughout the United States.

RealAudio via the PC
Wavephore Inc. has agreed to li-

cense Progressive Networks' RealAu-
dio server and live encoder technol-
ogies for the company's broadcast PC
consumer service, WaveTop. Starting
this fall, RealAudio will be integrated
into WaveTop's RadioTop broadcast,
a nationwide FM -like radio station,
delivered directly to the PC. It will
automatically launch a user's RealAu-
dio player for receiving live stream-
ing audio. 4

NOW HERE'S QUALITY
YOU CAN AFFORD!

SOME STAADARD FEATURES:

 Heavy Duty Flexible Design

1 1/2 Inch Thick Top Surfaces

1 1/2 Inch Sidewall Framing

 Custom Designing

 Name Brand Laminants

19 Inch Heavy Duty Rack Rails

 Digital Workstation Systems

 Solid Oak Trim & Kickboards

 Combo Rack/Shelf Systems

 MI Doors Are Rernoveable

Digital Quad Series

SPACEWISE DESIGNS IN QUALITY, DURABILITY, "THE BROADCASTERS FURNITURE STORE""

%ND FLEXIBILITY INTO EVERY STUDIO SYSTEM.
OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US "DON'T

CHANGE A THING"! FIND OUT WHY!
CALL SPACEWISE TODAY. YOU'LL LIKE BOTH

THE QUALITY AND THE PRICE!

[wanWIII E
800-775-3660

Web Catalog: www.spacewise.com

"AFFORDABLE" QUALITY STUDIO FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES!
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People
BUSINESS

Harris Corporation, Quincy, IL, signed a letter of
intent to acquire Northeast Broadcast Lab, Inc. a leading
supplier of radio broadcast equipment and studio sys-
tems. The acquisition will become part of Harris Broad-
cast Division operation in Richmond, IN, and the main
sales center for Northeast Broadcast will remain in South
Glen Falls, NY.

Aphex Systems, Sun
Valley, CA, and AKG
Acoustics -Munich,
have settled their claims
against Behringer for
,atent infringement on

the Aphex Aural excit-
er for approximately
$450,000.

Aphex also announced that WIQB-FM, Ann Arbor, MI,
has cleaned up its fringe areas and is covering its entire
listening area with a louder, more stable signal with the
help of the Aphex Air Chain.

Three stations in Dayton, OH, all owned by American
Radio Systems, are using a new version of a Radio
Computing Services product called Master Control -NT,
a Windows -NT version of its Master Control. RCS, based
in Scarsdale, NY, claims that this site is the world's first NT -

based on -air radio system.

Last year, TC Electronic purchased a state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility and headquarters in Risskov, Den-
mark, and now the company's U.S. office has moved to
a larger facility. TC Electronic U.S. is now located at 790-
H Hampshire Ave., Westlake Village, CA 91361; 805-373-
1828; fax 805-379-2648; tcus@tcelectronic.com.

HUB Communications has moved its U.S. distribution
office from Portland, ME, and relocated on the West Coast.
The new address is 626 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 110,
Santa Monica, CA 90401: 310-319-1111; fax 310-319-1311.

Digital Courier International (DCI) is involved in an
interesting media cross -promotion between a newspaper
and a radio station in Cleveland. Each weekday at about
1:00 p.m., a Cleveland advertising agency receives infor-
mation on the next day's paper from the Plain Dealer. The
agency copywriter writes two scripts, sends them to a
local recording studio that produces the spots by 2:45
p.m. and feeds them via DCI to seven local stations in time
for the afternoon drive.

DCI has also announced an agreement with Vyvx
Advertising Distribution Services to integrate DCI's Elec-
tronic Distributor Interface with Vyvx's electronic order
entry system for distribution of radio spot advertising in
the United States via ISDN telephone lines.

San Diego -based Pacific Research & Engineering
(PR&E) delivered five on -air broadcast consoles, produc-
tion equipment and custom technical cabinetry to several
American Radio Systems' stations in Dayton, OH.

As part of a $1.59 million deal with Cox Radio Inc.,
PR&E also will design and equip new studios to house
the Atlanta radio stations WSB-AM, B98.5 -FM, WJZF-FM
and WCNN-AM.

CNN Radio has chosen Sonic Solutions as a partner in
a digital radio project. Under the agreement, Sonic
Solutions will supply recording stations that capture
incoming feeds and source material from field reporters,
to be stored on hard disk; editing systems for journalists,
engineers, producers and directors to edit and prepare
programming; and on -air systems for direct digital feeds
for broadcast.

In a separate agreement, Sonic Solutions is supplying
complete digital radio production and on -air delivery
systems to WQED-FM, Pittsburgh.

Belden Wire & Cable, Richmond, IN, has partnered
with CBS, Inc. to become the exclusive supplier of wire
and cable products for a wide range of CBS operations.

StarGuide Digital Networks, Bloomberg LP. and
MUSICAM EXPRESS have teamed

PHASETEK INC.
 CUSTOM AM/MW PHASING SYSTEMS  AM/MW ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
 DIPLEXERS AND MULTIPLEXERS  DETUNING UNITS/UNIPOLE KITS

 COMPLETE LINE OF RF COMPONENTS

PHASETEK INC.
550 CALIFORNIA ROAD

UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951

PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, CONTACT:
hotam@phasetek.com

Circle (62) on Free Info Card

up to provide real-time programming
distribution to nationwide affiliates.
By using MUSICAM EXPRESS' satel-
lite uplink services, news is quickly
distributed over GE Satcom C-5 to
StarGuide II digital satellite receivers
installed at Bloomberg's nationwide
network of affiliates.

Digigram, Monbonnot, France, one
of the developers of the broadcast
WAVE format (BWF), has implement-
ed the new EBU-approved standard to
ensure easy exchange of sound files in
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broadcast and pro audio applications.
The BWF can be used for all kinds of
linear PCM coding, as well as for
MPEG files, at all stages of the broad-
casting chain from production to final
transmission and archiving.

In other news, a North American
enterprise was launched by Digigram
setting up a U.S. subsidiary called
Digigram Inc. in Arlington, VA.

Last May, AccuWeather and Pre-
miere Radio Networks entered into
a partnership that allowed the two
companies to make forecasting and
program services available to net-
work radio affiliates on a barter basis
for the first time. Since that time,
AccuWeather has gained more than
100 diverse radio affiliates through
the partnership.

The Emmis Broadcasting FM radio
stations WQHT and WRKS, New York,
became the first major -market sta-
tions to produce, process and relay
all of their audio signals from CD to
transmitter totally in the digital do-
main. Engineering plans for the all -
digital audio system were developed
by Philip J. Altenburg, design associ-
ate at Northeastern Communica-
tions Concepts, Inc., New York.

The Eimac Division of Commu-
nications and Power Industries
Inc. (CPI) has completed the consol-
idation of product lines into its ISO -
9001 certified facility in San Carlos,
CA. All Eimac products are now man-
ufactured at the San Carlos operation.

Sennheiser Electronic Corpora-
tion, Old Lyme, CT, has been ap-
pointed exclusive distributor of D.A.S.
Audio products for the United States.
Sennheiser will warehouse, market
and sell the complete line of D.A.S.
loudspeakers and accessories.

Due to popular demand, Neumann,
Old Lyme, CT, announced that a
high -quality wooden jewelers box is
now available for its model KM 184 or
model KM 84 microphones.

New York -based architectural firms,
The Phillips Janson Group Archi-
tects P.C. and The Walters-Storyk
Design Group, formed a strategic
affiliation aimed at providing clients

with expanded resources and acous-
tical -design expertise.

Wegener Corporation, Duluth, GA,
received an order from Minneapolis -
based Skylight Network for primary
network conversion to Wegener's Dig-
ital FM2 subcarrier technology.

PEOPLE
Luis C. Endara Jr.

joined Orban, San
Leandro, CA, as sales
manager for Latin
America and the Car-
ibbean. Based in
Miami, Endara will
oversee sales of all

product lines through Orban's dealer
network in Latin America.

In other news from Orban, Rick
Sawyer was appointed head of North
American sales and will supervise
sales of all product lines through
Orban's dealer network in the United
States and Canada.

Leitch has added a second regional
sales manager, Tom Christenson,
to help cover the Northeastern states.
Christenson will operate from his
office in the Boston area and will
share the Northeast coverage with
regional sales manager Bob Combs.

Criss Onan has joined Radio Com-
puting Services, Scarsdale, NY. as
Northeast marketing manager cover-
ing the New England states, in addi-
tion to New York and Ohio.

Broadcast Supply Worldwide, Taco-
ma, WA, named Tim Schwieger as
president of the multimillion dollar
broadcast supply company.

New web sites:
Bruel & kaer/T.G.I. North America

www.danishproaudio.com
ESE

www.ee-web.com
Furman Sound

www.firmansound.com
Hannay Itels

www. h innay.com
HHB Communications

www.h ib.co.uk
Neumann

www.n2umann.com

R/SVP BETTER
THAN EVER!

SAME Low PRICE.

ft

the a, ^

 Now with input level selector.
Connect +6dbm line out or cassette to
R/SVP for -10dbm to telco.

 Highest quality electret mic mixes
with external input or mutes.

 Continuous monitoring.
 600 ohm transformer input/output.
 Two year warranty.
 Made in U.S.A.

R/SVP $149.75
SVP (no record out) $130.25

SOUND MERICA

800-688-8208
Circle (66) on Free Info Card

POWER AMPLIFIERS
7

The B-1000 FM amplifier
I kW++ of power you can rely on.

All solid state.
Broadband, no tuning.
Modular construction.
Two 700 watt modules.
Multiple fan cooling.
VSWR foldback.

Switch mode supply.
LCD display.
Remote On -Off.
Remote monitor.
Fault warning LEDs.
Thermal cutouts.

Call 800-986-9700

Fax 408-986-1438

Ask about our state
of the art amplifiers

and modules

Ilb
Ilb
ra. PIP Po.h

iS licon ValleyPOW E R
alaPLIPISPIS

115 PHELAN AVE, UNIT 10
SAN JOSE, CA 95112 USA

Broadban.. - 108 MHz.
Drop in replacement units for many

popular Inutanntters.
Two year warranty.
In stock for immediate delivery.
150W. 300W and 500W also

available.
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TSA SITES, Inc.
Gregory Daly
2201 Wilson Blvd.
3rd Floor
Arlington, VA 22201
703-807-0000
703-807-1900 Fax
(888) TSA-SITE
104174.654 @
COMPUSERVE.COM

Precision High -Tech
Instruments to Measure
Towers. Electronic Filing
Available to meet your
FCC Tower Registration
Deadline.

REGISTRATION
Circle (67) on Action Card

GET IN ON
THE GROUND

FLOOR!
Advertise in BE Radio's section
called "The Gallery" and expose
your products and services to
more than 12,500 product
buyers every issue.

It's easy ...
it's cost effective ...
and it's only a phone call away!

Call Steven Bell, national marketing
manager, at 913'967-1848 for all the
details today!

siintgavomedmmmOnNedliir

BUY FROM THE LEADER!
Whirlwind can deliver the stock or custom
plates, panels, rack mounts, or floor boxes
you need, at a good price and on schedule.
Steel, aluminum, laminate - one panel or thou-
sands, custom business is our daily business.

And because we understand systems,
your order will come out the way you want
it. Our years of custom work for the major net-
works, theme parks, casinos, and reinforced

sound applications are at your ser-
vice whenever you call.

So whether you want it blank,
punched, engraved, loaded

with connectors, or completely
harnessed and ready to go, we'll

provide you with a prompt quote,
great delivery, and no -comprise

Whirlwind product quality. You don't
want to punch, label, and wire another

panel, do you? Call us toll free today!

STRATEGIC MARKETING PARTNERS
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FIRST STRIKE CAPABILITY

Lightning Master@ TOWER LEG GROUNDING STRAPS are designed
to supplement and upgrade your existing low -resistance tower grounding
with a LOW -IMPEDANCE PATH to ground for high frequency transients
produced by lightning strikes to and near your tower.

This strap offers

 a large surface area contacting the tower leg
 a gentle transition to the grounding Bads
 long leads designed to be exotherm'cally

welded directly to ground rods

Don't take chances, insist on Lightning MasterR
TOWER LEG GROUNDING STRAPS for a LOW-IMPEDENCE PATH
to earth ground.

Other products offered by Lightning Master@
 Structural Lightning Protection

Transient Voltage Surge Suppressors
 Bonding and Grounding Products

PHONE 800 749 6800
FAX: 813 461 3177 Lightningfilaster

Corporation
Circle (70) on Action Card
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Designed for "Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have been meeting industry needs for
more than 25 years. Whether usirg GPS, WWV, Modem, internal crystal or line frequency

accuracy, all ESE Master C oaks can drive digital or analog slave clocks, as
well as interface with video or computer based systems.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SINCE 1971

142 SIERRA ST EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA  310-322-2136  FAX 310-322-8127

Circle (69) on Action Card
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C/o' your single source for:

FM Antennas and Filters
X Mounting System
Towers & Poles

Lightning Protection
Grounding Systems
Installation & Service

Call for special package price.

I ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

812-925-6000
EKI, 51-IPX senc,_ .' Antenna

and X Mounting System

Circle (72) on Action Card

For 36 years Need a change of voice?ABG
Audio Broadcast Group Inc.

MIDWEST SALES OFFICE
2342 S. Division Avenue
Grand Rapids Michigan 49507
Phone: 800-399-9281
Fax: 616-452-1652

SOUTHEAST SALES OFFICE
P O. Box 2619
Smithfield, North Carolina 27577
Phone: 800-369-7523
Fax: 919-934-8120

Roland introduces the BOSS VT -1 Voice Transformer, which does exactly what it

says. The VT -1 gives you total control over everything you can do with your voice.

Because you finally have independent control over pitch and formant. The VT -1
also offers high -quality digital stereo reverb because it's virtually essential for voice

processing. Apart from being the ultimate DJ effects unit, the VT -1 can benefit any
application related to voice.

PERFECT FOR ANY APPLICATIONS FEATURING VOICE.

Extremely useful for DJs, the VT -1 le's you configure User Patches with completely

different voice characters and rapidly switch between them to take on different roles.
The Robot button is perfect for use as a vocoder that doesn't need a keyboard, so

you can use it for DJing techno and dance music programs. The VT -1 is an ideal tool
for broadcasting applications as well as for video narrations.

Please call today for
ABG pricing and delivery.

REACH US ANYTIME VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
Internet: support@abg.com
web site: www.abg.com

WESTERN SALES OFFIC,
P 0 Box 1638
Palmdale, Cal forma 93550
Phone: 800-858-9008
Fax: 805-273-3321

$395 00
List

ABG ... YOUR SINGLE
SOURCE SOLUTION.

88 BE Radio May/June 1997
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Broadband RF/Microwave Meter
/ LCD with bar graph

Built-in datalogging and recorder output
 Fiberoptics for improved accuracy
The flexible Hl -4000 series allows an extremely wide
measurement range by exchanging a variety of electric and
magnetic probes using the same readout. The readout
records highest field value and up to
150 logged readings, and the LCD
display includes a bar graph.
Options include a computer
interface with software for
complete field evaluation.

Holaday
can help.
From DC to 40 GHz,
Holaday manufactures
meters, area monitors, and
personal monitors for
accurate evaluation of RF
exposure and emission.

Holaday has the answers to
your needs in EMF
measurement and protection.

I. .,1.. Industries, Int
.\1.111111

e Answer
Phone (612)PP:
Fax (612) 914 1904

Circle (73) on Action Card

UNIVERSAL AE -1 IVPUU

SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

AN AFFORDABLE QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER

New, affordable, frequency -agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wide/narrow
bandwidth, de -emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,
50 -channel memory, full baseband output, high -quality audio.
Every needed feature at a sensible price (lowest in the industry).

REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)

CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING
AND COMPLETE INFORMATION

Phone: (614) 866-4605 Fax: (614) 866-1201

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS,

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135

hively Labs
Maximize Your

Revenues with Superior
Shiv ly Coverage!

 Superior Engineering

 Multi -Station Solutions

 Filters & Combiners

 FM & UHF Translators

 Detailed Pattern Studies

 Patent -Pending Transmission Line

FM, UHF, 8, MMDS Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays
to be heard!

R

A

E

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, Maine 04009 USA
Tel.: 1-207 647-3327 FAX: 1-207 647-8273
Visit our NEW we'b site: www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -

Circle (74) on Action Card

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment.
For the best c eals on Celwave products,

Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

100W FM 1985 Harris FM1OOK

5KW FM 1969 RCA BTF 5D
20KW FM 1977 RCA BTF 20E1
20KW FM 1973 Collins 831G
20KW FM 1974 Harris FM2OH/K

20KW FM 1967 Collins 830H -1B

I KW AM 1978 Harris MW -1

I OKW AM 1976 Continental 316F
10KW AM 1980 Harris MW -10

50KW AM 1978 Harris MW50C3 (1100 KHZ)

50KW AM 1973 Continental 317C
50KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50KW AM 1981 Continental 317C-1

50KW AM 1981 Harris MW -50B

50KW AM 1982 Harris MW -50B

1077 Rydal Road #101. Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454  215-884-0888  FAX No. 215-884-0738

VISIT OUR LNTERNET SITE - www.trcorp.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO transcom@trcorp.com

Circle (76) on Action Card Circle (75) on Action Card
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102.7KIUSFM

Why KD Kanoples?
A Lightweight Aluminum Frame A Rust Proof
A Custom Silk Screened Graphics A Durable
A Variety of Colors & Accessories A Sets Up in 30 Seconds
A Water Resistant & Fire Retardant Fabric A No Loose Parts or Ropes
A FREE Heavy Duty Carry Bag & Stakes A 8x8', 10'x 10' & 10'x20'

KD !Canopy \.
1-800-432-4435

http://www.kdkanopy.thomasregister. com
E-mail: OCEPO2A@PRODIGYdom

Circle (78) on Action Card
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FREE 348

page catalog
 Electronic Components
 Connectors
 Wire/Cables
 Batteries

68,138 Products 126 Manufacturers
32 Years In Business All Orders Ship Same Day

MOU$E1T
ELECTRuNICS
958 North Main St.. Mansfield, TX 76063

800-992-9943
817-483-6828 FAX: 817-483-0931

http.//www.mousercom
catalog@mouser.com

Pristine

RAFiDFiRE
...the Digital Studio System

for the Station that
Wants To WIN!
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Pristine RapidFire is the
industry's most powerful, fun to
use, Digital Studio System!
RapidFire will save you thousands
of dollars over other high -end
digital systems while offering
superior features and bulletproof
reliability. RapiaFire.s Quick Pick
makes it easy to add or change
music, commercials, jingles,
promos, liners, and last minute

insertions simply by point and
shoot. RapidFire uses only
professional quality audio cards
featuring Dolby-AC2 or MPEG at a
48 kHz sample rate. YOU can even
playback three audio sources while
recording a fourth, all at the same
time. Call us to find out how easy
and affordable it is to harness the
Power of Pristine RapidFire for
your station!

The Next Generation in Broadcast Software

West 8. International East

310-670-7500 (priStin!) 864-292-0300
Fax 310-670-0133 Fax 864-292-9030

nttp itwww pristinesys com

Circle (80) on Action Card

Communicate!

MINIM
MENEMWM=OEM

ICM-16
16 -Station Intercom

Connect up tc 16 intercom stations using off -the -shelf network cable

with the new ICM-16. Systems consist of single rack space. 8 -station

controllers (1 or 2) plus individual intercom stations with a 20-posi-

lion keypad (available as desktop, rack mount or console module).

 Single, group and all -call calling capabilities

 Inexpensive Category 3,4,5 UTP cabling

 'Transformer isolated send audio

 Active balanced receive audio

 Receive audio mute control

 Station call indication

Contact Your Brcadcast Audio Dealer For Information And Pricing

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

BROADCASTtools :::

E-mail: bti@halcyon.com Internet: www.broadcasttools.com/bti/

Circle (79) on Action Card
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IMITTGIE#Att

FOR THAT SLEEK LOOK!

Submount Your Pacemaker Series

Audio Console

AUTOGRAM CORPORATION
1500 Capital Avenue Plano, TX 75074

(800) 327-6901  Fax: (972) 423-6334

Circle (81) on Action Card

BESCOINTERNACIONAL

World Leader
in

AM - FM
Transmitters

AM & FM Pre -Owned Units in Stock

 ALL - Powers
 ALL - Manufacturers
 ALL- Instruction Books
 ALL - Complete
 ALL - Spares

Call and take advantage of our liberal trade-in plan.

Tune and test on your frequency, available on site.

Complete inventory on request.

Dick Witkovski - President
Robert Malany - National & International Sales

Rich Witkovski - Sales and Service

Besco Internacional
5946 Club Oaks Drive, Dallas, TX 75248

Phone (214) 630-3600 Fax (214) 226-9416

POWERFUL DIAL -UP CONTROLLER

OMER-
Nyerkes

Sho W1 with cptional Rack Mount

The new CircuitWerkes DR -10 Dial -up remote
control is perfect for studio & automation control.
With features not found anywhere else, you might
be amazed at the DR -10's list price of only $439.00.

10 Dry relay contacts out (2 are DPDT for audio, etc.).
Auto -answers on user selectable ring number and
auto -disconnects at call's end.
Each relay can be independently set to function as a
momentary closure, latching closure with distinct
on/off codes, or nterlocked latching with other relays.
Up to 8 digit user set password prevents pirating.
Any relay can be assicned to any tone(s).
Each relay is programmable to beep when activated.
Two-tone & detection delay modes eliminate falsing.
4 Status inputs can dial 4 numbers and control relays.
A simple, built-in audio hybrid lets you control
equipment while monitoring a local audio source.
Provides an active, balanced, phone line audio output
All outputs appear on easy to use screw terminals.
Program it with any DTMF phone or encoder.
Retains its settings after a power failure.

CircuitWerkes
(352) 335-6555 /Fax 331-6999

3716 SW 3rd Place, Gainesville, FL 32607
Circle (84) on Action Card

BROADBAND FM
RF AMPLIFIERS

Three power levels to meet your needs:
300 Watts 600 Watts  1.2 Kilo -watts

Features:
 100% solid state
 No tuning required
 Rugged power supply
 VSWR, current & temperature foldback
 Power trim standard
 Full remote control capability, with
outputs for all main parameters

 Compact 19" rack mount design

Broadcast Technology Company
P.O. Box 751, Lamar, Colorado 81052

Phone: 719-336-3902
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Curtis Chan
President

COMING IN THE JULY/AUGUST
ISSUE OF BE RADIO:

Cover Story: Studio Equipment Managing Technology: On-line
There is still plenty of radio broadcasting equipment Radio Strategies

that's not computer -based. Here's a comprehensive look Internet radio may become a major element in the
at "dedicated" audio devices like microphones, mixers broadcaster's array of services soon. Understanding the
and audio recorders, and how to best interface them with business side of this emerging technology is as important
computer -based systems. (and as foreign to broadcasters) as the mastery of its steep

technical requirements.
Feature: Computer -Based
Audio System Profiles RF Engineering: Dealing with RF Interference

The leading computer -based on -air automation/audio One problem that never seems to go away forever is RF
delivery systems are profiled in this valuable special interference. Whether it's tracking down intermod prod-
report. ucts at a multitransmitter site or keeping high -power AM

out of the FM audio chain, it's a safe bet that it will strike
EXTRA: Salary Survey unexpectedly, and you'll be expected to solve it immedi-

An exclusive analysis of the salaries of radio managers, ately. Our resident RF radiation consultant presents some
engineers and contractors across the United States. advice.

Contract Engineering: LAN Basics, Part 1 Also in AUGUST: BE Radio's Product Source
An experienced computer/broadcast engineer explains Tabloid

the basics of setting up a local area network at a radio Our second annual compilation of the top radio prod -
station or production facility to interconnect computer- ucts on the market today.
based administrative, audio and control functions. (Part 1
of a two-part series.)

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL,

TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

4006

S'

55171

04,,
167,AS

75244

972/6615222

972/9343935FM

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD 11

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-9943849 FAX 419-994-5419

CHANZASSOCIATES
Strategic Marketing  Public Relations  Advertising

1307 Shadow Lane, Suite C
P.O. Box 5509
Fullerton. CA 92838-0509
Phone: (714) 447-4991
Fax: (714) 578-0284
Pager: (714) 506-135"

HEHAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
. CONSULTING ENGINEERS

RADIO AND TELEVISION

DANE E. ERICKSEN, RE.
Box 280068
San Francisco, CA 94128
707/996-5200 707/996-5280 Fax

EXEgiosis Tochnologles
Technology Consultants

Design- Proect lAesagement Systems Integrator  instaitatons
Audio, Wee, Data RF. LAN & WAN

kevm McNamara PresIdeet 301 865 1011

EXEGESIS1RAOL COM

D.L. MARKLEY
8 Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.

f AX i(Xx x HI.

01.1c1.1,r .1, t 7 t

I Promote your services and increase business for as low as $128" per insertion!

Call 800.896.9939 to advertise in BE Radio.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

WANTED
OLD BROADCAST GEAR

Compressors, limiters, microphones.
consoles, EQ-tube or solid-state

Broken or working
MIKE STATES BOX 81485
(907) 456-3419 PH/FAX Fairbanks, AK 99708

HELP WANTED

ENGINEER/GAME PRODUCER NEEDED! Major
College Radio Sports Network is seeking a quali-
fied, full-time engineer/producer. Can you fix
things? Maintain radio broadcast equipment?
Build a studio? Use a digital editor? Do you have
a good ear for production and mixing at game
site? For the right person, this is a great job in
one of the tip places in America to live. Hard
workers only please. Send resume to: Mick
Mixon, Tar Heel Sports Network, PO Box 3300,
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.

SOFTWARE

WinRADIR: THE RADIO
STATION DATABASE
U.S. licensed stations are contained in a database

recifically designed for Windows! Searches on calls, formats.
markets, etc. Gives Phone/faxes/web site addresses, pints
mailing labels. Only 5179.95/y, (md. quarterly updated.

1-800-277-8224
Internet: http://www.aceinfo.com/bbh/info
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Last Byte

The viability of webcasting
By Skip Pizzi, editor

There's no doubt that the technological horizon for
radio broadcasters is currently occupied (if not fully
occluded) by the concept of streaming audio on the

World Wide Web (WWW) - otherwise known as
Internet audio or simply on-line audio.
The technology is fairly new, and is the result of two

major, ongoing developments. The first involves a
subject fairly familiar to radio broadcasters: digital audio
data compression. The extremes of this technology are
applied to on-line audio, allowing audio transmission of
marginal to reasonable fidelity at extremely low bit rates.
The second fundamental ingredient is the streaming
algorithm itself, a system that literally redefines Internet
operations by allowing a packet -switched network to be
used for what appears to be continuous, real-time audio
playback.

Current roadblocks
For on-line audio to be truly successful, however, a

number of other obstacles still need to be conquered.
The first is audio quality. For real-time listening, fidelity
has only recently approached a level that exceeds AM
radio quality. This is probably adequate for news and
other voice programming, but certainly not yet good
enough for music listening.

Next is the issue of reliability. Internet audio operates
on a principle known as "best efforts" delivery. In telco
parlance, this means there is no guarantee that service
will always be the way you'd like it. That's what happens
when you reverse -engineer a packet -switched network
to deliver real-time audio - something it was never
intended to do.

Then there's the issue of cost, particularly to the
content provider (i.e., the "webcaster" or on-line radio
station). It's generally accepted that each web listener
pays a nominal charge for his/her own Internet connec-
tivity, on either a flat -fee or time -block basis. But at the
"station" end, the connectivity is treated as an aggregate
of multiple users, with each one of these listeners
connected to a webcasting server individually (even if
they are all listening to the same real-time "broadcast"
stream of on-line audio). Again, the issue of the Inter-
net's original intent comes up. The structure was intend-
ed to be point-to-point - or later, multipoint-to-multi-
point (such as in the "chat" model) - but never point-
to-multipoint, as in broadcasting.

This means that the webcaster has to pay up front for

the server capacity to feed a reasonably large number of
simultaneous users, and then pay for Internet connectiv-
ity to serve all these listeners via separate, individual
connections. Under this regime, even a large-scale
webcaster can only feed a few hundred listeners simul-
taneously before maxing out the capacity of even an
expensive server. Moreover, add to this the cost of
supporting each of these listeners with discrete. Internet
access from the server, at something like $15 per listener
per month. This is hardly a viable operating condition
when viewed through the lens of traditional broadcast
economics. Such limitations are particularly frustrating
when the potential service area is literally worldwide.

Finally there's the matter of accessibility and portabil-
ity. Right now, the only way to listen to a webcast is at
a computer. This certainly doesn't match conventional
radio's convenience or receiver cost.

Potential solutions
By today's reckoning, however, each of these prob-

lems is solvable. Audio -coding algorithms continue to
improve, providing increasing fidelity at decreasing
bandwidths. Reliability is also improving, with future
network architectures aiming for a more guaranteed
level of performance along with wider bandwidths and
lower connection costs.

Perhaps most interesting at present is the technology
known as IP Multicast, which would allow a webcaster
to feed a single server output over a single Internet
connection to the network backbone, after which the
network routers will "replicate" the webcast signal to
any listener that calls for it. This would drastically reduce
the cost to the webcaster, and substantially alter the
economics of on-line broadcasting.

The matters of cost and convenience in receivers will
likely be the last to be solved, since they involve new
hardware development and the availability of cheap
wireless Internet access.

Yet the pace of change in the on-line world could allow
all of these hurdles to be cleared within the next two to
three years, in some observers' views.

Whether or how (programatically) today's radio broad-
casters should use the web for audio distribution is an
altogether separate question. Regardless of its answer,
however, on-line technology continues to move toward
the establishment of a structure that will lend itself more
aptly to an interactive broadcast delivery model.
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THE FUTURE OF RADIO IS HERE
NuStar is ON -AIR

Cleaner, Clearer, Quieter
DIGITAL AUDIO IS THE DIFFERENCE

The sonic quality of WEGF:-FM it Memphis is really very cood and it just got bet-
ter. Their NuStar 3000 Series irstalled quickly and operates flawlessly. The
Morning Wake-up Crew, TIM, BEV, and BAD DOG are pictured above at the control
surface. Tm Spencer (P.D ) says 'The great thing about it is that it's Digital, but
operates like the regular Board .ive're used to. We feel :hat's important because
with the new console, our staff hasn't hEd any operator miscues at all.
The transition was seamless."

- AND IT'S READY FOR YOU AND YOUP. STATION -
With new equipment technology anc your air time on the line

The Name You Can Trust To Deliver is:

OUDITRON ICS
3750 Old Getwel, Road, Memphis, TN 38118 USA

Telephone: (301) 362-1350 FAX: (901) 365-8629
www.auditronics.con E -Mail: sales@auditronics.com

:ircle (2) on Free Info Card



Some Countrie
4.,; Have It ALL!
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WSIX - Nashville, Tennessee
"Country Music Station of the Year"

A-500 Studio Furr iture delive-ed March 1993
A-500 Console S/N 20789 delivered April 1 993
A-500 Console S/N 20792 delivered April 1 993
A-6000 Studio Furniture delivered March 1 995
A-6000 Console S/N 22536 delivered March 1 995
R-16 Console S/N 22557 delivered March 1 995
SP -5 Console S/N 22593 del vereo April 1 99E,

-A1'. :Mk mila. 1116
M"..4011Prii*

Wheatstone Mode/ A -6000 Audio Console shown

1 995 Academy of Country Music Award
1 995 Marconi Country Music Award
1 995 Billboard Country Music Award

1 995 Country Music Association Award
1 995 Country Music Association SRO Award

1 995 Gavin Country Music Award
1 996 Gavin Country Music Award

1 996 Academy of Country Music Award

VVI-leotrtone Corporation
tel 315-452-5000 Syracuse. NY.

Circle (3) on Free Info Card




